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Chapter 1. Purposes and Focus of This Study
In July 2003 the United States’ President’s New Freedom Commission on Mental
Health presented its report on the situation of mental health services delivery in the United
States. It was titled Achieving the Promise: Transforming Mental Health Care in America.
The report begins with a vision statement: “. . . everyone with a mental illness will have
access to effective treatment and supports essential to live, work, learn, and participate fully
in their community.”
One of the model programs highlighted as exemplary in the report is a set of
projects titled “Integrated Services for Homeless Adults with Serious Mental Illnesses”
(see the Commission Report’s figure 2.3 below, from p. 45 of the report). These projects
were established and funded by the California state legislature’s Public Law AB-34. (There
are 35 county or city level reporting entities in the complete set of projects, which include
some multi-agency sites and some single-agency sites.) The focus of the ethnographic
study reported here—The Village, Integrated Services Agency (ISA)—is one of the singleagency sites in this set of model projects. We want to begin this report on The Village, ISA
by considering Figure 2.3 from the New Freedom Commission’s report:
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Notice first the goal of these model projects: To ‘do whatever it takes’ to meet the
needs of homeless persons with serious mental illnesses…” Notice next the overall
outcomes: “66% decrease in number of days of psychiatric hospitalization, 82% decrease
in days of incarceration, and 80% fewer days of homelessness.” (N.B. This is a time-overtime comparison for the program year 2001, with each project site as the unit of analysis.
All pre-enrollment days for a given category (e.g. for homelessness) are summed for all the
consumers in each project site and then compared with the sum of all the post-enrollment
days of homelessness for that project site. Then change scores for each project were
summed and averaged across the 35 reporting units funded under AB-34. David Pilon,
Personal Communication, April 3, 2004.)
Now consider what the figure identifies as the biggest challenge for implementation
of such programs (see row 5 in Figure 2.3): “To change the culture, attitudes, and values
around treating difficult populations with different strategies. Traditional service providers
tend to want to continue ‘business as usual’ and follow funding streams rather than
integrate services or share responsibility.” And, in row 6, note the requisites for replication
that are stated--how other organizations can adopt this model successfully: “Change
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infrastructure to integrate services. This concept is a different way of doing business and
requires links to a broader array of services, not just mental health.”
In the ethnographic report which follows we will show in detail what “a different
way of doing business” looks like in the ordinary conduct of daily practices of service
delivery at The Village, how The Village’s way of “doing whatever it takes” contrasts with
“business as usual” in mental health services delivery more generally, and what the
implications of those differences from usual practice might be. It is necessary to look
closely at practice at The Village because its outcomes are even better on most outcome
dimensions than those for the whole set of AB-34 programs reported on in Figure 2.3
above. What follows are figures for The Village in comparison with the full set of AB-34
projects in the most recently reported program year, 2003.
For all AB-34 projects there was an average decrease in consumer days of
psychiatric hospitalization of 55.8%—at The Village the decrease was even greater, 74.46%.
For days of incarceration of consumers there was a 72.1% decrease for AB-34 projects
overall, and a 65.9% decrease at The Village. For days of homelessness by consumers there
was for the AB-34 programs an average decrease of 67.3%, while at The Village the
decrease was 78.14%.
The outcome differences between The Village and AB-34 projects overall are
greatest in the domain of employment. For AB-34 projects overall there was a 65.4%
increase in days of full time employment by consumers, while for consumers at The Village
there was a 223.44% increase. For days of part time employment by consumers there was
an increase for AB-34 programs overall of 53.1%, while at The Village there was an
increase of 167.93%.
In addition, within the important outcome domain of housing the percentage of
consumers who remained homeless was lower at The Village than at the other AB 34 sites
in California, while the percentage of those who were successful in “independent living”
(living in one’s own dwelling without on-site support) was higher at The Village than at the
other AB 34 projects. For homelessness, the percentage of Village consumers who
remained homeless was 9.77%, in contrast to 13.52% of consumers at the other project
sites. For success in maintaining independent living status, the percentage of consumers at
The Village was 62.33% in contrast to 56.92% for all other project sites statewide. (These
data on most recent outcomes come from David Pilon, Personal Communication, April 8,
2004. Pilon expressed the opinion that the outcome figures for program year 2002 are more
accurate than those for program year 2001. He also notes that for program year 2002 the
slightly lower decrease in days spent in incarceration by Village members in comparison
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with AB-34 consumers overall may be due to the fact that a somewhat higher percentage of
Village members come directly from jail in the first place, 11.16% at The Village versus
7.82% across all the AB-34 projects.)
In sum, even though the AB-34 projects as a set show very good outcomes, the
outcomes for The Village are for the most part even better. Moreover, in the figures showing
success in employment, a crucial domain if clients are to be able to live their lives
successfully within their local community (which is the overall vision for the AB-34
program in California and for the federal New Freedom Commission Report itself), the
outcomes at The Village are not only better than those for the other AB-34 projects, they are
better by large orders of magnitude (e.g. a ratio of four to one for increase in days of full
time employment and a ratio of three to one for increase in days of part time employment).
Note also that in the domain of housing (decreased homelessness and increased
“independent living”), the other domain that involves a crucial aspect of living daily life in
a way that is integrated within one’s community, outcomes at The Village are also superior
to those from the other AB 34 projects.
From the data on outcomes reviewed above it seems reasonable to infer that
something special is going on at The Village. What is that, specifically, and how might what
is special at The Village account for the high level of outcomes The Village regularly
reports? To address this issue, in our narrative portrayal and discussion of the everyday life
of service delivery at The Village we will shift to a very different descriptive grain size than
that which is found in Figure 2.3. Through our descriptive reporting we will argue that what
makes The Village special is not simply the bringing together of disparate
services—“integration” in service delivery—but a distinct [i.e. qualitative] character in each
of the various services that are delivered together. This specially nuanced quality of service
delivery only becomes visible through specific description—narrative vignettes and direct
quotes from the staff and members of The Village.
In other words, this is a report of a study of the distinctive character of a local
instance of mental health service delivery. It results from an ethnographic process of
detective work. Like detectives we could see the outcomes at the beginning of our
investigation, and like detectives our task was to determine a narrative—a story of social
action—that adequately explained the production of those outcomes.
Thus the basic question orienting our inquiry was not “what are the outcomes that
result from a particular programmatic ‘treatment’?” (We will take figure 2.3 from the
National Commission report and the most recent reporting year outcome statistics presented
by us immediately above as having demonstrated that the outcomes of the AB-34 projects as
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a whole set, and of The Village project in particular, are desirable and substantial.) Rather,
this study was guided by a set of questions which run along the following lines: “What is
going on ‘upstream’ from the outcomes that are apparent at The Village?” “Given a
program site that demonstrably produces desirable outcomes, and moreover does so
consistently over time at less cost than that of the ‘usual ways of doing business,’ how does
that site operate, in its most fundamental practices, and in what ways—if any—are those
practices special?” “At a close level of detail, in fine grain size, are there causal mechanisms
that can be specified that might account for the result of these particular outcomes rather
than some other outcomes?”
This descriptive report will present and document the following qualitative
hypothesis: what causes the outcomes of service delivery at The Village is a distinctive
local pattern in the conduct of that service delivery. That pattern is pointed to by three
characterizing terms used routinely by The Village in its own program descriptions:
“integrated,” “psychosocial rehabilitation,” and “recovery.” These terms are current in
general literature on the organization of outpatient services for the seriously mentally ill. But
at The Village, “integrated,” “psychosocial rehabilitation,” and “recovery” have a special
local character—in their instantiation within the daily practices of Village staff and members
these terms have a flavor, an ethos, that is distinctive. Yet apart from concrete instantiation
“flavor” and “ethos” remain hazy constructs. This report is an attempt to describe
specifically the patterns of practice in which the Village ethos consists, and the concrete
ways in which that ethos ramifies—repeats itself—with remarkable thoroughness across all
levels of the organization within everyday practices of service delivery.
Indeed what makes The Village distinct is something more tangible than ethos. In its
own version of “doing whatever it takes” (as advocated in figure 2.3 above)—The Village
systematically challenges and differs from the standard operating procedures of clinical
mental health service delivery and the structures of conventional wisdom that support those
standard operating procedures. Daily practice at The Village is done consistently in ways
that are not only distinctive in terms of professional culture but which can fairly be
characterized as counter-hegemonic—swimming quite deliberately upstream against the
currents of “mainstream” medical practice in general and medicalized mental health
practice more specifically. (We will return in the final chapter of this report to the issue of
hegemony of medical/mental health professional service culture and its Village discontents.)
Although everyday work at The Village is done in ways that are subtly yet deeply
contrary to “guild norms” for “guild practices” in mental health service delivery, this is
an issue that figure 2.3 above does not address directly—even though the figure calls for
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change in “business as usual.” The figure sidesteps the issue of intentionally pushing
against guild norms and practices because its synoptic characterization of “business” is too
shallow—it does not cut a deep enough furrow, descriptively. Consequently staff at a new
site could read figure 2.3, try to do what its synopsis says to them about new practices, in
good conscience think they were adopting The Village’s special version of the more
general AB-34 model—and yet miss the actual heart of Village practice. They could go
through the motions—as in shadow-boxing—but fail to experience the kinaesthesia of the
way The Village really does its work.
(N.B. In this study Joanne Straceski was the primary fieldworker, with
Frederick Erickson mainly providing strategic advice, serving as the
investigator of record as is required by the procedures of the University of
California. Erickson is the main author of the first and last chapters of this
report (including the last chapter’s description of the annual awards
ceremony) and edited the other chapters, while Straceski is the main author
of the other chapters and edited the first and last chapters. In all chapters
when the word “we” occurs this refers to decisions and/or actions taken by
Straceski and Erickson jointly. In the chapters that follow, when the word
“I” or “my” appears in narrative reporting, that refers to Straceski in her
role as participant observer and interviewer.)
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Chapter 2. Origins of the Village Approach: Foundations in Time and Space

Introduction: A path to advocacy
On June 23, 1900, Clifford Beers opened the window of his fourth-floor bedroom
and threw himself out of it—the desperation and the despair had over-run him. He survived,
did not even lose consciousness, but lay on the pavement below, dazed and in great pain.
His family, seated together for a meal in the first floor dining room, did not immediately
understand what had occurred, but soon they responded. Confusion reigned. Soon after,
Beers began his journey through a string of experiences with what at that time was available
in the way of treatment for mental illness in his hometown of New Haven, Connecticut.
Another life of a lunatic had been launched.
Or so it would have seemed—but Beers came back from all this and wrote a book
about his story and spent much of his life on a single-minded campaign to educate on and
promote reform in the treatment of the mentally ill.
The book, A Mind that Found Itself, is written in old-fashioned language—advocates
more often point to it now than read it—but it contains a first-person account of experience
in mental illness—and a canny first-person report, through the eyes of the patient, of
interactional dynamics between patient and caretaker that anyone interested in psychiatric
treatment modalities might do well to consider.
In “care,” when he was treated with disrespect, he resisted. At all times, he was
sincere, clear, consistent, in his expectation that no matter what his problems might be that
there be a rule of person to person respectfulness. When he was treated badly, with
disrespect and misuse, he relentlessly (madly, one might say) endured and persisted in his
path of resistance. When treated with intelligence and respectfulness, he gave back in kind.
For example:
“The assistant physician in charge of my case, realizing that he could not grant all
of my requests, unwisely decided to deny most of them. Had he been tactful, he
could have taken the same stand without arousing my animosity. As it was he
treated me with a contemptuous sort of indifference which finally developed into
spite, and led to much trouble for us both. During the two wild months that
followed, the superintendent and the steward could induce me to do almost
anything by simply requesting it. If two men out of three could control me easily
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during such a period of mental excitement, is it not reasonable to suppose that the
third man, the assistant physician, could likewise have controlled me had he treated
me with consideration? It was his undisguised superciliousness that gave birth to
my contempt for him. In a letter written during my second week of elation, I
expressed the opinion that he and I should get along well together. But that was
before I had become troublesome enough to try the man's patience. Nevertheless, it
indicates that he could have saved himself hours of time and subsequent worry,
had he met my friendly advances in the proper spirit, for it is the quality of heart
quite as much as the quantity of mind that cures or makes happy the insane.”
(pp. 80-81, 1948 edition)
“What fostered my self-control was a sense of gratitude. The doctors and
attendants treated me as a gentleman. There it was not difficult to prove myself one.
My every whim was at least considered with a politeness which enabled me to
accept a denial with a highly sane equanimity. Aside from mild tonics I took no
other medicine than that most beneficial sort which inheres in kindness. The feeling
that, though a prisoner, I could still command obligations from others led me to
recognize my own reciprocal obligations, and was a constant source of delight.”
(p. 190)
Beers’ message is simple: I am a person. Despite my illness. I have feelings and
there are fundamental ways in which my reactions are reasonable, no matter how
unreasoned I may be, and my reactions will be shaped as would anyone else’s might be
who is a person, in any human context, as person-to-person interaction would dictate one
should react.
“More fundamental, however, than any technical reform, cure, or
prevention—indeed, a condition precedent to all these—is a changed spiritual
attitude toward the insane. They are still human: they love and hate, and have a
sense of humor. The worst are usually responsive to kindness.” (p. 202)
“To be on the safe and humane side, let every relative and friend of persons so
afflicted remember the Golden Rule, which has never been suspended with respect
to the insane. Go to see them, treat them sanely, write to them, keep them informed
about the home circle; let not your devotion flag, nor accept any repulse.” (p. 53)
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Beers went on to found the Connecticut Society for Mental Hygiene. Following
various twists and turns, this gave way to the formation of the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene. In 1950, the National Committee for Mental Hygiene, the National Mental
Health Foundation and something called the Psychiatric Foundation banded together to
form the National Association of Mental Health (NAMH). This in turn became an
important mental health education, advocacy, watchdog organization that remains active to
this day–the National Mental Health Association (NMHA).
In 1930, Beers had been proud to see his efforts lead to a “First National Congress
for Mental Hygiene.” Three thousand representatives from 41 countries are said to have
attended this event. This expression of what-might-be in the process of bringing together
disparate constituencies around a common interest was one more point on a long timeline of
prodding, and focusing, being active, and not going away, as concerned citizens have found
one another, and raised their voices, and pursued their interests in humane, just, decent
treatment for persons living with mental illness.
The Mental Health Association of Los Angeles (MHALA) was founded in 1924,
amidst the activism of the child guidance movement in the United States. As a long chain of
events unfolded in the legislation of public mental health services, and as particular
personnel came into prominence within the organization, this affiliate of NMHA found itself
absolutely engaged—in the spirit of Clifford Beers’ efforts—in supporting the drive to
include in concrete, meaningful ways—at the table, in discussions, in decisionmaking—those most closely affected—those living with mental illness, those “surviving” a
mental illness, their families and friends and communities, with those involved in the
business of providing mental health care and treatment in California. MHALA would
gradually build experience in program development, and get a gritty education in the
political realities of public mental health services development within the California context.
By the 1980s MHALA was strategically placed when conditions were right for one next
onslaught on the mental health services “system” in California.
Therein lies an absorbing, and instructive tale of the conditions, the players, the
moves, and the ideas forming a policy environment within which one particular piece of
legislation—the legislation that would bring the Village into being—looked as if it was
getting ready to be created. The story is too rich, too big, to be recounted fully here, but
when California Assembly Bill 3777, Chapter 982, Statutes of 1988, “formed out of the
anger and frustration” of everyday citizens, imparted to the California State Department of
Mental Health authority to launch the development of a pilot demonstration of a new style
of mental health programming, the MHALA was there on the spot.
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This “Wright, McCorquodale, and Bronzan Act of 1988,” AB “three triple seven,”
instructed the state to put into gear an effort to solicit proposals for a set of pilot
demonstration projects providing “treatment, case management, and community support”
to “seriously mentally disordered adults and older adults.”
Within enclaves of the helping community involved in work in California with the
seriously mentally ill, apparently some serious sitting-up and taking-notice went on around
this development. “Put me on the record,” one reporter on those times is said to have
remarked, “whoever gets this will be the leader” in years to come. “This is the next level.
This is where it is going.”
MHALA wrote a proposal, got one of the three grants to undertake a pilot program,
and the Village was launched.
In the MHALA archives of program materials there is an undated document entitled,
“The Village: A New Comprehensive System of Care for the Chronically Mentally Ill.” It
is a concept paper worked up between MHALA staff and an outside consultant who has
been described by MHALA staff as someone “who thinks outside the box.” It was a
critical piece in the formation of the original MHALA proposal for AB3777 funds. Part of
the document looks like part of the original proposal document itself. The paper opens with
this paragraph:
What is a Village? For most people the word brings to mind a quaint town in a
rural setting. There is one ‘main street,’ a general store which serves as a post
office, a bank, a meeting hall, a church, usually a tavern, and a few white picket
fences homes. Historically a village was the center of commerce and social life for
the larger community of settlers living at various distances around it. The Village
was a place where goods and services could be exchanged, where you would meet
neighbors, and get the latest gossip about the village as well as the larger world. It
provided its inhabitants with a sense of belonging, of support and opportunity.
Villagers raised each others barns, assisted with childbirth, cared for the sick,
shared resources in good times and bad, and provided festive opportunities to
celebrate good fortune with others.
This document opens a window onto the initial vision for what was to become the
Village ISA. It goes on to talk about why Long Beach was a good place to put this
experiment. It briefly outlines a picture of the “success of psychotropic medication,” and
the fact of de-institutionalization and a lack of community-based alternatives for chronically
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mentally ill individuals, leading to non-compliance with treatment, violence and protection
issues
The basic needs of an individual who suffers from a chronic mental illness are no
different from those of most people. Any person needs adequate food, shelter, and
clothing. Once these are met, the so-called “higher” needs become apparent.
These include the need for friendship, productive work, and social interaction. In
meeting and maintaining these needs we all find meaning and purpose in our lives.
When sufficient opportunity is provided to meet these needs the individual has a
definite role to play and a place in which to be and grow. This is, in large part,
how individuals develop a sense of dignity, self-worth, and helping.
All in all it is a fascinating document, with its egalitarian vision, its emphasis on
collaborative, coordinated efforts among teammates, and the powerful, plain English
statement of conviction concerning shared humanity. Even the organizational form proposed
for the new agency was coherent with the overall vision. (We will go into this point later in
the report in the section on Village program content and organization.)
This vision of what the Village Integrated Services Agency might be was also
powerfully driven home with the document’s statement of “shared values” that underlie the
MHALA mission and that would inform Village practice:
1) Members and their expressed needs come first.
2) Staff and member relationships are grounded in mutual respect and equality.
3) Members can play a productive role in the community when their abilities are
encouraged and their disabilities are lessened.
4) Members have more in common with the general population than they have
differences (p.17).
5) Members should be given the same opportunities for treatment for their mental
illnesses that victims of cancer, diabetes and other physical illnesses are given.
6) Members should play an active role in any service delivery system designed to help
them cope with their illness and to readjust to community life.
A few more notes are in order here about the ideas under-girding the Village
proposal. A great deal of thought and research had gone into the making of AB3777. A
number of mental health programs and practices at “the cutting-edge” in community
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mental health treatment had been scrutinized and, indeed, had inspired the direction of the
legislation. MHALA’s grasp of this background knowledge was secure, but the MHALA
proposal was pitched in a particular way.
The proposal had three distinctive emphases. First, ACT, Assertive Community
Treatment, an approach to community-based, team-based integrated, comprehensive mental
health services, was an important inspiration for the legislation, and in the nation, for mental
health services in the community for those with serious mental illness (Stein, Test, & Marx,
1975; Estroff, 1981; Allness, 1997). Of course, the drafters of the Village proposal were
familiar with ACT, however, as one person involved in the start-up of the Village put it, it
was a minimal “grounding.”
Second, at least one key player in the design of the Village proposal was “steeped in
clubhouse.” The now international clubhouse “movement,” as it is fair to call it, is driven
by a commitment to the control of operations by the identified clients of mental health
services: former “patients,” mental health “clients” or “consumers,” and “survivors” of
mental illness (Rutman, 1987, pp. 207-209; Meeuwisse, 1997). The architects of the Village
had deep, grounding knowledge of the clubhouse movement. There was exposure to the
ways in which case management had worked in a clubhouse setting. But based on
grounding, and in contrast to a more usual “club house” vision, there was a stronger
conviction among the Village proposal writers that psychiatric expertise had an important
part to play among the inventory of services to be deployed in the new program.
The third point to make concerns the fact that the Village designers were networked
to the psychosocial rehabilitation community. A heavy thread of psychosocial rehabilitation
thinking came through in the Three Triple Seven legislation. Practitioners who would
centrally identify themselves with psychosocial rehabilitation were heavily represented
among those who watched with particular interest as the situation unfolded. And once the
pilot program funds were secured by MHALA, the architects of the Village went deep
within this network to find leadership for the new project.

An overview of Psychosocial Rehabilitation
In an article that is dispersed to this day by Village staff as part of a packet of
materials intended to orient visitors to the place, we find this: “The Village Integrated
Services Agency [is] a community-based program that uses the principles of psychosocial
rehabilitation” (Thompson, 1994, p. 25).
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An acquaintance with what psychosocial rehabilitation is and how it fits into wider
national and international trends in the treatment of severe, ongoing mental illness is useful
to understanding what Three Triple Seven was intended to do, and it is central to any
understanding of the Village. It is a services orientation that fundamentally underpins
Village practice.
Psychosocial rehabilitation (PR) is a relatively new services orientation that entails a
basic change in professional identity within mental health. An exhaustive attempt to catalog
existing psychosocial rehabilitation programs in the United States in the late 1960s
produced a list of just 12 programs (plus one in Canada) (Glasscote et al, 1971). Materials
of the International Association of Psychosocial Rehabilitation Services (IAPSRS), a
professional organization formed in the 1970s, traces the roots of PR back to Europe in the
1930s and an early search “for treatment interventions and settings that were outside of
psychiatric hospitals” (Hughes & Weinstein, 2000, p. 36). In 1987, by one count, there
were 985 “facilities” officially recognized by IAPSRS as describing themselves as offering
at least some core array of basic psychosocial rehabilitation services. In 2001 the
Psychiatric Rehabilitation Certification Program was launched with the purpose of
developing and administering the new Certified Psychosocial Rehabilitation Practitioner
(CPRP) credential.
The Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation, Boston University, Massachusetts, is one
key entity within what may be called a developing field of psychosocial rehabilitation.
Among various materials on the Center’s website is one statement of special interest in this
introduction to the field:
Our work is guided by the most basic of rehabilitation values that first and
foremost, persons with psychiatric disabilities have the same goals and dreams
as any other person. They want a decent place to live, suitable work, social
activities, and friends to whom they can turn in times of crisis.
(www.bu.ed/cpr/about/, 2004)
One definition of psychosocial rehabilitation, found on the website of the California
Association of Social Rehabilitation Agencies, (CASRA, founded in 1969), a California
affiliate of IAPSRS, is stated as follows:
A holistic approach to working with people with psychiatric disabilities, providing
a range of supports and services in the social, vocational, educational and leisure
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areas of life, in order that the individual can live as independently as possible in the
community. (http://www.casra.org)
In fact, succinct attempts at a definition of psychosocial rehabilitation are plentiful
and various in form. A fuller approach that does justice to the sense and ambitions of PR
will take many more words. Here is one version which is worth reproducing at length. To
reduce would be to distort:
The goal of all psychosocial rehabilitation is to restore each person’s
ability for independent living, socialization, and effective life management (Hughes,
Woods, Brown, and Spaniol, 1994). It is a holistic approach that places the
person—not the illness—at the center of all interventions. The wishes of the person
being served direct the rehabilitation process through working partnerships that
are forged between the practitioner and the individual with mental illness. Effective
rehabilitation builds on a person’s strengths and helps the individual to
compensate for the negative effects of the psychiatric disability.
Rehabilitation services are practical and empirical and are designed to
make a real difference in the lives of people with mental illness. A home to live in,
friends, a job, an income, and school are frequently the focus of rehabilitation
services. Psychosocial rehabilitation services are usually provided in the
community where these needs can best be addressed. A person with a mental
illness is likely to be involved in a complex network of health and human services.
Service management to coordinate the far-flung and often unconnected services
received by an individual with mental illness is an integral component of
rehabilitation. Advocacy to redress the devastating effects of stigma, poverty,
homelessness, and inadequate treatment is also important.
(Hughes & Weinstein, 2000, p. 35)
The Village might be described as a text book instance of psychosocial rehabilitation
that was custom-developed by one particular private, non-profit organization to contend with
the facts of one particular state mental health services environment and one distinct set of
local circumstance in the form of a particular local social/geographical setting.
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Things change: stepping into the stream of Village history
Village staff members have occasionally been heard to say that the Village is a
“living laboratory” or “a work in progress.” We would absolutely agree that this captures
something of a spirit of experimentation to be found in the place, with new things being
tried out, considered, incorporated, or discarded. And on February 21, 2003, the day
fieldwork for this project began in earnest, the Village was already launched on a major reorganization effort. It quickly became clear that no matter whatever else it might be, the
study we were to be involved in had to do with the question of why and how the Village
goes about doing change, and how essential continuity is maintained within these changes.
By the time we arrived, various elements of Village structure had been rearranged.
The organization of service delivery did not look the same in all teams. Staff were being
moved around physically. Many of the working relationships of staff with staff, and of
members and staff, were being re-shuffled. At least one staff person had left in protest.
Various interior spaces on all four stories of the building were about to be remodeled, and a
personnel and programs redesign would be coalescing within a physical re-working of
space. This was very much a moving target we were trying to get our minds wrapped
around, a stream into which we were stepping, a journey we were joining.
One Wednesday morning during the Village’s weekly Community Meeting, a
Villager raised her hand to be recognized. When she was invited to speak, she stepped
forward from one margin of the meeting space where many members of the community
stand and catch parts of the meeting from the edges. She said she wanted to introduce a
special visitor, an old friend who had once worked at the Village. The room was quite
crowded, and as people turned to see who she was talking about, there were some gentle
murmurs of recognition and welcome. The Villager repeated the visitor’s name, by way of
introduction for those who did not know him. “He was a PSC here in 1994. Lily (the
current medical administrator) was the team leader then. "The Villager turned to seek out
eye contact with another current Village staff member, Margot. The Villager said to her,
"This is a teaching moment for you, Margot. People come back and visit.” Margot, a PSC,
was about to leave the Village in order to return to graduate school in social work. Her goal
was to start another place like the Village, but for young people. The Villager went back to
the business of introducing the young man. She told us that he was now launched upon a
new project. He had developed a new housing situation—called Oak House—no services
offered, but, rather, “he works with the case management team.” She invited him to say a
few words. “Hello!” he said, beaming upon everyone, “It’s good to be back.” He paused
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and then he said, in a voice full of marvel, “It’s amazing how everything has changed, and
nothing has changed!” He smiled and shook his head slightly. This was a moment of
epiphany for our study. The young man had hit the nail on the head, clearly. Building
remodeled, staff and members rearranged, there was now talk about something called
“flow,” and a place called “Main Street” being introduced into Village ways. Many old,
familiar faces were gone, and new faces were found on every side. The community meeting
had even been altered.
What is the same? Something a Villager once said fits in well here. She was talking
about her team: “It’s like a great big huddle of people. You can’t see that in mental health
centers. There’s not the family. You don’t know your co-workers.” The word, “huddle,”
works to describe something in the atmosphere in the community meeting, with the coming
together, and sharing hellos, the news, with everyone sitting and standing together, involved
in this Village story together. This was something of central importance about the place that
was enduring. The camaraderie, egalitarian spirit, sharing—these are all words that come to
mind. There is indeed a distinct style to the Village, a particular way of being.
Fellow-feeling is a fundamental ingredient in the Village. It comes with the ideas that
undergird Village structures and practices. We would posit that it is a very real aspect of
what has not changed in the place. But lots of things have changed, and the phrase,
“everything is changed and nothing is changed,” makes an interesting byline for any story
about the Village. And while this report is not focused on the implementation history of the
Village, the reader does need some kind of road map to a history of Village continuations,
expansions, and re-design developments over time in order to more fully appreciate the
place as we find it today.
In the next section, we turn to a broad overview of Village development as it is set
within a context of pertinent legislative activity in California.

A road map to various Village continuations, expansions, and re-design
In the history of the Village, a course of legislation at the state level in California has
gone hand-in hand with program implementation at the local level. An understanding of
connections across these levels is necessary to making sense of where the Village stands
today.
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Establishment of the Village. Assembly Bill 3777, Chapter 982, Statutes of 1988,
laid statutory ground for the initial development of the Village. This state-sponsored, statefunded integrated services agency (ISA) pilot was to run from July 1, 1989 through June
30, 1993. An outcome evaluation study was part of initial specifications for the project. The
village’s parent organization, the Mental Health Association of Los Angeles, would keep a
firm guiding hand on the development and the continuation of the Long Beach pilot.
Funding for the Village began on January 1, 1990 through the mechanism of
"capitation," pre-payment of a set dollar amount per client participant per year (originally
coming to somewhere close to the level of $16,000 per member). The monies had to cover a
broad spectrum of services for clients, including hospitalizations. The "capitation rate" has
always been identified by Village staff as an important variable in the Village’s commitment
to following the needs of members as opposed to the dictates of multiple existing, distinct,
narrow, categorical funding streams, and, clearly, importantly, defining client “needs” in a
broader, real, everyday-world kind of way than mental health services definitions of need
normally permitted.
This issue of capitated funding is very important. Capitation puts discretion and
decision-making authority into the hands of the management of the entity most proximally
involved in direct, front-line engagement day-to-day with the persons for whom the
intervention has been made in the first place. Management needs to understand its budget,
have a good grasp of the nature of its monies, and the costs of things, figuring out, for
example, answers to each of the following questions: What does it cost to buy and develop a
building? Or to rent a van versus buying one to move peoples’ things around as their
housing changes? Or to pay for school supplies? Or to equip and stock a deli kitchen? Or
to hospitalize a member, and have a psychiatrist monitor the person’s situation there? Any
and all of these might be included among the myriad of details that would need to be
accounted for in an ISA program budget. With capitation, responsibility for thorough
understanding went with funds. To not know what things cost, what they are costing, could
easily lead to disaster. Within the Village, support on the budget came from MHALA.
Further, program discretion was passed along to and shared with those closest to the matters
of central concern, as service coordination teams were given discretion over funds put at
their disposal in their own budgets. In turn, service coordination teams' decisions about uses
of monies were sensitive to the interests, life situations, and desires of members. Decisions
about use of funds entailed a fine-grain process of “consultation” between members and
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staff members about what it was that members wanted, needed, or required, and would
accept.
By July 1990 the Village reached an enrollment of 120 members. 120 individuals
were also enrolled into a comparison group for the purposes of an outcomes study. At the
time of an interim report issued by the evaluators (Meisel & Chandler, 1992) the Village
community was organized into three teams, each with 40 members. The staff on each team
included one licensed clinical social worker, one nurse, one psychiatrist (part-time), and two
“paraprofessionals.” In additions there were six “program specialists,” “including
vocational and recreational specialists,” who were described as operating “outside the
teams,” yet widely understood to collectively hold an “important role on the treatment
team,” and there were ambiguities about how team staff and specialists were interrelated.
(A chart in the Appendices maps Village program organization in 1992, 2002, and 2003.)
The final report of the outcome evaluation brought positive attention to the Village,
and over the next few years, legislative effort at the state level was aimed both at
“continuation” of the Village and expansion of the scope of this “Adult System of Care”
intervention. Meanwhile, in 1991 a “re-alignment” initiative was launched, which
eventuated in alterations to how public mental health services would be funded in the state
and where, between the state of California and the counties and cities organized as local
mental health services authorities, responsibility for programs would lie.
“The First Expansion”: PARTNERS. Late in 1992, after re-alignment in
California had created new terms for mental health funding sources and shifted certain
responsibilities for the development of programs from state to county, Los Angeles County
issued a document entitled, “Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health Capitated
Managed Care Program Request for Proposals” (December 23, 1992). The target is this
effort was to generate mental health services “to supply ISA-type pilot programs to serve
approximately 400 clients throughout the county,” and to “operate service delivery system
wherein all components work together.” “In 1993, one observer stated that counties were
now carrying the “full burden of responsibility for the ISAs.” County contracts were
awarded to six “integrated service agency programs.” These “PARTNERS” (“People
Achieving Rehabilitation Together Need Empowering Respectful Support”) programs were
intended to share close family resemblance with the Village Integrated Services Agency.
Some of the clients targeted for services in this development came to the Village.
Village staff reactions to this were mixed. The Village continued to gather positive
notice. We can assume that MHALA prominence in the county must have also grown with
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the organization’s expanding role in administering outcomes study of the Partners
programs. In 1994 Village/MHALA staff were building an outcomes tracking program that
would be used as the foundation in monitoring of the Partners programs. On the other hand,
as one Villager expressed it, following this “first expansion,” it “took a year or two to
settle down.” Further, the expansion was introducing turbulence to the comfortable, and
creatively generative small community environment of the original pilot. Perhaps it is an
overstatement, and certainly a statement from only one witness to these events in these times,
but one person observed that “getting strength from one another went out the window.”
In June of 1995, an “Eighteen month update of the LA County DMH Partners
project” apparently lent encouragement to plans for further expansion. Without question,
these were heady times, and important developments in the state, in the county, for MHALA,
and for the mental health community interested in getting integrated, comprehensive services
to adults with serious mental illness. Then, with Senate Bill 659, Chapter 153, Statutes of
1996, the “existing” Village “pilot” was “repealed,” and the Village program was reauthorized to continue with oversight by the county. In addition, an “Adult and Older Adult
Mental Health System of Care Act” was added. To an outside observer this seemed a
strange situation. A mechanism had been put in place for further expansion of additional
“adult system-of-care programs” along the same lines as the Village, but with a
caveat—“as funds permit.” In the California context, this has continuously meant that there
will be severely limited development of these programs. A local authority can say it has no
funds. It can also simply be true that there are no funds.
As notice and commendation grew for the Village, MHALA’s navigation of the
system continued to gather in complexities. With SB659, the Village was now made a
permanent part of the Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health budget. DMH had
expanded this earliest iteration of an ISA approach in a number of settings in the county.
Various members of the MHALA and Village staffs were involved in a highly political
situation of being of both part of an intervention and carrying oversight responsibilities for
the collectivity of partners engaged in this intervention. In addition, the reach of county
accountability methods, geared to the monitoring of a very different style of mental health
services, would become an increasingly troubling fact of life for the Village. “In 1996,” one
Villager once quipped, “the park closed.”
AB34 comes into the scene. Assembly Bill 34, Chapter 617, Statutes of 1999,
authorized pilots in three counties for demonstration grants for comprehensive services to
homeless mentally ill persons at risk of homelessness and incarceration. In testimony
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before a California Assembly subcommittee the MHA Director of Outcomes Studies
reflected back on one of the primary features in AB34: “…the bill made a great point of
focusing on outcomes.” Further, programs had to focus centrally on quality of life
outcomes and not changes in mental illness symptomology, and demonstrate that they could
“help consumers reduce their homelessness and increase their ability to live
independently,” and “demonstrate their ability to reduce hospitalizations and
incarcerations.” This was the kind of quality of life outcomes study that had been
developed for use in the original Village.
In general terms the description of the services mandated in these AB34 pilots read a
lot like a Village. What each site would, in fact, look like was a different matter. This was a
fairly high stakes proposition. Continuation of the pilots would be dependent on the
outcome results for the pilots after one year. The 2000 report on the outcomes for the
programs was positive and the program was expanded.
Like Topsy, AB34 grew. AB 34 was followed by AB 2034, Chapter 518, Statutes of
2000, which maintained funds, continued expansion, re-emphasized accountability, public
education, and “system” in “community care.” AB 2034 was followed by AB 334, which
in turn was followed by AB 2057. The May 2003 report on this overall program of
interventions stated that as of January 31, 2003, 4,881 consumers were enrolled in 35
programs in the state.
“The second Village expansion”. Implications of the string of modifications in
the AB34 legislation were significant for the Village. By the Fall of 2002, the Village had
grown to include 489 adult members and 5 teams. There were 276 “Village” members
distributed across three service coordination teams, and 213 “AB34” members, also
distributed across three teams. (See Appendices for 2002 Village program organization.)
The members on one of the three AB34 teams were young people, “transitional age youth”
ages 18-25. Theirs was the TAY team, with 50 members. Each of the five adult member
teams included the following staff members: a team leader, 5 Personal Service Coordinators,
a 3/4 time psychiatrist and “up to two MSW students per team.” The Village had grown its
specialist services in a number of directions since 1993. There were now a total of 24
program specialists. As in 1993, those specialists were located outside the teams, and
available to all. The specialists included an employment coordinator and 12 employment
department staff, a “community integration” coordinator and 5 “CI” staff, 1 substance
abuse/recovery specialist, 1 housing specialist, 2 financial advisors, and a nursing
coordinator. There was “Village administration” and “AB34 administration.” There was
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Training/Outcomes and technical support to the outcomes measurement operation. In
addition, there was O&E, “Outreach and Engagement,” the current iteration of the Village's
and MHALA's Long Beach homeless outreach and assistance activities.
The Village had continued with its “growing” of elements of specialist supports.
The employment and community integration segments were complex freestanding
enterprises available to the whole Village community. Housing and dual recovery were
continually evolving specialist areas.
The heady times of program expansion and development had continued, but there
was also strain on the organization. One observer, a visitor to the Village in 1999, and again
in 2000, and again early in 2003, said that in 2003 the place was “much more crowded”
and “the caseloads much bigger” than in earlier times. From within the organization came
some other kinds of observations on the impact of the AB34 expansions. As one Village
insider described it, “the atmosphere changed…” The community was seeing “harder,
edgier people.” Another commentator put it this way: “We were obviously getting a
different set of people.” People were thinking, “Axis 1?” (a psychiatric diagnostic term)
and wondering, “Is there a mental illness here?” As person after person was added to the
Village community, the impressions being formed by staff began to take on a certain cast, a
feeling that continues into the present, of seeing more people who are described as
“refugees,” “cast-offs,” “a tremendous burden on society.” One person spoke of
“people who were “pushing away, not trusting,” coming into the Village community “with
difficult lives.” “No one had ever listened.” They had been “thrown out of society, and
expected to survive.” Staff were seeing “personality difficulties.” People came in with
clinical diagnoses, but once within the Village for a while, many of these “diagnoses were
altered.” One person observed that in some cases, “in a sense, [we felt we were having] to
fudge on this to get an Axis 1 diagnosis” (a basic requirement for services).
One Villager expressed the thought that perceptions of changes in “atmosphere” in
the Village introduced a puzzle for the Village staff: “It was hard to say whether it was a
function of size or a function of differences in people.” These currents were difficult
enough, but with other shifts in the public mental health services environment, the waters
would become even more turbulent.
In spring of 2002, somewhere in the myriad of exchanges entailed in the shaping of
the California Governor’s budget for the following fiscal year, “the Partners funding was
gone.” There was probably no certainty for Village staff about this until the final budget
was passed by the California State Assembly, but certainly by September of 2002, word was
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circulating more widely among staff that “changes were coming.” As one staff member
described it, by October 2002, it was clear that there would need to be changes.
Many, almost yearly treks to Sacramento, (the state capitol), had been undertaken
over the years by MHALA advocates, to continue with work needed in support of a longstanding, ambitious, overarching systems-change assault on the status quo in mental health
services. These times must have been exhilarating, but they must have also been grueling,
because after the first years of assured funding for the AB3777 pilot, years that gave the
Village important “space” within which to set itself in action, there followed at least some
tension over a kind of almost year-to-year necessity to focus on where the money for the
Village would be coming from next. In the testimony just referred to in this section, the
Village’s Outcomes director also said: “It was 14 years ago that I made my first
‘advocacy’ trip to Sacramento. I had just started working for the Mental Health Association
in Los Angeles and they had wisely refrained from telling me until AFTER I had accepted
the position that every May the mental health community made a pilgrimage to Sacramento
to lobby legislators and plead that the mental health budget be spared cuts.” In 2002, this
tension had been exacerbated when Partners “went away.”
The Village re-design. It is not clear to us how and when various segments of the
MHALA/Village community began to see that it would be wise to prepare for possible cuts,
but prepare they did. This also created an opportunity to tinker with elements of program.
In true Village fashion, everyone began to go into various huddles even before the
Partners demise was a certainty. There were many meetings. There was much conversation.
Members of staff were pulled together in many various ways to discuss things. (We dearly
wish we had been there to sit in on some of this Village process.) A plan was formulated.
The teams would be re-configured and there would be a blending of the two streams of
members—Original Village (“OV”) and AB34. The number of teams would change.
Doctors’ caseloads would be re-worked. Three big new “neighborhoods” would each be
more like the size of the original Village. Each decision sent a cascade of new questions
through the community. As the Village went from five teams to three neighborhoods, how
would five team leaders be transformed into three neighborhood directors? What kind of
say would all members of the community have in any of this?
Our field visits to the Village began on February 21, 2003. Very quickly, it became
apparent that the Village was in the middle of making some changes, or rather, it was only
just at the beginning of the actual implementation of a "re-design." Implementation of the
Village redesign had begun formally on February 1.
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“Now the programs are combined”. In the re-design, where there had been five
teams there were now three neighborhoods—East, West and North—each with somewhere
between 125 and 140 members, and a re-configured staff and inventory of team positions
composition. (See Appendices for 2003 program organization) In each neighborhood there
was a director and assistant director, 7 PSCs, and one full-time psychiatrist. Service
specialists who had been “living” outside of the neighborhood were moved inside each
neighborhood to share space and desks and the day-to-day life of the team: these included a
community integration coordinator, a money manager, and an employment specialist. The
small transitional age youth team continued as-is. The Basement outreach and engagement
segment of the Village experienced some changes in staff, and continued to expand, but did
not go through the kind of structural re-configuration that the teams were experiencing.
In addition, something called "Village Next" became fact, at least on paper. It would
later take on a new name, "Main Street," in the process of becoming a new Village program
segment for members moving out of Village membership.
An open enrollment period was announced for members. There would be another
one just after Labor Day in the next year “It’s only fair,” said one Villager, with all the
changes going on. In Village open enrollment periods, members (not always all members)
are invited to name a limited number of alternate possibilities for a new PSC (personal
service coordinator). In the current situation, staff would have to make the final assignments
based on a wider context of variables, honoring member choice, but considering such things
as where the particular PSCs were within reconfigured teams. One third of the members
named no choices. The sorting got done. We heard that some staff protested how some
member re-assignments went, and that some staff members thought some changes
“unwise.” However, it all got done, and the Village rolled along.
Plans to “re-fresh” the building, inside and out, also went into the works, with a
building re-model to mirror the re-workings in staff relationships.
As of early spring 2003 there was no single narration across Village staff as to why
the Village was making changes, or exactly how the final approach to the design of the
redesign had come about. One person would say so-and-so had come up with the idea;
another person would say something different. Some said it was about money. Some talked
about a need to make changes in order to solve problems associated with the Village’s
expansions. But everyone agreed that changes were in the works. “We’re right in the
middle of what was and what will be,” is how one member of the Village staff described it
in a training session for visitors from outside the Village on March 17, 2003. “We are one
month into the implementation of a new system geared towards graduation—and “flow.”
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A year later, in April of 2004, the Village continues in a process of self-study,
looking at the changes that have been wrought.
Long Beach, California: A big small town by the sea
MHALA knew where it wanted to see this Village. Long Beach is the fifth largest
city in California. Beginning as ranchos deeded over to private citizens by the King of
Spain, Long Beach from early times was attractive as a location for the development of
ocean side properties. It was a resort town that with time found itself giving way to the
demands of industry. The Port of Long Beach grew and continues to grow. Combined with
the Ports of San Pedro and Los Angeles it is a strategic piece in the movement of goods and
materials in and out of the United States. With “35 miles of heavily developed waterfront,
the port is a maze of inlets, islets, and channels protected by a six-mile breakwater. It is one
of the world’s largest manmade harbors: over $79 billion in cargo crosses its docks every
years” (Riegert, 2002). The trucking industry moves materials back and forth from the
harbor along two main arteries running north towards a web work of distribution routes
inland. Oil was found in Long Beach in 1921, and drilling for this resource continues there
to this day. If they think about it all, locals do wonder about the chemicals in the air and the
polluted ground beneath their feet and worry whether they should worry about their health,
but workers have come in waves to fill the rows and rows of pretty little California
bungalows, and varyingly less attractive low-rise multiple-household dwellings that have
sprung up in-between. For decades the area has been attractive to many various immigrant
groups new to southern California, and today racial and cultural diversity are another
distinctive aspect of the Long Beach context.
Within the southern California context, it is a second-tier city, a “satellite city,”
“not a central or signature city,” as one expert in urban development once put it. Long
Beach sits along the Pacific coast sandwiched between Los Angeles to the north and San
Diego to the south. The rush hour traffic moves heavily away from the city heading north,
south, and inland, passing through.
A somewhat worn housing stock and proximity to less than ideal downtown and
coastal conditions had led to a relatively accessible, affordable lower end residential housing
market. The climate was mild and a long stretch of beachfront made for a less than daunting
environment at the edges for those at the edge of things. In the late 1980s, MHALA,
interested in those forlorn edges, was already actively engaged in homeless outreach in that
city. They had a mobile unit working there. In a 1980s report of the Long Beach Mayor’s
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Task Force on Homelessness, two employees of MHALA were singled out for recognition
of their efforts in polling Long Beach homeless. One of these two individuals continues to
this day as a member of the Village staff. Services for homeless people with serious mental
illnesses were in short supply in Long Beach at that time, “non-existent,” as one informant
put it.
Long Beach is an easy-going city complete within itself, with more geographic
coherence and sense of place than is usual in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. Although
densely populated, the downtown district where the Village lies is reassuringly easy to
grasp.
The city of Long Beach is independent from the city of Los Angeles, although it is
part of Los Angeles County. Long Beach has its own city council and unified school
district, fire and police departments. Its daily local newspaper informs residents on local
events and still serves perhaps as primary source of national and international news for
many. Because of their relatively small scale, the city departments and service systems are
understandable by the citizenry. If one is of a mind to do so, it is a place where one can
readily engage with elected officials and managers of city offices and program managers.
Many younger residents speak of having accidentally stumbled onto what is a very
livable city. The city’s resources for quality of life include institutions of higher education,
three fine small museums, a second-hand book store that is spectacular by any southern
California measure, medical services, an excellent central library, restaurants and
coffeehouses, waterside paths. Convention Hall, Symphony Hall, the Queen Mary luxury
ocean liner, now moored in the harbor, and an aquarium.
All of this lies within easy distance from the Village. Right around the Village,
things are slow and old enough to make for a fairly forgiving location, a location with
accessible housing and essential services close at hand.
Yet it is unclear how long this will continue to be true. Quality of life issues are in
tension with the demands of industry (e.g., port and airport development, tapping of oil
reserves, management of trucking activity), but redevelopment has come lapping at the toes
of the place. Over the past ten years, the city of Long Beach and the area right around the
Village have experienced a much slower rate of population growth than the county, but
projections indicate a very different growth curve in the near future (City of Long Beach
Redevelopment Agency, June 2003). Upper-end condos are being developed along main
thoroughfares just blocks away. A specially designated arts district lends “cachet”.
Increasingly well-organized working-class residential areas are uninterested in adding any
more tattoo parlours, liquor stores or mental health agencies on their streets. The Village has
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already felt a pinch in how it can assist in the sheltering of its members and how it can
expand its physical plant capacity. This is a context issue of no small importance and the
Village and MHALA are paying close attention to it.
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Chapter 3. Sights and Sounds of the Village Integrated Services Agency

Introduction
The Village Integrated Services Agency anchors the corner at Elm and Fifth in the
city of Long Beach. By California standards, the building, circa 1922, seems somehow
dated, yet at the same time decorative now, in our age of municipal boxes. Just a few blocks
away, in downtown Long Beach, there are large modern office buildings, all glass and
angles, but here at Elm and Fifth, the stucco-facade Village stands three stories tall with
gracefully arched windows that bring good light into the interior spaces. At one time the
building housed heavy equipment and bundles of wiring for some former utilities tenant.
With high ceilings and bright airy space, it is a building that loft-living artists and wealthy
professionals alike would kill for in New York’s SOHO district. There are four stories in
all, three above ground and one below. The building was recently painted in warm shades of
sand and taupe.
Just across the street, it was all construction site, hot sun and dust, on September 4th,
2002, when we first came to see the site where we might do this field study. Some months
later, when fieldwork began, a shopping center had emerged out of that dust of revitalization,
complete with an Albertson's supermarket, and—outpost of middle class standards—a
Starbucks.
The Village is a complex many-faceted social organization. (We continue to be
reminded of the Sufi tale about the three blind men who each place a hand on a different
part of an elephant and come up with three quite different stories about what the creature
might be.) First contact with the place is disorienting. In the next few sections, we will
emulate the practices of Village staff members involved in introducing the place to visitors.
First, we will offer a tour of the building. Next, we have a few introductory things to say
about ideas that animate Village practice. After that, we will take a look at one Village
institution—the Wednesday morning community meeting.
A tour of the Village
The Village is a place in motion, with people moving around, coming and going,
passing one another in the stairwell, stopping there to catch up on some bit of business.
Waiting for the elevator. Heading out the door on one errand or another, or heading to the
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rear of the space, to grab a coke or a cold bottle of water at the Village mini-mart. The word,
“beehive,” repeatedly comes to mind.
The main entrance lies at the top of a fairly steep flight of steps set within the
footprint of the building on the Elm Street side. Alongside the stairs there is a handicapped
lift that is utilitarian (and in compliance with ADA standards) rather than handsome.
The first floor thus sits somewhat elevated above sidewalk level. As you enter the
building, there is a doorway immediately to your left just inside the front door. The
employment office is located just beyond. Or with just a few more short steps you will be
standing in the center of the small foyer corridor, dominated by an elevator. Just ahead stand
two more doorways—the one to the right opens onto a stairwell, and the one to the left leads
into a short passageway that can be seen to open onto a bigger, brighter space beyond that
contains the Village deli, the mini-market, the first floor bathrooms for men and for women,
and the Village bank.
The stairwell is almost constantly in use and very often a good place to spot
someone to whom you have been meaning to say a word. The stairs take you to the second
floor, where there is space for the clerical support staff, and some few offices for staff with
various administrative and management responsibilities. The switchboard and the staff
mailboxes are here. The program records specialists and program records are here. At the
front of the building is the TAY space (Transitional Aged Youth). It is a smallish space and
would feel very full indeed if all the staff and members were to congregate there—but I have
never seen that. Back by the stairs is a short set of steps that leads up to a long corridor that
runs to the back of the building. On the right we can locate the second floor
bathrooms—again, as on the first floor, one each for women and for men, along with a set
of small enclosed spaces with doors, spaces for meetings, conversations. One of these small
office spaces is home to the medications nurse and her work in medications management.
To the left off the corridor lies perhaps the single largest space in the building. A single low
barrier wall divides this space in half into two open plan office areas that share in a feel of
opening onto one another. Each half retains access to a set of tall windows overlooking 5th
street. Village East and Village West, two of the three new service coordination team
“neighborhoods,” inhabit these spaces. Depending on day, hour, and happen-stance, one
will find one or another arrangement of persons scattered across the two spaces—talking,
leaving, on the phone, checking calendar, arriving, as these neighborhood teams go about
their work with and for Village members.
The third floor stairwell spills out into a small in-between space, with elevator on one
side and a big meeting space straight ahead. Another doorway next to the elevator column
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opens onto the long, narrow, high ceiling office of the Training staff. One end of this space
has been turned into a retreat, complete with a number of computer terminals, for staff
members who need to get their charting done. Near to this suite, and further around and up
a ramp is where we can find the home territory of Village North, the third of the Village
neighborhoods. There is also one more pair of rest rooms, Beyond North, there is some
other office space, and one more medium-sized meeting room. Yoga has been scheduled
into this space for a while. There is also one more pair of rest rooms, and as on all the other
floors, the bathrooms are for everyone. There are no staff bathrooms in the building.
There is a second staircase at the back of the building that sees somewhat less traffic
than the central staircase at the front of the building.
Retrace your steps, to the first floor and you have various options for reaching The
Basement. I think sometimes that the staff embrace the use this term almost in proud
defiance, as if to say, “We are in the basement, at the bottom, in the basement of society.”
The Basement is home to O&E, Outreach and Engagement. Some say that as the building
gets more crowded, and the Village neighborhoods expand, the Basement is beginning
almost sometimes to feel like an entirely different world. O&E includes a drop-in program
(with shower, laundry, clothes closet, examination room), a small. time-limited case
management program, and homeless outreach. Chairs along one wall provide seating for
between 10 and 20 people who might be waiting to see someone or take a shower or get
some information. O&E staff follow the movement of people through the space from two
desks also located in this main space, and they keep an eye on entry to the “backroom”
where other members of staff see people one-on-one.
At the other end of the basement level, beyond two sets of doors and passageway
spaces, lies another office with glass windows that open up the space somewhat. The
housing and maintenance staff used to share space with O&E in this part of the Basement
but the resource people have moved to the first floor. Across the corridor from this office
there is another meeting room, likewise framed with windows.
I was told once that all of the staff in the office with us at that moment down in The
Basement had themselves been homeless at one time or another.
There is an outside stairwell on the Fifth Street side of the building that leads down
into this space as well, so one can come and go in a number of ways. On the other side of
the building there is an outdoor courtyard, the Garden, that is a busy hangout, especially in
good weather. Beyond the garden there is a large neighboring Church that has been friendly
about making space available to the Village community on various formal occasions, as for
the Golden Ducky awards evening, or for Village Immersion groups that cannot be
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accommodated at the Village. Between the Village and the Church and set at the back of the
Village property is some space for parking, and there is another parking lot for Village
people and visitors one block away.
The weight, the gravity, the significance of this physical space for all members of the
Village community should not be underestimated. The building’s official hours of service
are 9 am to 5:30 p.m. weekdays, but various members of the Village community are in and
out of the building at all hours. This place is substantial. It is the welcoming ground of
work. Each day, members come and go—at certain points in members’ evolving relations
with the agency, contact with the Village is a necessary touchstone. At other times, it may
seem to be nowhere on a person’s screen. Each day, Village staff head out in all directions
in their rounds in the community. But at Elm and Fifth is home base.
The imponderables of the work, adult to adult, are great. But maybe for the staff, the
funding of public mental health services is even more precarious, worrisome business. In
these times, it is interesting to catch some off-hand remarks that reveal something of staff
attitudes towards the place. Once a staffer was listening to some talk about the remodeling
going on in the building, and could be heard to say something like, “look at it, when they
see this building—they can’t shut us down.”
How anyone could think that the solidity of this place, and all that has been
developed here over the past fourteen years could just go away—that was to us, as outside
observers, inexplicable. Yet, at the close of an accounting management meeting, focused on
budget detail in the upcoming fiscal year, the following exchange took place.
One person mentioned that he had just learned that the "Byways" program was
ending. “It will be over in December. It was de-funded.” Someone else said, “But it had
only been funded two or three years!” Then another person broke in here, “Longer than
that.” He paused, as if mulling things over, and then said, “They never had a building—a
place to live.”
The building at Elm and Fifth is the place of origin for Village work and play,
challenges and fun. It anchors how they live within their days of work.
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Staff talk about what’s important in their work: Human commonality,
personhood, relationship, and trust
Once oriented to it, the organization of Village space is easy to grasp, but one
interesting feature of the space is that because of the two stairways and the elevator and the
fact of so many bodies in constant motion so much of the time, occasionally one can have
the experience of wandering in this space for what can seem like an interminable period of
time looking for someone, hearing you have just missed them, knowing they are due in one
spot at one point in time for a meeting that is due to start soon, but not yet…. and of course,
in the course of wandering around it is very often the case that one will run into someone
else to whom one had something particular to say, or who just snags you with something
interesting.
One day, I was wandering around, looking for someone I was supposed to see, and
ran into one of the Docs, one of the Village psychiatrists, who asked me, Do you want to
hear my theories this week about what makes the Village what it is? “Sure,” I said,
“absolutely.” Well, theory number two involved, first, making a study of ads run by drug
companies in magazines. Never mind the text, I was told, look at the pictures. There's a
person there, at home, sitting with someone, maybe a child, sharing a bite to eat at the
kitchen table— or, at the door greeting someone—or it’s a woman, out on a golf course,
golf club in hand, a male companion by her side, helping her with her swing. That’s what
the drug company is selling—that picture, that image of a life, not the drug. They
understand what people want, what any of us want—a home, food, friends, family—a
place in the world, a life.
There is always a playful quality in conversations with this Doc, but with this
reference to “what people want,” “what everyone wants,” the Doc was also doing what
others do in the Village, again and again, in many various ways. This reference to what
everybody wants is connected with the statement that everyone shares in common their
humanity. We are all more alike than not. This understanding of what people want, and of
of human commonality, drives the Village’s work.
Listen to these words from one staff member at the Village:
People are so focused on how different the mentally ill are. Or sometimes,
someone might say, there’s no “I” there, to have wants. I just don’t believe that.
So we are constantly asking people, What do you like? What do you want? What
kind of vacations do you like to take? There was one man, we worked with him.
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For nine months we could not get him to articulate a goal. Then, one day, there it
was—“a place to live.”
The job of our PSCs [personal service coordinators who work directly
with Village members across all areas of interest in having a life] is not therapy.
We have closer, more human relationships. It is not about creating the personal
distance expected in clinical practice, appropriate in counseling.
We want to know them not only in their illness, but their strength. This
work is very different from counseling. ---- -----, a rehab counselor at Boston
University emphasizes the importance of self-disclosure. And for us, also, there’s
problem-solving. What’s keeping our members from getting closer.
The phrase, “We are all more alike than not,” reminds me of how Villagers look at
things. In this view, we all share in fundamental human needs, in a fundamental human
nature, and for the Village, the ideal is for a member “to live a life beyond the illness.”
Illness can “take away” the person, or attributes of the person. The question is how can
these aspects, this person, come back? Villagers think in concrete, day-to-day terms about
the things this life is composed of. This is reflected in statements like Anthony’s, quoted
earlier in this report, about the basics that everyone needs to live: a decent place to live,
suitable work, social activities, and friends, some variety of social supports.
Staff views on members can be poignant: “When I look at someone sometimes,
there is this question, is it the person, or the mental illness, or the meds, that I am seeing?
What part is ‘Tony’? What part, the meds? What part, the illness? It’s tough.” This staff
person was speaking of one man she had gotten to know pretty well, who was a puzzle for
her in some ways. She described how he would “change on me,” and there would seem to
be a very different person there. “It's not a sense of betrayal, but a sense of disappointment.
And there is this immense feeling of humility in the face of it. Who am I to have
expectations?” Drawing on other areas of her life, she said, “It's like an intense friend. You
see her a lot for a while, and then she disappears for a while, to other friends, leaving you
spent emotionally.” This staff person had no clinical training background whatsoever.
When she mentioned Tony, this was someone I had noticed in various situations around the
Village. I saw him with a big plastic gallon container of milk. He came out of the
supermarket, came over to the Starbucks, where I was sitting. He came in, and went to the
first table inside the doorway. He folded himself and his things into a seat at a table there,
and then got up again and went over to the counter to ask one of the kids working there he
could have a cup, not coffee, not anything else, just an empty cup. She gave it to him, after
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some hesitation, and he took it back to his table. His dress, his demeanor, his trembling, all
together attracted attention to him. After fifteen minutes or so, a security guard walked into
the place and went over to him after speaking to the same girl behind the counter. The guard
said something in a low voice. In a low voice, Tony said something to him. The guard
persisted. Without further ado, Tony gathered up his milk and his cup and his jacket and
left. The guard and the Starbucks staff shared a few words in low voices and then the guard
left. He headed off in the direction Tony had taken. On another occasion, Tony’s name
came up as three of us sat in the deli. The two Villagers, working in the Village, but not
within a team, looked at each other and shook their heads. One said, “He's his own worst
enemy!” Different views of the same person, all stand and coincide, and in the Village, this
is with a fundamental kindness and patience.
Another PSC, someone with more experience of conventional clinical techniques,
settings and personnel, mused in an aside during interview about why a person-to-person
stance can be so hard for some. “They’re scared it can happen to them. If you can identify
with this person, does it mean you’re crazy too? It’s much easier to just not deal with it.”
There are important related notions of personhood and of relationship. A person is
conceptualized as consisting of multiple dimensions of self, dimensions of self rich in
meaning content, and consequential in the world, multiple dimensions of social identity, as
social scientists sometimes frame it. On the Village website is an ingenious webpage for the
“psychosocial rehabilitation circle,” described as “a chart” that is used to “convey the
goals of psychosocial rehabilitation.” The visual on this webpage is kinetic. There is a circle
with one word shown in the middle of it: “Schizophrenia.” But then circle begins to
change. First, only two 1/6th wedge-shape pieces of the pie are shaded and labeled,
“Student” and “Person with Schizophrenia.” Below the circle a caption reads: “I am a
student with schizophrenia.” Then another pie slice is added: “Daughter” and the caption
reads “I am a student and a daughter with schizophrenia.” Three more pie wedges are
added, each in turn: “Neighbor,” “Friend,” and “Employee,” and the final caption reads:
“With the money I make at work, I am able to have pizza parties at my apartment for school
friends, neighbors, and family. Sometimes, I am so busy that I don’t think about having
schizophrenia.” (The collection of webpage images is included in the Appendices.)
One California state Department of Mental Health official who played an
instrumental role in the making of the Village said this about how the thinking behind
Village services:
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The Village model of personal support starts with the member as a person,
values his or her choices, and encourages members to express their personal
goals, what they believe are their strengths, and what they see as obstacles for
themselves in the community. Staff then offers support to assist members
achieving these goals and, in the process earns the members' trust: a commodity
in short supply among members and families… …A much more casual, informal
and non-authoritarian kind of relationship between members and staff facilitates
a more open communication that encourages trust. (Mandella, 1993, p. 12)
On the Village website, there is another webpage entitled, “Whole person focus,”
featuring an extended quote from the Village’s director. She describes a kind of discovery
process between members and staff members:
Treating our members as whole people, with a wide variety of interests and
abilities, often resulted in the bafflement and confusion of Village consumers.
They questioned the relevance of why we were asking questions about what they
liked to do, what kinds of summer jobs they had, if any. Even worse, do you have
any friends or would you like more? When we asked them if they liked their
housing situation, they were patient with us but got very annoyed at our
persistence about frequency of social contacts and often refused to continue
answering questions. What were we doing nosing into their personal business
when their problem was mental illness?
As time went on, it became clear that it wasn’t enough to ask people what
they wanted needed—they needed to see a picture of what was possible. Many of
their lives were almost completely contained by their illness and they didn’t even
understand the possibilities of what their lives could look like. So it fell to staff to
figure out ways to help them picture what it could be like—we have attempted to
create a culture that focuses on life possibilities… …One member said, “I never
knew what was out there to do. I didn’t miss things like plays because I had no
idea they existed or that I could get access to them.”
This is an account of a perspective on the construction of social identity.
One Villager told a story about a member some years earlier who was dying of
AIDS. He and his personal services coordinator were doing a PSP (personal service plan)
and focusing on how to prepare for the funeral. This man had lived a secular life, but the
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PSC learned at this time that he was Jewish. The PSC, an observant Jew, worked with this
man. They worked on preparations for the man’s bar mitzvah, and on having a tree planted
in Israel. The Villager’s observation was: “He was connected to some life goal now.” At
beginning, at end, it’s about becoming more of “yourself.”
This isn’t a posture aimed only at consumers. This is a posture in life found across
the organization. For example, consider this statement from a staff person. Early on in the
research, this young man seemed to be somewhat surprised and nervous to be asked for an
interview. He was told that staff from all parts of the organization would be asked, and that
he had just happened to cross my path through various accidents in how the first few days
of fieldwork had gone—no special reason beyond this. Okay, he said. We worked out a
plan for meeting—we would go to a coffeehouse not far from the Village. I had never been
there, and as it turned out, it is a favorite hangout for some Villagers. So we went there. The
coffeehouse atmosphere was relaxed, informal, almost college-campus like. We ordered and
went to get settled at a corner table. The young man seemed to be bristling with something
he wanted to say, and, in fact, I barely got out a few words about the questions I would be
asking, before he interrupted and said, “There are two things that are really important for
you to know…” One I will not talk about here, but “the big thing,” the thing he wanted
most to impress upon me was this: “At the Village you can bring all the parts of yourself
with you to work—you can be all of yourself. In fact you will do a better job because of
this.” With this he proceeded to lay out quite a little bit about who he was, and as we then
went through the set interview questions, we went in even closer to various details of who he
was, where he had come from, and where he felt he was heading. And all of this, all that he
brings to work, he felt, was part of what he had to offer as he made his relationships with the
members with whom he was involved, and for him the relationships were crucial. It was a
rich and free-wheeling conversation I had not quite expected. But it contributed to an
important early impression of the Village.
Another Villager, with a different professional identity, speaking in a very different,
public context, talked in the same way, “I’m all these pieces of me, so they can be all those
pieces of them.”
I did have an opportunity to go out with the young PSC to visit with someone from
the Village. He was only checking in to see how she was doing and what she was up to in
her new apartment. Everything I saw of the interaction only supported his statement that
these were real interactions, person to person, in which, on both sides, people were being
themselves, whole selves, not simply, narrowly, case worker and client. She was reading
when we arrived. The place was tiny, but her things were nice, and arranged with artfulness,
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and everything was neat. They talked about what she was reading and how things were
going. Gunshots had broken her sleep the night before. She was edgy, and asked us if we
had any ciggies. No. She was trying to stop, but she really wanted to smoke. She persisted,
and asked him if she could borrow some money for cigarettes. After some back and forth,
he did loan her whatever it was they would cost. As we were leaving, she said she would go
out and pick them up. He offered her a ride, but she pointed in the opposite direction. There
were several signs of gang life, and of drugs, in the scene around us as we left the place. I
knew that drugs were an issue for this woman from things the two said to each other in the
apartment. As we drove away I remarked on the signs of drug business. He confirmed that
drugs were a definite issue in this area. She had had other nicer places in other
neighborhoods with no big drug action, but none had worked out—more by her choice than
anything else. “This is where she’s at,” he said.
It seems that the work of Village staff—as you look at what they say in a holistic
way—is not simply to fulfill for a member some checklist of needs, no matter how crucial,
no matter how fundamental to human existence it might be conceptualized as being.
Without question, food, shelter, clothing—a home, a place where you belong—work and
love—these are commonly shared human yearnings, the basics of having a life. And the
work of the Village with members is organized with these things in mind. In the Village
there is a central, persistent focus on what the available resources out there might be. One
Villager with a social work background said that basically the good thing about that
background is that it trains you to be a really good weasel for going after resources. Also, in
the Village, there is great persistence in the building of resources where they were scant or
absent.
However, to provide for a shopping list of needs, for meds, shelter, job, etc, is one
thing, but the central, crucial work is to engage with a person, locate that person, in the
particulars of who he or she is at that time, and to connect with that person. Connecting is
done partly through being open – in a judicious way - about who one is oneself, in what is
hoped to become an increasingly flowing, and, hopefully, more open and honest dialogue.
Staff do talk about the initial tension in first contacts between program staff and a new
member, the tension between taking a person at their word in an open-minded way, and not
really taking anything necessarily as literal or true. That is for time to tell.
Relationships are crucial in this perspective. “The only reason they will do what I
say, (about medication), or listen to my suggestions, is the relationship, the trust.” is how
another Village Doc put it once. This is what the psychosocial rehabilitation literature says
(e.g., Horowitz, et al, 1995), and this is how Villagers talk: it all comes down to
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relationships. This is also commonly, obviously a fundamental idea that is informing
Villager practices in day-to-day neighborhood interactions among staff and members, It is
first reaction and engrained, as on the occasion when the assistant director in one
neighborhood was talking with a PSC who would be going out of town just as one member
she has just begun working with appeared to be moving into crisis. This was not long after
the Village re-design went into operation, and many staff and members alike had gone into
new working relationships with one another. As the PSC was heading out to see the
member, the assistant director said to her, “Let me come along, so she’ll have another
connection here while you’re away.”

The Wednesday morning Village community meeting
Every Wednesday morning, the deli area is transformed. The arrangement of tables
and chairs is pulled apart and one huge rectangular tabletop is centered in the middle of the
space, like one big conference table, with chairs placed on all four sides. There’s enough
seating there for maybe twenty people. But then two or three rows of chairs are arranged in
rows running parallel on the two long edges of this big rectangle Side and center aisles on
each side allow for easy passage to and from seats. The tall deli stools, usually arranged
around tall tables, are set up as one more row at the back on each long edge of the space.
This is a lot of seating, and there remains a wide margin on each edge all around the
perimeter, for those who arrive late, or like to stand, or want to be able to move. A boom box
with speakers is carried into the space and set up, along with two microphones. Sometimes
there is music playing on the boom box as people come in before the official start of things.
The sound tends to be funky, with a good strong beat. Dr. John’s New Orleans rhythm &
blues voodoo rock was good, “Everybody, let’s sing, sing, sing…” One time, we came in
to the sounds of “Ahoooooooooo, Werewolf of London…” Then again, one morning we
were greeted with Sinatra.
Staff members have keys and let themselves in and out of the building at all hours,
but members and visitors usually must wait to gain access to the building until the front
door is unlocked at 9 a.m. Especially on Wednesdays, you will find various people milling
around early outside, hanging out in the garden, knocking on the front door, looking to see
if they can be let in for one thing or another. When the front door is unlocked at 9 a.m., a
stream of passage commences. Some people set off in search of whoever it is they want ot
catch before the meeting begins. Any number of staff might already be upstairs, depending
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on what's going on that day and that week. Some people rush on in and head back into the
deli area. The deli is open. The staff are working on the day's food preparations or on
catering orders, and they begin to get food ready for the handful or so who tend to start off
with breakfast, which tends to be eaten quickly, or maybe worked on as the meeting begins
to get ready to start. Other people mosey in. Two or three members of the secretarial
department settle at the big central table to take notes that will later be written up as minutes
for the Community.
There is a whole contingent of people who gather in the Basement every morning at
8 am for a meeting—at one point I think it was called the Attitude Adjustment meeting, but it
is a meetings for members only and their friends, and their guests. As this meeting winds
down, usually not so far off from 9 a.m., a whole new wave of people might surge up the
interior stairwell from basement into the Deli space, further adding to the community
meeting numbers. Or they might take the exterior stair and get away without mixing in up
stairs. It goes different ways on different days.
The meeting has its own rhythm and a typical organization, including the call to
order and introduction of new people, announcements, and closings. After the music stops
and the meeting begins, the emcee is also meeting chair and master of ceremonies. The law
of order in the meeting is that people will indicate that they wish to make some contribution,
wait to be acknowledged, take the microphone and their turn, and then pass the mike to
whoever is taking the next turn.
The call to order. Usually it is Poe, the techie wiz Original Village guy, who chairs
the meeting, but there are a couple of other old hands who will stand in as needed to emcee
the event. Some comparatively new staff, some young turks, have also at times had the role
thrust upon them, get some practice, and add their own brands of spice to the mix. I've never
seen a woman in the emcee role.
But at some moment, “Okay, listen up, people!” “Okay. Introductions!? Any new
people.” One morning, the chair started off with, “Hi, I’m ‘Mike Rivers.’ I’ll be your pilot
this morning.” Another time, Poe looked around and asked “any new people?”, and when
a hand went up, JR looked over, and shot back, “Julia, you’re not new.” The Director of the
Village shot back, “I want to introduce somebody else.” Silly, goofball, rambunctious,
whatever, the meeting tends to start on an upbeat, snappy note.
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Introductions. Here is where people typically introduce visitors—members
introduce family, someone visiting from some other organization is introduced, often by
someone from the Training Department, new staff are introduced by colleagues. The TAY
team leader stood up one morning and said, “Everybody, I want to introduce you to
Gerrauldo. He’s interviewing with TAY.” Then the TAY leader turned to the handsome
young man, and in a stage whisper observed “This is the real interview.” Another time, a
nursing program liason to the Village introduced the students who were with her that
particular Wednesday.
Announcements. The list of possible topics that might emerge here is endless.
People who are leaving might say goodbye, or more often the person who has overseen their
work might say something, as when the head of O&E said goodbye to a member of
Basement team who was going off to get married, or when the neighborhood director who
spoke of the PSC who was going off to take that next professional step, starting in a social
work degree program: This is somebody who just “gets it.” We’ll really miss you. Students
in social work or nursing finish their Village internships and have to leave. They got
introduced in the meeting and they get a goodbye there as well. And some have later come
back as permanent members of staff. Staff go for various reasons, but romance and school
are big reasons that might get named.
People may stand before the community and announce personal life passages such
as marriages, three years sober, a new apartment, a new job. There is the regular, periodic
announcement of a passing, a funeral, a memorial service. On the other hand, there are some
moments that feel truly celebratory, as someone tells the assembled crowd that “Livya”
passed her exams, or Sondra had her baby. Then there was the day that one PSC, just days
away from her wedding was presented by her teammates with an “almost married” sign,
complete with tin cans, that she attempted to wear that day, noisy, and awkward, and very
funny, as it was.
About half way through the announcements, the place is filling up and it begins to
get warm in the room. People start to take off jackets or sweaters. The trickle of people has
ended up in filling the house. Sometimes the meeting might have started with empty chairs
even around the central table, and nary a body in some of the rows of seats, but just about
always, by about now, the group has begun to swell and you can feel the electricity in the
air. So many stories, so much going on—crisis, hope, apologies, testimonials, dull day-today, some new faces, many familiar, some long time there. There is a sense of place, of
gravitas. At the same time, the atmosphere may be free-wheeling, informal, wise-cracking.
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On any Wednesday, a mighty diversity of persons is apparent. The round-faced
bank officer in sincere charcoal suit, white dress shirt and tie was visiting from a branch
office over in the shopping center and interested in introducing his office’s services. He
remarked on recognizing a valued client of the bank among the crowd gathered before him.
Lonnie sat across the way, quietly, somewhat subdued, dressed more formally than
usual, in a skirt, blouse and coordinated cardigan—she was going out on a job interview
right after the meeting. Her PSC, Trudi, sat beside her, in close-fitting midriff exposing tee
and shimmery, swingy, short skirt, with hair in a new and eye-catching color, pulled back
symmetrically behind ears and secured with bright pink metal hair clips.
There was a young fellow, seated cross-legged on the ground, back against the
column close by where Poe sat, presiding over the meeting. The young man had a stocking
cap pulled down tight over his barely suppressed fright-wig of a head of hair. His flight of
fancy layers of mismatched tees and sweaters over black pants, with bags laying on the floor
around him signaled that he was on the streets. He was fidgety, and talked to himself, and
occasionally threw off a good, ripe, remark concerning some body part or some interesting
way of making use of it. Max, a member famous in his own way for some fairly outrageous
adventures, was seated in a chair nearby and turned to the younger guy after one particularly
colorful vocalization, and spoke, sotto voce, evenly, not unkindly, suggesting, "hey, man,
chill.” The young fellow slowed down and quieted. Max continued to keep an eye on him.
Outbursts can happen in the meeting, but it isn’t a frequent occurrence. This was someone
new, or in bad shape.
Any number of times I’ve noticed two or three male members of staff blending into
the group, seated, standing, part of the flow, and yet, alert, with what looked like one or
another member on their collective screen. Likewise, I have seen fellow members put out a
soft-spoken word, cautioning, encouraging someone who is pushing at the edge of what is
acceptable in the setting.
Across the room, a man and a woman, dressed for living rough, were working their
way through plates of food, seated at one of the tall café tables. Hers looked like a huge
serving of something soft, like mashed potatoes, or grits, and his was more like a mixed grill
kind of dish. They ate with heads down, but occasionally looked up at some particular voice,
or snappy remark. A tall, lean man dressed in neat, torso hugging golf shirt, tucked into
spotless starched and pressed khakis, leaned back in his seat at the center table, watching
events through half-lowered eyelids. Across from him a comfortable-looking woman
dressed neatly, casually, in subdued colors, looked over some notes, waiting for the moment
to step in and ask for a turn to make her report of the community legal aid association
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meeting she’d been to. Beside her, the director of Hopewell Center prepared to ask for her
next turn to speak, as she often thinks of yet one more piece of business she wants to bring
before the group. It makes for a funny bit of standing routine between her and Poe, who is
always saying, “What, again?”
Around the perimeter of the space there are those who come late or who maybe are
ambivalent about being there, or who just need to have the option to move, or who are
enjoying the vantage point. A young man and young woman, both members of staff who
came in late from upstairs, seemed to move from foot to foot in impatience? Two “Docs”
(staff psychiatrists) mixed in at the edge, one standing near a pillar on the east side of the
space, the other leaning against the wall on the south perimeter, just looking around, fixing
on this face, then that, listening to the flow of talk, maybe wondering about what kind of day
it might be.
A beautiful young man, unshaven, Christ-like with a long cascade of sandy blond
hair, gathered together at the back of his neck with a piece of string, was wearing that mix of
garments that is cool (meaning stylish) but just misses working together, and that certainly
misses being either clean or in good repair. He just stood there, tall, straight, silent, eyes
gleaming, somehow at a remove, with a small beatific smile playing on his lips. On a chair
just in front of him sat a much older man, worn, lean, but dressed in a neat buckskin vest
over casual shirt and jeans. On the other side of the space, three members of the deli staff
took advantage of a break in activity in the kitchen to participate In the group's rendition of
“Happy Birthday” for a former workmate. Two women sat together, taking in the scene.
Both nurses, they seemed to broadcast, “I take no funny business,” tough and yet human.
Julia, the Village director, dressed in what I think of as one of her Town and
Country coordinated outfits—she would be escorting some visitors from out of town
around the place at 11 a.m.—sat at the big table. Little half-moon reading glasses perched
on her nose, she looked out over them, and listened, and waited to see where she might
amplify, clarify, or scaffold in some way on the unfolding performance of the ritual of the
Wednesday morning community meeting.
Staff members lead the thing in many ways. They do much of the talk, but at about
this point in the meeting is when members, and staff, who are slower to warming up to
talking in public, begin to put in their contributions. There are one or two members who care
to share information with everyone about their current state of health, on a regular routine
basis, and this is where they tend to weigh in on that. One young woman, new on staff,
raised her hand and said, yes, she had an announcement to make, “I’m making up some
rules, ’cause I guess I can.” A lot of people laughed, and Poe looked around at her and
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said, “Whoa, now, how long have you been working here?” as if to say, gee, you caught on
fast, or, look folks, here is one take-charge lady. One morning, Pete had three
announcements to make: he first commended the best-dressed men on staff. He named two
of them, and they are always well turned out, with neat shirts and tailored slacks. Second,
“Sorry, Lakers fans.” And, third, Pete said: “I would like to suggest antiseptic wipes for
the phones, especially, the members’ phones.” Another guy, just back in town, stood up
and volunteered, “Idaho’s one big rehab state!” Another time, a woman stood up and told
the group that Daisy, her daughter, a little girl of maybe three or four, “is home again!”
Petie did an update about his hamsters every week for a while, as he got through a crisis
involving an unexpected litter of babies. “Hamster update!… I’m keeping the albino—the
most original. I had to leave one go—it was the bully. I have three left.”
This sharing can be quite heartfelt, and this can come from staff as well as from
members. One time, a staff member sat quietly through most of the meeting, listening,
listening, and then suddenly asked to be recognized. “I am so honored to be part of this
place,” he said.
Someone might report on some trip they’ve just taken. Once it was to Atlanta for a
conference on Community Integration. Someone might talk about where they have just
been. Two members of staff were arm-wrestled one week into talking about their trip to
Paris. It had been “forced” upon them when a woman was going home to her family in
France, and needed company on the journey.
Staff members often use announcement time to educate. One day Susie, the O&E
director, wanted to say a word about met team referrals. “They carry hotel vouchers. Give
my cell phone a call about this. And in the fall they’re expanding to four teams.”
Max spoke up here, “Yes, ask for Officer Rivers." Julia turned to Susie, who was
seated next to her, and said something to her in a low voice, and then Susie spoke up for the
whole room to hear, “The met team is the mental evaluation team.” Here was Julia again,
tending around the edges, checking the scaffolding.
Julia can be relied upon to bring in something that is newsy about the services
networks she monitors, and she will often enough turn to someone else in the room and ask
if they would care to fill everyone in about one thing or another. One time it was throwing a
question out to the group, “Would you tell me, why is “Kituwah’s” 8 a.m. meeting so
successful?” (This was the 8 a.m. meeting down in The Basement.) A whole slew of people
spoke up about this. One man said, “Because it's Kituwah’s meetings." Susie jumped in
here, “Is it Him?” The other person shot back, “I don’t know, but it’s growing.”
Someone else said, “Good coffee.” Another guy put in, “camping at the Village,” and
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another, “it’s all part of the outreach, on the street, homeless, talking about what’s bothering
them. It’s like a community.” Another said, “It’s not AA.” Later I heard someone say that
it was a place where people could really say what they feel.
Poe spoke here, “Does that answer your question, Julia?” “Yes, and you don’t
need to be a member in order to attend,” she replied, getting one more point in.
Sometimes policy changes get mentioned in the meeting, as when the O&E Doc
announced that “for a month, we’re not handing out aspirin, and we’ll look at how that
goes.” The community meeting is also a location for attempting to urge the community to
activism. If there is some legislation being proposed or a ruling coming up on some matter
that will affect lives in the Village community, some one or other might stand and say
something about it, and have form letters to send (although the point is made that “hand
written is always better, write it over if you can”), or pages with names and phone numbers
of elected officials to call.
The Deli manager doesn’t often come forward in this big meeting, but one time she
asked to speak and said that she just had to tell everyone about “Nadine,” who’d been
going to cooking school, and had just taking a special baking course. And now she was
launched own her own catering business. Nadine was urged to say something. Beaming,
and clearly not used to this kind of spotlight, Nadine began to thank the people who had
helped her, naming them by name, one by one, and then she stopped abruptly, and began to
say, “I'm going to donate…” and her supervisor stepped in here fast, drew close to Nadine,
putting her hand on Nadine's arm, saying, “No, No, No, No.” As Nadine's business coach,
she looked around the room and then said, “This lady will be glad to make you a cake for a
fee!” This sparked friendly laughter, and Nadine smiled even more broadly.
Some say the routine has become tired, and that something needs to change. Also,
for whatever reason, maybe because it’s silly, or predictable, or blatantly dishes up program
messages before a captive audience, or maybe just because it is the expected thing to do,
some people resist the community meeting. “I used to really hate that meeting,” one staff
member said, “it took a long time” he added, “but now I don’t feel like that anymore.”
And maybe this is because it’s a parade and a family dinner, and a comfort. The morning
the radio stations were announcing the news that Bob Hope had died, the meeting closed,
and as we began to pull ourselves out of the huddle, over the boom box sound system came
Hope’s theme song, his going over to see the soldiers song, “Thanks for the memory.” It
felt like home.
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“News? Views? New Shoes?”. The meeting rarely runs more than 40 minutes. As
things begin to wind down, Poe begins to call for final announcements, “Last chance” and
then begins the opening of the closing ritual of calling for “News! Views! New Shoes?
New Hair-dos?” Someone might yip and raise a leg in the air to show off a new platform
sandal or a new sneaker, but it’s really last call time. Once, it was, “Next? New shoes?
Other views?” A small commotion followed, as people tried to turn to see who had stuck
his foot in the air. “What, Luke got shoes??!?” Luke is one of the Docs. There was
laughter, and then a slow fade to quiet. The place was absolutely packed. “Going once!
Going twice!” Poe looked around, listening to the expectant silence. People really were
ready to get on to their next things. “Okay. That means end of business. Let’s go take care
of business.”
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Chapter 4. Taking Care of Business: The Village Organization for Work
The desire and hope of Village staff for members is recovery. Among staff there is a
widely shared conviction that a person living with severe, ongoing mental illness may have
been taken away by illness itself, but also and in a more centrally important sense, has been
set aside, stigmatized, or “othered,” in sociological terms. Too often a person with such
illness is treated in the world as a mere instance of a disease entity. “Treatment” in the
medical sense is not seen as anything more constructive from this point of view than any
other forms of othering. “Cared” for is also a problematic framing of the issue.
What so many within the Village wish centrally to convey to those who show up
there, no matter who they are or what their purpose might be, is the message that we are all
here together. Come, participate, share in the joys and sorrows of what it is to be
human—share in the human condition as fellow human beings, as fellow travelers along this
same road. Come along with us and look to the world beyond illness, and to a place in that
world. You belong with us. We are all different and we all share more than you think. We
all have certain fundamental rights and strengths as human beings. We are not inside your
skin but our experiences in life bring us near to you in many and various ways. We stand
with you, we hear you, you are part of this “we.” Believe us then, we have reason to ask
you to believe that you can live a life that is wider than this illness you bear, these social
constructions you are confined within.
This stance involves a kind of activism that would make for a profoundly human life
project. The Village is engaged in this kind of activism as an organizational project. In this
section of this report we will sketch the Village’s organization for service, and attempt to get
across something about how this humanist project permeates the place. At every turn, this
egalitarian vision has influenced choices as to Village organizational form, and
organizational form serves to reinforce messages that are central to the agency vision.

The original blueprint for organizational design
The Village has “grown” itself in various ways since its founding in 1990. It is
constantly working at refining its ideas about how to get to its goals. At the same time the
organization has remained quite close to an original overall vision of organizational form.
The 1980s MHALA “think piece” that sketched the original metaphor of a Village as an
organizational model for a human services entity (discussed in an earlier section of this
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report) also described an approach to how this Village agency would be peopled, and how
staff would relate to one another.
The MHALA document outlines a vision of composition and organization of staff
for the proposed ISA. A Director would oversee service coordination teams, resource
specialists, and administrative staff. Each Service Coordination Team would have mental
health professional staff, two peer counselors, “and 38 other members.” This is a pointed
de-emphasis of the contrast drawn between professional and client in business-as-usual
mental health services settings. The message that a usual arrangement of services will not
apply in the Village is further amplified with the statement that the team will “have the
autonomy to make 95% of the programmatic and financial decisions relating to the team’s
activities and the implementation of Personal Service Plans for the members on that team.”
Autonomy, discretion, and power over the direction of the team is put into the hands of the
team, and within this team, members are specifically, directly, explicitly named as active
partners in choice and decision making as members of the team.
In this original conceptualization for an ISA pilot, the resource staff included
research director and research assistant, a substance abuse specialist, a housing developer,
and a social/vocational team composed of a director, two activity specialists, four
worksite/work adjustment supervisors, and two job developers/coaches. Volunteers, interns,
and the psychosocial specialists from the service coordination teams would further
“augment” the resource specialists’ efforts.
In the Glasscote et al study (1971) cited earlier in this report, the authors begin the
account of their search for the most fully realized, “comprehensive” psychosocial
rehabilitation programs of that time with a chapter entitled, “The current status of
rehabilitation in the community” (p. 32). Three forms of programming were surveyed:
“workshop programs,” “halfway houses,” and “ex-patient clubs.” Each of these three
program forms, one with an emphasis on “work,” one with an emphasis on “housing,”
and one with an emphasis on “social relationships” and social adjustment, stands free of
the other two, but their combined interests have continued to stand at the core of the
psychosocial rehabilitation enterprise as it stood in 1971, in the 1980s MHALA concept
piece, and as it continues today. The definition of need has been clear, consistent, and simple
throughout, yet, it is the matter of putting it all together—getting this vision up and off paper
and into practice—that has presented the great challenge. This is the challenge the MHALA
staff took up as they formulated a plan.
The MHALA vision also included a spot for a specialist in “substance abuse”
issues, recognizing the necessity of grappling with this issue within the scope of the
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program and not as some problem incompatible with the “central” services focus and
demanding attention in some other alternative, categorical treatment setting.
All staff would have “job descriptions detailing their primary responsibilities, but all
staff members will be expected to do whatever is required to meet the needs of ISA
members and to keep the ISA running smoothly.” This is a challenge to business as usual
arrangements of credential hierarchies. Whatever you are, whoever you are, you share in the
work that needs doing. This expresses a clear valuing of flexibility and a hands-on, can-do,
will-do, pull-your-own-share attitude in a staff member.
The Village continues to focus quite a bit of attention on the lessons that Villagers
needed to learn in relation to this point, as the agency developed. The more heavily
credentialed staff members tended to have problems with this agency emphasis on a can-do
flexibility among members of the staff. Classic Villager stories include the one about the
licensed clinical social worker who wondered what he was doing standing in line with a
member, buying groceries—was that why he got his degree? Or the Village staff member
speaking to a staff mate with a professional credential—they were cleaning someone’s
kitchen, I believe, and the one said to the other, “now this is psychosocial rehab.” It was not
what she thought she had gotten her professional degree for.
The document contains a description of “an organizational structure as flat as
possible,” with “no rigidly followed chains of command.” “No one sits behind a desk
shuffling papers and telling others what to do, (with the possible exception of accounting
and clerical staff).” And “the vast majority of decisions are made by agency round-table
groups of staff members responsible for implementing program objectives.” “At MHA,
staff talk to each other rather than write memos,” (p.28).
From the very start, there has been a consistency and clarity in the MHALA vision
for a Village. It is an egalitarian vision of collaborative, coordinated efforts among team
mates who are equals. Social distinctions and social distance are de-emphasized. The
organization is built to be lean and to permit flexibility in functioning. Informality and
person-to-person contacts make for ease and efficiency in circulation of information within
the organization and sends the message that “we are all in this together.” This approach
enhances the organization’s ability to turn on a dime and works to de-emphasize certain
forms of structurated differences among persons. It demands collaboration and teamwork.
This vision continues to be the ideal strived for and readily observable in many
details of practice in the organization of the Village today.
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Village organization: An overview
The Village is a mature organization. It has evolved over the years, and it is
constantly in a condition of self-study, experimentation, and “growing” capacity, but the
organization also continues to be founded in a “bedrock” arrangement of parts discernable
from the program’s very beginnings. First, there is direction. The Village’s preferred
language for this is “management.” Second, there are service coordination teams. Villagers
understand the teams as standing at the heart of the Village enterprise, and it is within the
teams that the core processes of program services integration go on. Third, there are
resource specialists who are available to teams to support and extend on team activities,
thereby broadening and deepening the comprehensiveness of the array of resources and
services that can effectively be made available for accessing as individual situations warrant.
Fourth, there are other segments of organization that also support and extend the Village
mission.
The formal Village mission statement has two parts, and can be found on the Village
website, as well as on a range of other Village public relations and educational materials:
•

To support and teach adults with psychiatric disabilities to recognize their
strengths and power to successfully live, socialize and work in the community.

•

To stimulate and promote system-wide changes necessary so that these
individuals may achieve these goals.

The first clause points to the Village’s direct engagement in practice as an integrated
services agency. At the center of Village practice is organization to support the work of the
teams. This is the major focus in this section of this report. The second clause points to
wider educative and system-change interests of the Village (and MHALA). The Village is a
tool in this project, as its efforts are put to use to demonstrate the how of practice for wider
audiences. The Village is also agent in these efforts, as various members of the Village
community are active in wider practice and system change efforts for people with
psychiatric disabilities.
In the next section of this report, each of the four broadly sketched areas of program
function—direction, teams, resources, and other augmenting extensions of program
mission—will be discussed. Things do change on a regular basis in the organization of the
various segments of Village organization. In this description we will speak in terms of an
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“ethnographic present” of things as they looked in the program around May 2003. A set
of organizational charts dating from that time is included as appendices at the end of this
report in order to assist the reader in following how the place is organizationally laid out. In
addition, for another way of visualizing the layout of the Village, see “old” and “new”
“program structure charts” also included in the appendix.
The Village is a richly evolved, dense organization. It is also important to note here
that the Village has an excellent capacity to describe the workings of its parts. There are
print materials. There is a website. There are many very articulate individuals. A full account
of the intricacies of Village program structures and functions is beyond the scope of this
report, but the discussion provided here is designed to prepare the reader for getting into the
discussion of team processes that concludes this section.

Direction: The Director and the management team
From the beginning, one person has filled the role of Director in the Village. This
person came to the Village immersed in the traditions and the networks of psychosocial
rehabilitation. In her work, at times, she reacts so quickly, with such great certainty, almost
as if out of second nature, outside of deliberate awareness, and out of a vision of what
psychosocial rehabilitation ought to look like, what in fact it does look like, drawing on long
experience in the work. She can also clearly articulate aspects of this vision. She is often
referred to as a “nice lady.” She has been known to refer to herself as the Village greeter,
or the Village public relations person. But she is also from a family of lawyers and teachers
and is absolutely precise, with a critical intelligence that catches the significance of many
kinds of detail that a manager ought to be able to detect and react to. She is quite able to use
her authority when she must. At the same time she can delegate, and does. There are always
details of what is going on in the place at a particular moment that she will learn about, but
that she does not yet know about, because these things were not done through her specific
direction.
The Village is an information-processing enterprise par excellence, and the Director
stands in an important position to follow, monitor, and direct the flow of information
between MHALA and the various segments of the organization. Her position is not unique
in this regard, but it is important.
If there is any management pinnacle within the Village, the Director and Associate
Director stand at it. But “pinnacle”and even “direction” are terms that don’t quite capture
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the Village way. Village “management” is better understood with reference to the
“management team.” This is the collection of persons who come together over specific
matters of Village policy, administrative arrangements, special problem issues, and so on.
The management team is one among a variety of the “round-table groups of staff
members” that can be observed at work within the Village on a daily basis. As of mid- to
late 2003, the participants in the management team meetings usually included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Village Director
Directors of three team “neighborhoods”
Transitional Age Youth (TAY) Team Leader
Outreach and Engagement (O&E) Director
Village Associate Director (Director of Employment Department)
Information Services/Quality Assurance (IS/QA) Director
Training Department Director

The management team meets once a week. The Director usually has some points she
wishes to bring to the table, and she determines some elements of agenda each week. Unless
some overarching agenda for a special focus has been scheduled in advance among the
team, as a meeting begins, all members of the management team are asked if there is
anything else they might want to bring to the table for discussion. There are usually items
and these are added to the agenda. Some of this may have already been determined in
informal staff talk prior to the meeting. In each meeting someone takes notes. This is
decided in an informal way as well at the start of the meeting. Assistant directors stand in
for directors of neighborhoods who cannot be present. Everything that can relate to the
practice of the service coordination teams is central to the work of this team. Once a month,
a Village staff member who, among other responsibilities, tracks the administrative detail of
enrollments and disenrollments of members, following their comings and goings in relation
to the Village, also attends the meeting. This young woman is also well placed, in an
informal way, to catch the details of member perspectives, from a different angle, on what we
might call Village performance. In addition, the management team has been holding one
meeting each month over in the MHALA offices. This is called an accounting management
meeting, and is joined by key members of the MHALA staff.
The MHALA has a much broader scope for focus than just the Village, but the
Village is important to MHALA, and MHALA provides a variety of supports to the Village.
Accounting, human resources, management, housing—there are many various ways in
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which these and various other parts of MHALA are in ongoing interaction with the Village.
In this report we will mainly confine ourselves to the organization of the Village itself
without detail on the nature of interactions with MHALA.
There are two more things about the flow of communications across the
MHALA/Village community that should be mentioned here. First, many informal, personal
ties link various individuals in various ways across MHALA and the Village. Many things
are handled on an informal basis and the organizational charts (included in this report as
appendices) will not help with sorting out all these connections. Second, the strength of
management is dependent on the qualities of interrelatedness within the various segments of
the Village. Each management team member acts, just as the Village Director does, in
support of the flow of information to and from segments, across all segments of the Village.
Managers represent the interests of their segments, and speak for their teammates. They
need to be in close communication with their people. To the degree that they are, they can
effectively represent team perspectives, interests, challenges, and desires.

The Village Service Coordination Team
The team is a crucial organizational piece in the Village’s way of doing business. In
this section we will look at what the team is about, some basics in delineating what it is and
how it runs, and how staff working within the team think about what they are doing. In the
closing sections of this chapter we will also consider the organization of one kind of routine
team social occasion, the weekly team meeting.
By way of introduction to some ideas repeatedly put forward as key to practice by
Villagers, consider the following statement about the Village’s service philosophy:
The Village’s service philosophy centers on strengthening member’s [sic]
abilities while lessening their disabilities. Services are determined by the
needs of members, not the limitations of a service system. The Village tailors
its services to meet each member’s distinct employment, housing,
psychiatric, health, recreation and financial choices.
(www.intentionalcare.org, 4/25/03)
As we go through this chapter, it would be well to remember what this passage
emphasizes. To rephrase it slightly, what is being said is that the needs of members, as these
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needs are defined by the members themselves, through a process of choice, provides the
focus for all the Village’s efforts with members in a variety of “needs”-meeting areas. In
addition, each member’s needs are “distinct.” The overall array of key resources is
unchanging but each individual will draw on them differently, and with many variations in
circumstances as time goes by. No set course of action, no-one-size-fits-all approach will
do. In the Village, staff say the services are highly “individualized.” What this might look
like in an agency, and how one might organize for highly individualized, member-choice
practice is the question we approach in this section, as we focus on a central organizational
fact in the Village—the team.
Team basics. Before getting into any complications about how the teams are
staffed or organized or the nature of the team’s work, we should review some basics. A
person who is enrolled for services at the Village is assigned to a services coordination
team. The person is referred to as a member of that team. In the usual course of things, that
member is assigned to work with another person, someone who is working in a staff role as
a personal services coordinator or PSC within that team. The PSC works with the member,
and is the point of responsibility person for that member as long as the member continues
in association with the Village. On a periodic basis, the Village has made use of something
called “open-enrollment,” in which a member may choose to switch to another PSC.
Team composition. In Chapter Two of this report we saw something of how the
composition of Village service coordination teams has shifted over time. The number of
staff can vary. Resource specialists might be positioned inside or outside the team. In the
“ethnographic present” of May 2003, there are three adult-focused “neighborhoods,” with
a total of 414 adult members distributed among the three teams, or “neighborhoods,” as
follows: 134 member in “Village East;” 136 members in “Village West:” and 142
members in “Village North.” A fourth, transitional age youth-focused (TAY) team had 53
members aged 18 to 25.
Ideally the staff in each adult-focused team includes a director, an assistant director,
a number of personal services coordinators (PSCs), a psychiatrist, a “community
integration specialist” (the “CI”) a “financial planner” (the “money manager”) and a
“neighborhood employment coordinator.” Each team also includes at least one nurse and
one social worker; these professionals work within team positions as PSCs, team director,
or assistant director. (see organizational charts for clarification.) The important point is that
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there are loose connections between license or a professional credential and position within
the team.
Brief descriptions of neighborhood staff positions follow:
neighborhood director — watches over direction of teamwork, with particular focus
on administrative oversight; provides leadership; works directly with members in
neighborhood; as member of management team mediates between team practice
focus and wider frames of organizational focus. Communicating, interpreting,
arguing, mediating between team interests, concerns, issues, observations, and
management decision-making necessities.
assistant director — coordinates with director, and represents the team in such
settings as the management team when necessary in place of the director, but carries
fewer administrative responsibilities than director, therefore free to take on more
direct, primary responsibility in work with members; also flexibly available to lend
added support as needed to other members of the team
personal service coordinators (PSCs) — carry the greatest responsibilities in direct
interaction on ongoing basis with members. Described in various ways as involved
in “adult-to-adult relationships with members.” They “walk alongside” the
members assigned to them, working with them on identifying and pursuing goals set
in plans developed through on-going dialogue. PSCs “go wherever their help and
support are needed.”
psychiatrist — is a member of the team, sharing team office space, working with all
members in the team. With the members, connects, gets the story, educates on
illness, medications, and side effects, maintains ongoing contacts. With changes in
funding stream, following members through episodes of hospitalization has become
more difficult. Participates in weekly team meeting and is available to team staff as
informational resource. The Village “Docs” work out means for sharing
responsibilities as needed to assure that there is psychiatric support available 24/7
through beeper/on-call rotation.
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social worker — works in a team role as PSC, Director or Assistant Director.
Brings professional training, and license-dependent capacities to the team.
nurse — serves as PSC and brings knowledge and license-dependent capabilities to
the team
community integration (CI) specialist — is available as specialist to all members in
the neighborhood to “teach, support, motivate” members in relation to wider social
engagements involving “meeting people and developing a social life,” “learning
about community resources, and building social support networks”
money manager — involved in the budgeting of member’s resources, works across
whole team, “ideally” working with PSC and member, and whether “voluntary,
medically recommended or court ordered,” sees to it that bills get paid, and works
with member towards goal of building the individual’s financial skills for
independence
neighborhood employment coordinator — works from within team on making
connections and exploring with members around issues of employment. Jointly a
member of the Village’s employment department and works in coordination with the
staff in that department to identify how to proceed with any one individual.
Here again, the TAY team differs from the rest. As is made clear in the TAY
organizational chart the staff is smaller, and the array of staff positions is slightly different.
The description of a “Village” approach to the interaction of PSC and member that follows
would be useful for understanding the TAY team, but there are perhaps consequences for
program development that have to do with differences in member age and developmental
tasks. The Village staff persons most closely associated with the TAY youth continue to
explore these issues, and so, to be clear, the rendering that follows is focused specifically on
the adult-focused neighborhoods.
Perhaps the central emblematic relationship within the team is that between PSC and
member. Here is a sketch of some ideas that animate staff practices in that relationship, as
they are enunciated by staff and observed in staff activities.
Engagement represents a kind of cardinal first principle. Here is how one CI
(community integration specialist) spoke about the work of engagement. (This CI’s talk
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describes ways of interacting that are observable in any of a range of other positions,
including the PSC’s. This kind of commonality of perspective was often apparent across
various differences in positions.):
When we’re first meeting, no paperwork! Food is great! Let them
know a little about me. What I like, what my passions are. Get outside. The
goal? Not to manage them. Everything they do, they coordinate through us,
but not to manage them. Relationship is key. Building trust. Mutual trust. It
doesn’t always happen. One person, I never connected with him. It never
happened, we never connected. There was no trust there. I never believed
him.
I’m looking for when I stop having to engage the member, and the
member begins to work to engage with me. My interest is their values, their
wants. Within this relationship, this trust, I am looking to begin dreaming
with person. Dreams, fun. Beyond now. Beyond the immediate, like, “I need
food.” There is no use thinking long-term when the member is thinking
about survival.
This is a craft, not a job.
There is an emphasis here on behaviors that level differences. The informality, the
getting out of the building and into settings more familiar to some members, and away from
the physical seat bespeaking the professional authority of the staff member are devices that
serve to level differences, and place the two people on common ground. Iin addition, illness
talk has no place in this kind of exchange.
Villagers tell stories and make a big point about the importance of getting the story:
Pragmatic questions that figure in calculations as to how to “fix” a person’s life
circumstances seem to come naturally here: Who is this person and what is this person’s
situation in life? What sort of life is this person living? Where is this person living? How
and where is this person spending time? What is this person doing for the basic necessities
in life? What are this person’s resources? Answers to all these questions help staff to orient
to people’s stories. But in various ways, Villagers seem to find ways of starting somewhere
else—with matters more emotional, poetical, based in dreams or the like.
Staff think in terms of various inventories of needs: basic needs like food and
shelter, resources for living like income entitlements that can be accessed through social
systems; human needs for love and work; treatments for illness. But besides focusing on
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needs, there is focusing on getting “the story” at a more fundamental emotional level. Here
is one Doc talking about what is required in a psychiatrist:
I was taught that the beginning of good treatment is a good diagnosis. I
don’t believe that anymore. Now I believe that good treatment begins with a
good relationship. I like whole stories, not just diagnoses. You’ve got to go
through the story and it takes enormous time to get the story. In the start
there are engagement moves. Give things. Give meds. Give through
emotional stuff. Talk about drugs. Ask: What is the role of drugs in your
life? Link this to motivational interviewing, harm reduction, but also, it’s just
simply about connecting. And then there is what I call a moral approach.
Slow down. What is your heart saying? This program operates daily on an
emotional level. Most programs begin on an intellectual level, with staff
asking things like, “I wonder if it is safe around here.” “Where are my kids
right now” “I see someone who needs his medication adjusted.” My answer
to the question about advice on how to use a psychiatrist is to say, the more
parts of me, of them, that we share, the better.
The professional who stays centered only in his own interpretation of client need
and all the needs questions will, from this speaker’s perspective, miss something essential,
something that comes through engagement, connecting, through getting the other person’s
story, and getting talk flowing about matters of the heart. These are vital processes in Village
team work.
Not that the pragmatic issues go away. A Village member said something once that
seemed very to the point here. This man was asked to speak before an audience about his
perspective as a member. In response to one question about how he would advise someone
on how to do work like the Village’s, he said: “Don’t push, and be there with the
information when I’m ready."
The Village is very centered on “being there with the information”—all kinds of
information. Each team works out of a kitbag, or armamentarium of information about
resources and services and programs that range across many life domains, including shelter,
psychiatric help and medications, monetary resources such as income supports and other
entitlements for those with little, physical health, substance abuse, and employment, and
more. Each member of the team adds to the team’s fund of knowledge
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The team deals in information, and not everyone can know everything in all areas.
Villagers appreciate the strengths of mixedness in the team. The doc is there with
information about mental illness, and medications, their effects, and their side effects. The
social workers are trained to be “really good weasels,” as one team leader put it,
“proficient ” at getting resources across wide, and disparate systems of helping services;
and as very good weasels, they help with the team’s working its way into information of all
kinds, about entitlements, and programs, and services. “The better we know all these
systems, the more we can be of use,” said one Village manager. The nurse brings her
knowledge. And so it is that each member of the team brings his or her own special edge on
things into the mix, and through sharing information the team is strengthened. In the closing
sections of this chapter we will return to this matter of information and a related matter of
communications.
One staff member said once that in the old days, on the Mickey Mouse show,
Wednesday was the “anything can happen day,” and that every day in the Village is
Wednesday. There are many ways in which every day is full of surprises, and changes that
require staff flexibility and ingenuity. A certain freedom to improvise is cultivated in the
Village. At the same time, there is a day-to-day ongoing necessity to attend to a myriad of
the small details of things that together add up to having the ability to make a life in the
world. The work of the PSC can involve the long slog of being there for someone who may
be lacking in the most basic necessities, and who has few resources to change these things.
PSCs, walking beside, learn to think in terms of “over the long haul,” as they meet the
demands, day-in and day-out, of an endless round of small and tedious everyday chores.
Some comments from other Villagers are revealing: “I could never do the PSC’s job.”
Said one CI, “the evictions, the medications…” Another Villager, working in the
employment department echoed these words: “SSI, moving people … not what I want to be
doing.”
I found patience and kindness throughout the organization. With the grueling, gritty,
repetitiveness of some of the work, and the many varied set-backs and disappointments staff
can experience in their work, patience and kindness may be especially good traits to have at
the team level. There is also a strength that comes from having a vision of what might be.
That is something else that is cultivated in the Village, as practice is guided by an idea of
“recovery” and a vision of what can be.
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Village Resource Specialists
As was said in the last section, the teams work with kitbags of information about
resources that have been assembled over the years as staff have worked with members, and
learned from members, about what it takes for someone living with a psychiatric disability to
begin to make a life within “the community.”
The Village has also grown its capacity in many areas of resource development since
the earliest days when the resource specialists in vocational and social rehabilitation were
outside the teams, and the question was how best to integrate these specialists with the
teams.
The Village continues to tinker with issues of where various resource people should
be located in relation to the teams. Now, with the re-design (and for various reasons, some
of which are budgetary) some specialists have been moved into the teams: the community
integration specialist, a member of the employment department, and a money manager. But
beyond the fact that certain resources are seen to be of central importance to the Village, it is
apparent that the delivery of resources can be structured in various ways.
The work of the teams is augmented and extended by the efforts of resource
specialist segments that work across all Village teams:
The Village employment department is a highly elaborated operation, with
coordination among differently focused employment staff, working to get to people
wherever they are in terms of skills, interest in employment, preferences for kinds of
work, and to smooth members’ ways as they are variously ready, with a goal of
“Helping clients to come up with some other picture of themselves than perpetual
client.”
Housing specialists both within MHALA and the Village have been growing
resources in this area—developing a variety of housing options. Those options
include locating member accessible housing properties, programs to promote home
ownership, ongoing open-communications relationships with local landlords,
routines for coordinating to respond in a timely way to landlord concerns before
situations can become untenable, a whole toolkit of strategies to keep people in their
own places.
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The Village’s dual recovery focus is a “growing” element in a challenging services
area—working with members who have both psychiatric disabilities and problems
with alcohol and other drugs. (Note how the tasks of the dual recovery coordinator
are described in a Village position notice included in the appendices.) The current
strategy is consonant with a Village stand on meeting people where they are,
engaging them, giving them information, developing understanding of what
motivates them and working with a stages-of-change model of addiction. Perhaps
even more crucial is work that involves mediating across differences in treatment
ideology among Villagers. This involves opening conversations across differences
between 12-step, abstinence-affirming Villagers on one side, and proponents of
harm reduction and a stages-of-change view of addiction on the other.
Each of these segments is a fascinating work in progress, differing in degree of
elaboration due to a whole range of contextual, historical, and philosophical reasons, and at
the same time, the segments present almost textbook examples of how services in any one
of these areas might be structured.
The devil, or God, is in the detail, and there is an enormous amount of detail involved
in how any one of these segments has been set up and runs. Here are two indications of
how services get knit together across the organization. The first example involves a small
piece of business in the Wednesday morning community meeting:

In the meeting, a Village member took a turn to announce that he had a
new job that he was very happy with. First, he thanked Sal, the Village
maintenance staff supervisor. Then he thanked Martin, the employment
specialist associated with Village West. Next, he thanked Village North
(which was interesting, because he didn’t just thank the North North PSC,
Paul, who he had worked with very closely, in a very personal
relationship, but the whole team.) And then he thanked Vincent, the job
developer worker with West, Vincent had “encouraged them to call me”
“them” being his current employers. Finally, he thanked the Outreach and
Engagement crew, “… …for not giving up on me.”
This whole statement took under two minutes to make, but it stands in mind as a
powerful testimony to the kind of coordination of effort that can occur among Village staff
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in support of a member’s life. It pointed to the kind of multi-dimensional meshwork of
various relationships that a member can experience in the place. And it reminded me again
of something said by one team leader in the Village, you don’t get just “me,” you get
“us.” It was quite a revealing moment.
The second example of detail in the makeup of a service area concerns the Village’s
handling of medications management.
Village thinking about medications begins with a philosophical query. As one Doc
spoke of it:
Am I helping a person? Or treating an illness? I’m interested in people’s
subjective experience of their illness. I want to meet them where they are at.
What do I do? What are some of the things I focus on? Symptom reduction.
Avoiding hospitalization. I want to see members using their meds. Have
you seen an addict use his drugs? It’s deep, sometimes it’s a real tearjerker.
Another Villager once made the following observation about the member/staff
relationship: “The member is the expert. The staff member is a consultant with expertise,
and a focus on readiness.”
Village staff members do not seem to force medications. The phrase “persuasion
not coercion” does fit with what I have observed. And the docs work with members in
conversation about experiences of illness, desires in living, medications, symptoms, dosages,
side effects, and so on. Once a member accepts medication management, as one form of
support to the establishment of unforced routine conformance to a medications regimen,
then established routines for smooth timely monitoring, communications, and response are
essential. If a member is willing to accept medication management, then the Village will stay
on top of making this work in any way they can. The PSC carries lead responsibility for
seeing to it that meds management works for the member, and is expected to do whatever is
needed to support the member’s staying in routine conformance, up to and including
picking up medications and taking them to a member at home, in a board and care, or
wherever else, as necessary. There are medication room management processes and
procedures for how drugs are to be handled and by whom. A “meds roster update” voice
mail message goes to each team each week to inform the team about such details as when
med sheets are due, or note unanswered questions about a person’s medications (as when
the med sheet gave names and not quantities). The names of individuals are called off for
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the team: someone not coming in for meds or injection, someone whose signature is not on
the meds sheet, someone who took meds but refused injection, someone whose injection is
due, someone who has had no injections since----, or someone else who has refused
injection
A voice mail message to one team from a Doc, not their own, reviewed one segment
of procedures: “The set times for ‘pill refill’ for this team are twice a week, Tuesdays and
Fridays, between 1 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. Come down with the member, don’t just send
someone, and see if there are cancellations if you need to get someone in… ….The PSC job
is to help get the member to the doc to get refills written. A meds transmittal form means the
member has some kind of trouble with getting refills written. Please assist in getting scrips,
or they’re going to run out soon, have no meds, and be a mess.” The message was clear, it
went direct to each and every team mate. No one was singled out, and the procedure was
reviewed in succinct, plain English. Economy and directness in communications is
something else you see in Village practice.
Consider this level of detail, this elaboration of means and mechanisms to
accomplish a Village goal, in just one area. In employment, in housing, in the deli, in
Information Services/Quality Assurance, in the orientation of a new staff member, in any
number of directions, there are equal or greater complexities. It is a challenge to get one’s
mind around it. But over and over, in differing segments, there are guiding principles,
pointed to in various ways throughout this report, that are enacted in all these locations,
including such things as the fundamental importance of personal self-determination, choice,
and responsibility; respect for human dignity; working through to consensus. And very
important, the organization shows great care with keeping communications and the flow of
information flowing smoothly.

Other segments of organization that support and extend Village mission
Each of the segments pointed to under this heading shares in the same sort of
complexity and far-reaching thoroughness of expression as the resource segments
discussed in the previous section. Likewise, they also continue to change with the times in
ways that are resistant to any simple documentation effort. They are all richer and more
intimately integrated into every aspect of every other part of the Village than it is possible to
describe within the scope of this section.
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The Training department is focused both on orienting outsiders to the Village and
supporting the development of Village staff. Training staff see to the provision of
various staff development opportunities, including a mandatory set of lunchtime
topical presentations on important aspects of Village service provision, and periodic
and timely whole staff development events. The Village “Immersion” events,
designed to orient outsiders to the Village, are also mandatory for new staff. The
development of print materials for staff and visitors. The impressive Village website
originated out of and has been managed through the Training office.
The Information Services/Quality Assurance staff are involved in accumulating,
organizing, managing, and tracking many various kinds of information for the
Village, including information sets collected for the purpose of meeting various
accountability demands from exterior regulating authorities. In-house capacities that
support the smooth functioning of Village communications are also watched over by
this staff. The Village and MHALA have been leaders in the development of quality
of life measures designed for accountability tracking of mental health programs, and
IS/QA oversees the management of in-house record keeping in that area.
(Related to the matter of program record keeping, there is a very important issue
here that needs a much closer look. From what I can tell there are a variety of
accountability demands made by outside funding and regulating entities that are very
poorly designed to capture what it is that the Village does so well. The real nature of
the work of the Village is slighted and obfuscated by the structure and focus of
some accountability regulations of outside agencies. If others want to learn more
about how the Village does what it does, these records would be less than fully
helpful.)
Outreach and Engagement (O&E a.k.a. "The Basement") includes a drop-in center
with facilities and resources primarily for single homeless adults, including showers,
laundry, clothes, phone, help with systems, and referrals to other services. There is a
“short-term community based case management” program. O&E also carries on
homeless outreach and engagement activities in Long Beach.
The newest segment of the Village is Main Street. It began as “Village Next” on
February 1, 2003, and as of April 2004, is considered by many in the Village to be
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in need of further study and definition. It is clearly an element in the Village’s recent
response to changes in funding. It is also considered to be one more element that
needs to be tried in an ambitious attempt to bring real system to mental health
services in California. One question, however, is: to what extent is the development
of Main Street an expedient response to tighter budgetary constraints, or the next
important step in the logical and real extension of a vision of recovery and true
community integration for those who have been treated poorly within the “system”
as it has been constituted up to now? This is a matter that begs for closer study.
With O&E as a point of entry and Main Street as a community re-integration
vehicle, and with everything in the Village in between, there is at Elm and Fifth a
living model in miniature of what an intact, coordinated, integrated system of care
could look like, that is based in psychosocial rehabilitation and recovery principles,
keeping the person at the center as determining agent in services delivery.

Focusing in on one Village neighborhood
“People learn better by doing,” said one Villager to me one day, and experience of
the Village seems to support the notion that this is a principle in practice across a wide
spectrum of Village activities with visitors, new staff, members and experienced staff alike.
Having said various things about Village organization for work, we will now look more
closely at one Village neighborhood in order to show the doing. Our aim is to convey a
more vivid sense of practice “in the round,” and the complexities of the business of day-today team activity as it looks on the ground, particularly with reference to the device of taking
a closer look at a team’s routines of “reporting.”
Village North’s space was the first neighborhood office suite to be finished in the
Village remodeling project. Carpeted in a durable salt & peppery tweed, the space is large
and open in plan. There is only one tiny corner of the far wall away from the hallway door
that is divided off into a spare little odd-shape office space complete with door. This space
was intended to serve for conversations requiring a little less noise or a little more privacy.
(For those with an image of mental health treatment as occurring within the confines of an
office, behind a shut door, it should be said here that this kind of activity was not “typical”
in the Village. Workdays there, in fact, have more the feel of living transparently, in the
open, with whoever is around, being around. It is a distinctive quality.)
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The walls of the little office space within North are framed in picture-window glass
from about waist-height, so when someone is sitting in there, the effect from the outside is
one of seeing a disc jockey or a radio announcer at work. Currently, North’s psychiatrist
uses this space. There is a desk and phone in there, which she uses. (For a long time before
this, she made use of the voice-mail capacity on a phone set up in one space that doubled as
a small conference room available to everyone in the Village, set up at some distance from
her team’s space.) An appointment book sits open on the desk when she is not in the room,
and all Villagers can go in and write in their names for appointments.
Tall windows on this far wall bring good natural lighting into the space. There are
desks with locking drawers set at intervals around the room against three walls of the space.
The director’s and the assistant director’s desks are arranged so that persons sitting at those
desks have their backs to the big windows, and a person sitting there faces out into the
space, looking across the whole space and the desks and tables, and on towards the door out
into the hall. Approximately six other pairs of desks are arranged sideways, not in towards
the central space, not facing the walls, but with each in a pair facing the another, with just
one edge of each desk lined up with the wall. Three more desks are set near the doorway out
of the space, but focused more into the space. Each desk has one chair for the person sitting
in the space for legs and a chair for someone sitting with this person. In the center of the
space is a largish table for meetings—a table that isn’t really big enough for the whole team
to sit around in a formal way. But it is a good size for a set-up of food for a group lunch, or
to set up a game for a few people, or to hold some magazines that can be browsed while
waiting to talk with someone.
When the Village team capacity was re-configured in the Village redesign, each of
the new “neighborhoods” took on the task of organizing itself as a collectivity. (See team
organizational charts in the appendix for one aspect of how team basics were handled in
each team.)
North decided to tinker with something one member of the team described as
“ACT-like.” Wetherington’s description of a “total team approach” (1991, p. 57) also
helps here: “all of the staff on a given outreach team provide services to all of the members
associated with their team. There are no individual case loads, except for a few purely
administrative purposes.” The teams described by Wetherington are smaller, both in
number of members (between 35 and 55) and in the number of staff members. North has
been tinkering with how the PSC figures, or not, as a critical single point of responsibility
role, and one element in their search for a solution to the problem of how to focus when
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there are more staff (thirteen) and more members (between 125 and 150 by one rough early
estimate) has been “bubbles.”
These are three loose subdivisions within North. Each is intended to concentrate the
focus of one sub-set of staff on one sub-set of members. The idea was to have the bubbles
and the staff and the members deployed in various configurations as member situations
shifted. There is a Blue Bubble and a Red Bubble, but often enough the bubbles’ interests
have merged to the point where someone joked, “now we have a Purple Bubble.” It does
seem to be a fluid situation. The third cluster is the Up Bubble. The Up Bubble was formed
with the notion that members in that bubble are getting ready for greater independence of
the Village—and perhaps headed for the Village Next/Main Street segment. All this is
currently under exploration. The staff in the Up Bubble include the team’s registered nurse
and licensed psychiatric technician, each working in the position of PSC. (None of these
tinkerings with structures need be studied too closely here. North is doing that. As this
report was being drafted, the team’s community integration specialist transferred into the
Up Bubble to work as a PSC, and the fine-tuning continues.)
At some point, the bubbles began to meet together each on its own first thing each
morning for no more than 5 to 15 minutes normally, with the office door locked, in order to
share late-breaking news and to firm up plans for who might need to do what in the day to
come. Many days one or another of the bubbles might not meet, through various vagaries of
life, or having managed its communications some other way.
Outside the office is a small black board, on which all the names of North staff are
listed, with room to note if each person is in or out and if out, information about where they
might by, why gone, for how long, and so on. Sometime after nine, the office door is
unlocked, those who must do so, depart, whether to find someone, or do a med drop, or
whatever it may be. Usually there are a few people waiting outside the door as it is
unlocked. Whether by pre-arrangement, or chance, or because more than one member of
North can help, or through some familiarity with the current routine of a particular North
staff member, members move into the space, ready to talk, to visit, to be about their business.
If they are interested in seeing the Doc, very often this is by pre-established appointment. If
not, if the Doc is in, there may begin some kind of negotiation, depending on how booked
up the Doc is, about whether the member and Doc can have some time together just then.
Other members of North can get involved in these negotiations. This seems to vary with the
day’s circumstances and some staff judgments as to both the member’s responsibility in
dealing with the realities of the scheduling of the Doc’s time, and any special need on the
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part of the member to see the Doc more quickly than seems likely just by looking at her
calendar.
Except for around the time of some scheduled meeting, I usually found few North
staff in the room, even if it seemed pretty full and busy with people. More people seemed to
be around just after the morning bubble meeting, and after the Wednesday morning All
Village community meeting. Some afternoons, after the major business of the day had been
handled, there might be a drifting back to the office, especially if the staff is expected to
gather for some event, such as the monthly case conference, or as it has recently been renamed, the training day meeting. The whole staff is expected to attend this meeting in which
one topic or another is presented that is considered to be of special relevance for the staff
community as a whole.

Reporting activities and decision making in the North team meetings
Each Village neighborhood has a weekly gathering in which the staff meets as a
team. In North, this occurs in addition to the daily bubble meetings. It is the one point in the
week when everyone on staff in the team is in one place at one time as a group.
The room is emptied of everyone but the staff teammates. The office door is locked.
The meeting time is blocked in for two hours, but generally speaking, and depending on
what is going on, the meeting takes a good deal less time than this. Everyone knows why
they are there, and they get down to business expeditiously.
The meeting may begin with reminders to staff on such administrative matters as
deadlines on submittal of one form of paperwork or another, or changes in forms or
routines for completion of paperwork. There might be announcements about upcoming
events of special interest for staff. This is one spot where the director’s role as conduit
between management and team is open and explicit.
None of this seems to take up anything but the tiniest part of the meeting time
allotment. People seem to have already heard one way or another about most things. This is
just the reminder, the “okay, guys, it’s next Tuesday…” The central work of the meeting,
the work that consumes much of the team’s time, is the sharing of a variety of reports, as we
shall call them here.
This team has been together only since February 2003, however, in their meetings
there was such a concentration of information delivered among a collection of people who
shared a great deal of information in common. There was a telegraphic quality that went
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with being so much together “on the same page.” One thing that was striking as I went
over the notes of these social occasions, was the density of a variety of reporting behaviors
and what they seemed to say about how the team went about its work. In the next pages
there is a tentative typology of kinds of reporting events set out here that seem to be in the
common run of things week to week. This reporting activity is focused on the current
situations of members, and they can be looked at as falling into four categories: 1) updates,
2) lists of mini-updates, 3) “situation” reports, and 4) on-going “sagas.” These are not
hard, fast categories. Not everything said fits into these categories, and these categories do
not come from the North team members themselves. As one member of the team said, when
asked to read this section and react to it, “I never thought of it that way.” Rather, this
typology is offered here as a loose kind of organizational tool for thinking into the work
processes of this collection of people.

Updates
Updates come from anyone and everyone on the team as colleagues contribute news
of events in the lives of various members. These recitations are substantial, yet brief,
providing simple recounting of current information. No one is interpreting “the facts.” No
one is making or being asked to make any suggestions about anything. But these all tend to
be kind of bad news stories, and it seems to be that in the group’s collective estimate, these
stories concern people in trouble, and situations that staff need to stay very current on. But
these are not situations to move on. What can be done is being done, has been done for the
moment, and will be done as needed. It is a wait and see time. Here is an example:
Fran, North’s director, mentioned to the team that Lee, a long time
Village member, was upset, and that instead of calling Fran about this, she
was calling Hope (the administrative staff person monitoring new Village
member assignments and member disenrollments). Lee was also calling
Julia, the Village’s director. If this was annoying Fran, she made no
mention, and just kept talking, “Lee has no access to money from her
parents because of the revised loan plan. She is in this apartment, not going
out, not letting people in she shouldn’t. She has no pots and pans, no
coupons, any friends.” A pause followed and then Paul, a PSC, brought in
another name: “Stefan is back in town. He’s staying at the Men’s Center.
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And he’s talking about Sycamore House (a detox program setting). He was
incarcerated in Idaho. His SSI got cut. He’s pissed at who might have told.
He’s very self-sufficient, bridges, bushes (finding places to sleep). But he
wants an ID card and to go to Sycamore House. He knows no one…”
Paul was interrupted at this point as Fran, Margi, Concha, and
Nina all chimed in that they “talk to him.” Paul listened to this and then
continued with, “It just feels like he’s omnipresent.” After a momentary
silence, Fran spoke up in a low, slow drawl, “I got a call. The SSI is in
place.” The conversation then moved on to another member.
There is an economy of effort in this reporting. An outsider can become quite
confused by the story after story, but these passages can be read simply to give another
angle on the range and variety of activities and quality of life areas in which a team is
focusing attention as they follow the pathways of members’ day-to-day lives—housing
situations and shelter options, social life, relations with family substance use status and
readiness for intervention there, entitlements, individual interests and desires. Team staff are
following life stories in the everyday detail way. They are paying attention in a detailed way,
an intimate way. Also, they are checking among themselves, about who knows what, and
about how many angles of perspective have been trained upon any one individual.
These are all “indications,” and one criticism I heard once from a member of staff
at the Village was that sometimes Village people are “more talk, less do.” This statement,
however, was from someone who has seemed balanced, analytically incisive, with a good
knowledge of people and small details of how the place is working, and no particular reason
to overplay the perfection of the place, or any lack there-of, and a bottom-line partisan
supporter of the Village as a real place doing real work. The point is simply that even if
there is a certain amount of “more talk” here (and I didn’t see that and have no reason to
think that is true) there is still indication of a depth and breadth of acquaintance, with
persons, with systems, with resources and tools, that has been apparent across many various
times, locations, and situations within the Village as this study has developed.
The team’s staff members are following a great many details across the lives of
between 125 and 150 members. Some members are more actively on the team’s collective
screen at some times. There are some interesting questions one might ask about who is not
on the collective screen at any one point, and why. For example, I have heard that as
members get better, some withdraw from the place, by choice. And some Villagers talk
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about the conception of an “occasional community,” as one useful tool for looking at how
the social organization of membership works.
Along many dimensions, members’ lives are known in greater detail by smaller
subsets of staff, as in the bubbles. Another device involves specialist foci that come into play
as appropriate. These activities get reflected in the team meetings in the form of “lists of
mini-updates.” Next, we will look at a few examples of these rapid-fire, stripped-down
accountings in lives.

Lists of mini-updates
On a rotating repeating basis, a number of specialists working with the team, either
from within or from outside, share with the group a kind of quick listing of “mini-updates”
that serve to inform the team at large on current events within a narrow specialist range of
focus on a larger number of lives. In the following passage, one of the neighborhood PSCs,
Paul, who moves in closer to neighborhood members where a focus on dual recovery issues
is especially salient, is about to launch in on a mini-update list report, when Branca, a Village
employment department job developer who is tasked to work with North, comes in on one
of her periodic visits to update, and query, the North staff. Finally, Pedro, the North in-team
employment coordinator who “lives” much closer to North members, also reports:
We had all settled down, and Paul made a move to start things off.
He had a list with him, and began to speak, when there was a knock at the
door, and Chuck went over to see who was there. After checking he opened
the door and Branca strolled into the room, greeted the group, and pulled
up a chair. She’s a tall, graceful dark-haired young woman with strong,
features, neatly dressed, looking “put-together.” She found a chair, pulled
it up to the circle, and sank into it in one continuous sweeping curve of
motion, then, sat quietly and listened as Paul finished up the one point he
had been started on. Everyone turned to her, and she went directly into her
report. She had a list of names with her on a pad, with some notes. She
started with one name, “Alvin, he has a night job that he loves. Can I take
him off my list?” She was told that she needed to speak with Nina and
Sharon. The two women were sitting right there, and the three looked at
one another, nodded, and then Branca went on to note that there was a
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record of five felonies. She paused, and then observed, “So maybe this
company can hire more of our felons?” This was said in all seriousness—
any possible leads for more jobs for members are important to follow up—
that is very specifically part of Branca’s assignment as a job developer—
but the touch was light, and Branca went on, asking next if there were any
other people she should be “looking at” in North. I.e., ready for her to
begin to think about, I imagine. Then, “Any questions?” After another brief
pause, she asked, what about “Harold”? One of the PSCs looked up and
over at her and shook his head slightly. Branca asked, “What about
Hilda?” Branca mentioned that she had been wondering if she should
begin to think about lining up some appointments for interviews for Hilda
after her release. There were some positive sounds from around the circle,
and Paul seemed to be saying that it made sense because, after all,
“they’re not totally focused on employment over there.” With this, Branca
had finished with her list. She rose, making low-voice sounds of “thank
you” and “good-bye,” and was gone.
The team turned back to Paul after Branca had gone. He is a
conscientious, self-contained man, maybe in his forties, with wire frame
eyeglasses and silvered straight hair swept back from his forehead, falling
behind his ears in a single long line. He considers things, seriously,
carefully. He deliberates. A good man. Brevity defines the lists of miniupdates, but Paul’s was an even more staccato affair than Branca’s:
“Stefan is back from Idaho. He got into a sober living, then got caught.
Reeking of marijuana. No go, so he’s under the bridge in San Pedro. Lana
is doing well. We got her money for books for school. It’s being treated like
a loan, an informal, silent loan.”
Paul went on, turning to the subject of “Tony Hughes,” but was
slowed by a comment from Chuck, who wanted to own up to “a prejudice
against the guy.” Paul nodded, but made no comment and went on. “Tony
is in Sycamore House de-tox. I’m just hoping he can hang in there.” Paul
paused here, and at this point Kevin, North’s money manager, added in
some information, starting in on a sort of list within Paul’s list: “looks like
I need to do a budget on Maisie.” Fran stepped in here and said, “Let’s be
sure to get her money.” Kevin took this in with equanimity and went on:
“Craig, Kelsey Green, I see them tomorrow.”
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After Kevin had finished, Paul picked up from where he had left off
and continued: “Peter Dowey is in jail ’til September 6th or so.” Someone
asked, “What about Ricky Best?” Paul responded: “Rick was banned
yesterday. And Paris, she’s moved into a crack-invested neighborhood, and
she’s tempted.” Everyone was silent for a moment. With this, Paul was
finished. He sat quietly, looking to see who would speak next.
Fran asked Pedro to go next. Pedro began by prefacing his report
with the comment, “nothing new,” and went into it: “Bob, nothing new.
Minnie, nothing. Helga, she has an interview at the Hilton. Marilyn showed
up for an appointment, but the paperwork overwhelmed her.”
Here, Fran mentioned that she’s heard that the Office Max over on
Willow had an opening, and she appealed to Pedro, “Can you go see?”
Pedro nodded and continued with his list. “Carla. I think she has outgrown
Village placements and needs to talk to Branca (the Job Developer), but
there are health concerns. On George, nothing. Jamal. He’s applying for a
clerical support job under Sammy, but based on what I’ve heard, I’m
wondering if maybe they may not want a member for this position.
(Because of privacy of information issues?) This is a question to be
answered.”
Someone asked, “How about…” and mentioned a name of some
kind of program here that I didn’t catch, but Pedro shot back that it had
shut down a year and a half ago. No one else spoke for a minute, and
then Fran moved on to an announcement she hadn’t made first thing…
These strings of mini-updates bring staff up to speed on the materials most salient
to specialist interests in such areas as dual-recovery, money management, employment and
community integration.
On one note, when Pedro says “nothing new,” as he launches his mini-updates, that
is not to say that nothing is happening. It is more a matter of members being on particular
trajectories already underway, understood to the teammates, and proceeding along as they
will.
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Situations
There is more than a simple update involved in what we will refer to here as a
situation report. Something needs to be done. Of course, there are shared team
understandings about next steps in all the situations of members discussed in both the miniupdates and the updates, but time will tell is an element. In a situation, time will continue to
tell, but, in addition, there is some decision that must be made now, and someone must
undertake action.
At this point in the meeting, one of the PSCs brought in another
name. Pete had just gotten a thirty-day notice, and “whether you want to
argue that he was being an asshole or not, he seems to be less so when
he’s in his own apartment. So, the question is, does the Village give him a
loan to keep him housed, or not, until some money comes through.”
Another member of the team mentioned that Pete had applied for
something that is “about to come through.”
Chuck stepped in here, reporting on something he had witnessed
just that morning. Pete had been circling around in the deli before the
morning community meeting. He was asking around about whether Julia,
the Village’s director, was going to be at the meeting. Both Maxine and
Burt, reps from the “Hopewell Center,” a consumer social club in the
neighborhood, noticed what Pete was doing and tried to tell him that Julia
would indeed be at the meeting. Apparently, Pete turned on the two,
snarling, and cut them off, saying, “I wasn't speaking to you, you crazies!
You crazies! You lie!”
Concha, the team’s community integration specialist, chimed in at
this moment and said straight out, in a more business-like voice than
usual, but with no special emphasis, just straight-on and matter-of-fact,
“Why don't we ask him, ‘Why should we loan you the money?’”
Kenny argued for Pete, “He’s not going to learn much from a few
days…” and was interrupted by Chuck, who told the group that he had
found Pete going through Kevin’s desk drawers—Kevin, the team’s money
manager, a sweet guy with not a harsh note in him.
Anna, the team’s psychiatrist, stepped in here with a question,
“How long has he been a member?” A few voices chimed to establish that
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it had been somewhere between two and three years. Anna asked another
question, “Has anything changed?”
No one spoke immediately, and Chuck advanced another point. He
hadn’t confronted Pete about going through Kevin’s drawers. “Pete has
threatened my life.” Pete is also a mountain of a man. Chuck is of medium
height, and slender as a reed. Margi joined in here next, adding that just
that morning she had nearly come to blows with Pete herself. Margi is
young looking, petite, slight, as slender as Chuck, but a jock. Strong.
Athletic. Poised.
Kenny re-phrased his point, “What are we gaining out of two days
on the street? He doesn’t want to go to his mom’s.”
Anna observed that there would also be moving expenses (if Pete
was out and then required re-housing?). She asked another question,
“Does he have a lot?” (of stuff to move, I presume?—more expense, more
complications)
No more main points were raised, and Fran spoke in an even, slow,
drawl, “So-o - if he requests it, North will loan him the money.” And then
she added a lighter aside about Pete’s also being asked to make presents
or something for the members of the Red Bubble—(I didn’t totally get this,
but it got a few smiles around the group.)
In this sequence, as staff augment the conversation from their various vantage points,
turbulence is clear. Members of the team can be partisan. They can form coalitions and
lobby for a particular point of view. The staff negotiates meaning. There were some who
said nothing. There were some who were presenting a perspective on Pete that would have
directed action one way, and there were some who took the argument in another direction.
Clinical expertise does not lead. The message is that there are no experts here. Everyone
needs to contribute. The team needs to thrash some things out.
The assistant director and the team psychiatrist appeared to be leaning together in
one direction, arguing that time on the street may serve no useful purpose in this case, and
cost the program extra money. There is somewhat the impression of a divide here between
the clinically trained staff and the others. However, Chuck, an MSW, seems to lean with
some of the others towards considering letting Pete experience some “natural
consequences.” In two observations volunteered by staff there is a slight whiff of a
perception of Pete as unworthy. Kenny, Anna and Fran have each been with the Village for
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years, and Chuck, Margi and Concha are younger and newer, but still, it is not entirely clear
why the divide in how to think about Pete’s situation formed where it did.
In this situation, after all have spoken who wish to, when there is nothing new to add,
the director makes a final call.

Sagas
There always seem to be one or two people who are somehow “high-profile,”
making a particular splash in the Village, careening around in a community-exhausting
fashion. Everybody knows them. Everyone, anyone, can be affected. Each team has had its
closer work to do with individuals in this condition.
In the next sequence we focus on one ongoing relationship of great cost to the team
in terms of time, energy and emotions There was a history here of many difficult situations
with many facets to consider. The following sequence depicts the team’s deliberations at yet
one more turn in this “saga.” Not only is there a question of what is to be done, but also at
issue is the question of who is to do what in this situation. Sometimes this is clear.
Sometimes it is a matter that is in need of clarification.
The meeting had seemed to be winding down to a close when Margi
said that there was something she wanted to share with the team about an
encounter she’d had the day before with Max. She described it for us.
Earlier in this meeting, Max’s name had been introduced when
Kenny, the assistant director, reported that he was going to have Max
sign to be a payee. Kenny told of going to Doctor Luke, down in the
Basement, who was standing in for Anna, the team’s psychiatrist, who is
out on vacation. Apparently, the Doc had laughed and said something
like, “you’re sure you want this?” So, Kenny continued, “in two
months,” when payee status begins, “where will he live?” A big silence
followed. Kenny went on, restating salient facts in the situation as he saw
them. There was advocating going on with IRS. The felony charge was
dropped. (A couple of the staff made noises, kind of low exhalations in
frustration over this.) “At least he’s connected,” Kenny concluded.
Someone else chimed in with, “He's the Teflon man!” With that they
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moved on. But obviously the staff had not finished with Max. Here was
Margi bringing them back to focusing on him.
Margi was concerned about the nature of the incident she had
decided finally to mention. (Had the ethnographer’s presence inhibited
her?) “One of us is going to become a victim, or we are going to be
liable,” she said, with great firmness. Fran had been listening closely and
spoke, “So we’re just waiting for something bad to happen?”
Pedro moved in here: “I have no fear of Max.’
Nina spoke up next and said that she, like Margi, felt that “it’s just a
matter of time.” Nina’s got a striking look. Whatever it might
communicate in Southern California now, back in the 80’s in the East
Village in New York City, her style would have conveyed a message about
late night club life and Nina gives one the impression of being able to roll
with anything. Her uneasy feeling about Max seemed to add ammunition
to Margi’s case.
There was a pause, and then Fran spoke again, “We have three
options. Banning. Hospitalization. Jailing.” Various people chimed in as
the conversation now picked up momentum. “Max is in Los Angeles.”
“We’re his treatment providers… …and he’s just loose out there.”
Someone added in that Max is “taking meds sporadically.”
Pedro spoke up again, persisting in pursuing his different angle of
perspective on the man, “I think a lot of people out there see a very
different Max.”
The team continued. One person said “Ban him—That’s the only
thing we’ve got. Someone else asked if they could ban him and serve him
in the community. The team was reminded that Chuck had been working
with another member for the past two months already—someone else
banned, being served in the community, presumably highly labor
intensive. In essence, his plate was full for the moment. Kenny spoke up
here, saying he’d already invested a lot of time in Max. The discussion
continued. Someone observed that somehow Max was “not in the real
world.” Someone else said that he manipulates things all the time. (I’d
been getting to know Max some too, and there is a quixotic, larger than
life quality about him.) The team continued.
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Someone said something about Max “not always following natural
consequences.” Kenny picked up on this and said: “He's much more
dangerous in the community. He’s not at a point where he’s learning.
I’ve been trying to balance that with how much this building can take.
Indefinite bans have never worked with him.” Nina chimed in with an
idea, “What if the whole team meets with him?” Promptly, and almost
simultaneously, Kenny and Pedro responded, “Not now.” Someone made
a crack about how “cocktails could be put together when Teresa (the
medications nurse) isn’t looking.”
Someone else said: “This is exactly the kind of person AB34 was set
up for.” Another person put in that Max “showed up for court and talked
them out of it.” Someone else reminded the group that the last time, “the
shit hit the fan.” And another, “I guess, like everyone is waiting.”
Fran had been kind of sitting back through this, in her way, silent,
listening intently, but now she put in: “How about a reeee-ally nice board
and care?” North kicked things around a bit more. A ban was not out of
the question. Fran said, “I will take it to management.” Kenny nodded,
and he added, “it's complex. There is new information everyday.
…unpredictable.” And with that, the team tabled discussion, and the
meeting broke up.
This fragment represents one tiny piece in a much longer, ongoing saga of North’s
work with Max. Not everyone expressed a point of view, and there were different voices,
and differences in perspective, as the citizenry spoke up. It wasn’t clinical talk. There is no
illness narrative here. It was the people talking. There is a certain drift in one direction
towards consensus, but the Director and the Assistant Director talked about the complexity.
There seemed to be consideration involved as to who would be able to do what, if and when
they decided on some serious next move. There would be legal, financial, clinical and
personal costs to come, whatever course they decided on and they know it. Also, no one is
saying that there was a life and death situation here.
Enough was unclear. The matter was tabled. It would “go to management.” In fact,
the next morning, it did. I happened to be there for the discussion. The “matter” also went
to lunch between the director of the neighborhood and one of the docs, I believe. And no
doubt there were a variety of other conversations between different members of the Village
community about this matter. Max showed different sides to different people. In a sense,
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one might say that the situation is not “ripe.” The community and North more particularly,
had only to continue in the day-to-day details of the more usual parts in ongoing work with
Max in housing, personal finances, employment, and so on, while at the same time
continuing with collecting impressions, processing, and waiting on what they might need to
do next, if anything, in some more substantial way.

Discussion
Staff give members a lot of rope. They do this out of strongly held convictions
about individual rights to choice and capabilities for self-determination. Do they go further
than more conventional programs? I would venture to say that they do. But along with the
rope goes a great deal of work around care in following along, keeping communications
open, and being on top of information on how things are going.
The team deals in information about members’ circumstances and perspectives, just
as much as concrete information about how to get what resources from where to address
which issue of which member. Staff rely on tight communications in both areas to keep
flow of information moving as it ought to.
Someone with a medical condition that requires monitoring doesn’t show up for the
Village’s weekly run to a local health clinic to get to a standing appointment. Someone else
comes in for meds, but refuses an injection that has been part of the agreed upon course of
medications management. Someone is about to get fired because of not being able to get to
work on time. Another person is careening around somewhere in Hollywood. The Villagers
need to know about these things, they work at making sure that they do know and they fret,
and act up, when they find out that there has been some breakdown in the smooth flow of
information.
Sometimes even with good information something goes wrong. Someone who is
terribly slow to engage, and insistent on doing things in her own way, comes around, again,
beaten black and blue. A member dies after taking some bad street drugs.
If all is going well then there is smooth coordination and integration of efforts. If
something goes haywire in a life, they want to know about it, and they want to be available.
If communications are off, things happen. One time a member was escorted to some shelter
option but through a slip in communications, some habits of the member were not
communicated and there was a fire. These things happen—no blame—but the Village is
forever working to reduce areas of gap, knowing how wrong things can go.
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A number of times in interview members of staff made stray comments about
problems in “communications.” One time someone in the training office brought this into
the conversation, and when I asked what this was about, the story that was offered as an
example concerned the planning of a birthday party for a member. Staff were going to take
him out. But he never showed up, and they learned later that he had gone into a hospital
psychiatric ward. Villagers had not known. One neighborhood director talked once about
how she was seeing some really “sh—” hospital releases. For example just that week the
director in a different neighborhood got a call about a member’s release from a hospital two
days after the fact. In those two days any number of awful things could have happened. It is
very difficult for people at those border points. Every passage into and through a
hospitalization is followed by Villagers with particular care. To be unable to stay as close as
they have found they need to be can be disastrous for the person going through this change
unsupported, and terribly demoralizing for the staff who would have been there if only they
knew.
This issue of the circulation of information is a core issue in Village practice, one
they have been aware of for a long time. There are multiple lines for communications in the
Village, and they are all used all the time. The team is in a central position in the enactment
of integration and coordination of services, but teams exist within these wider web-works
information movement. The flow of ideas and information is a glue that holds it together.

Who’s on first?: Staffing practices in the Village
If time and space permitted, it would be valuable to do a whole gallery of portraits of
staff at work in the Village. There is great diversity of skills, roles, and approaches among
staff. The thumbnail sketch of "Julia" at work provided elsewhere in this report might just
as easily have been developed for any of a great number of people in the Village—from
management team and administration, to teams, to supporting resource areas, and certainly
in the parent organization, MHALA. There is excellence in all segments of the organization,
and what it looks like day-to-day, on-the-ground, is a rich, interesting story.
Here, we will focus primarily on how new staff are recruited into the organization
and some issues related to the question of professional preparation for work in the Village.
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Bringing new staff into the Village. Since the Village has grown over the years,
despite the long tenure of an important assortment of staff members, there is a constant
steady stream of turnover in staff, and a constant need to bring new people into the body of
the place. It is no trivial matter to focus on how new staff are brought into the Village
community—how they are hired and the processes whereby they are “absorbed” over time
into the way of the place. Here I want to sketch a set of points about processes of
recruitment and the hiring process.
Word of mouth is a powerful factor in the recruitment process. People hear about
the place from other people. They come to take a look, and they may decide to seek
employment. People hear about job openings from family, friends, or former or present
colleagues at work elsewhere. People hear about the place from clients in other programs.
College students matriculated in some course of professional education take an internship
position at the Village, leave, finish their program of studies, and come back to the Village as
staff members.
The other important initial contact tool is the placement of an ad. I have heard most
frequently about advertisements seen in the Los Angeles Times and about job opening
announcements found in a web-based employment service aimed at new college graduates.
There are some interesting stories about Village personnel becoming aware of
particular individuals who are then actively pursued by the organization as potential staff.
There are individuals who have reported that they actively, persistently sought employment
opportunity at the Village over some extended period of time. However, there are also
numerous cases in which individuals reported that although they were inclined to work in
the human services area, broadly defined, they had accidentally stumbled onto the place, with
no prior knowledge of the Village, the Mental Health Association of Los Angeles, or
“Psychosocial Rehabilitation,” and no direct life experience of persons living with serious
mental illness.
People embrace this place, and are made comfortable in the “huddle” of the place,
as one staff member put it.
You might say that the hiring process relies heavily on gut feelings. Resumés are
reviewed to see if an applicant is even vaguely in the running. Credentials are checked where
essential, and background checks are run on job finalists. Formal education and
professional preparation and experience are noted. But beyond these procedural moves, the
real heart of the decision-making about new staff is found in the conduct and qualities, or
the feel of the interactions among various members of the Village community and the
candidate for a position. Often there are initial contacts between a single staffer and the
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applicant. Then depending on the position, and who is around and not otherwise too busy at
the time elsewhere—the next move is a meeting with the whole team or some representatives
thereof. As the Village has grown, the whole group interview process—involving staff and
members—has become more unwieldy, and the Village has experimented with various
forms of interview by a smaller representative set of key players. A candidate for the role of
“Doc” might be seen first by the Village’s Director and Medical Director. A Nursing
candidate might meet with one key RN and then with membership in the Village
neighborhood where there is an opening. An “interesting” candidate might go meet with
representatives from two neighborhoods. Deliberations then follow concerning where the fit
looks, or rather feels, to be better. Each team, each neighborhood has its own distinct feel, its
own personality. With each pass at the interviewing process, more of the community is
brought in, as the likelihood of a good fit increases. People are looking for humor,
flexibility, “chemistry.” If this meeting of Village and candidate represents a new
acquaintance, the candidate is more likely to be asked to spend a day or maybe even more
with the neighborhood or the team where there is an opening.
The kinds of questions asked in job interviews are intended to get at some sense of
the applicant as a person—What do you like to do in your spare time? is one kind of
question often asked in interviews. Some scenarios might be presented to a candidate for
response. For example, here is one that might be presented to a female applicant in
particular: What if you were driving a member to an interview and he “hits on you”? What
would you do? (I think that, as a general rule, any variation on a straight-forward “Cut it
out!” would be widely judged in the Village as a good response based on a sound reaction.)
I have heard an interviewee for a position asked a set of pointblank, rapid-fire questions
along the line of, Do you think that people with mental illness can work?, and I have heard
that this kind of blunt to-the-point question is used often. Two or three staffers have joked
with me about how they feel that they were actually hired because of being good at
volleyball coaching or the like—and in fact, maybe they were. To be active, to have interests,
to be a motivator, and to be a facilitator—there are all valued skills among Villagers.
The Village hires members as staff; the Village also hires others who while not
members, have known the problems-in-living that are familiar to members. This is an
important Village commitment. More than some high-flying statement of political
correctness, it is seen as making good sense, even as it is “not without its risks.”
While I have heard about a small number of fairly spectacular hiring mistakes, all in
all, over the years staff experience has grown, and there is a certain philosophical turn to
thinking about how staffing will occur. There are risks in new hirings. Some won’t work
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out. Some persons will in time simply outgrow some roles. There are those who will
“stick,” and there are those who will not. The Village “absorbs” people into its fibre, or
they leave. Staff assignments can change. The Village almost plans around this. Every
Village position announcement includes the following boilerplate statement:
Please note that this is only a brief, general outline of the position, and is not
intended as a complete job description. Other tasks and duties may be assigned.
MHA will provide reasonable work accommodation to any qualified person with
a medical or psychiatric disability, providing it will not change the essential
nature of the position nor cause undue hardship on the Association’s operations.
MHA is an Equal Opportunity Employer and Service Provider.
If a member of the Village community is feeling a need for a change of work
assignment, or is seen as needed in some new role, movement between positions can be an
easy thing. Some staff have written the proposals innovating new positions that then
developed into real changes in work assignment for them. It all depends. Some people work,
then leave in pursuit of some aim, and return again at another point in time. Many have left
who continue as elements in the fabric of the place, and members of a wider web of
association. “Movement,” “organic,” “flexing,” and “creative” are all words that come
to mind as I think about work role definition at the Village.
Equanimity in the face of the unpredictable also serves a person well here. I have
heard the first days of work described as being so disorienting that Village staff have found
that it is a good thing to keep new people sort of close—to orient them to resources, to let
them get their feet wet. This is not always possible, and I have heard of places where
someone might have been better off with more support, but there are materials (book of fun,
etc.) and scheduled mandatory training events (immersion, brown bag lunches on a series of
topics, etc). There is the “treasure hunt,” with written directions for a quest including such
items as, “go find a dentist who accepts MediCal” or “Locate one address with such and
such sort of housing opportunity nearby”. There are other kinds of resources for staff to
draw on: events, committees, special interest opportunities. Even so, early days can be
confusing, intense, and staff volunteer stories about being thrown into the deep end of the
pool. Spunkiness is a definite asset for Village work. There is a saying at the
Village—“high risk, high support.” This applies to staff as well as to members.
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Learning, unlearning, and stepping around: The Village and guild interests
Among comments by reviewers of the original proposal for this research was a
statement hypothesizing that some kind of professional “unlearning” would be involved in
the making of a staff for a program like the Village. These remarks meant very little to us at
that time—we were unacquainted with the object of study, the Village, and all it stood for as
an instantiation of a particular way of operating in the treatment of mental illness. Never
mind what it was “they” might have to unlearn, we did not yet know who they were, nor the
nature of the enterprise, nor where it stood in socio-historical terms, in relation to some
broader frame of theory and practice.
Having spent time getting to know the Village program and its people and becoming
somewhat acquainted with a pastiche of issues in theory and policy and practice that bears
on current considerations in the treatment of severe mental illnesses, we assume that talk
about unlearning concerns alterations to conventional forms of delivery of mental health
treatment services—the “different way of doing business,” a form of practice “against the
grain” (Rosen, et al, 1997) that the Village is said to epitomize.
Without spending too much time here on what this different way of doing business
might be, let’s focus instead on the concrete detail of what the Village is and does. There are
a few points to make in relation to this subject. First, on the very interesting issue of
“unlearning,” one important point that emerges in a close look at the staff of the Village,
aside from how they do their business, and related to who they are as they go about their
business, is the very simple fact that for the majority of staff there has been no large issue of
unlearning things, because they never had learned them in the first place.
Revised organizational charts that came into our hands in May 2003 included
indications of individual staff person credentials. (Organizational charts are included in the
appendices of this report.). A study of this information in relation to a staff roster from
around the same time made it easy to see something basic about the credentialing of Village
staff. 88 persons are listed as being on staff in one in-house phone roster dated May 9,
2003. This represents all staff in administration, the three neighborhoods, TAY, O&E,
Employment, and the other resource areas (plant management, housing, dual recovery, and
medication management). 53 persons on this roster hold no professional credential. The
largest single category of credential holders are certified psychosocial rehabilitation
practitioners. The second highest number is found among social workers. There were four
master’s level social workers and three licensed clinical social workers. There were six
registered nurses, two licensed psychiatric technicians, and one licensed vocational nurse.
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There were also five psychiatrists and one maste’s level family therapist. (See chart included
in appendices.)
For all new staff, getting up to speed as a member of the Village is a challenge, and
the Village expends a great deal of time and effort on integrating new staff, but as to the
issue of unlearning, the Village does not need to expend vast amounts of time and energy in
helping new staff to unlearn professional indoctrination—the vast majority come here never
having been enculturated into professional guilds, with their professional lens, and their
investments.
There is a different order operating in the Village. And in this order, it is not just
some interesting sidebar, for example, that “Julia,” the program’s director, holds the CPRP
credential and no other clinical credential.
Also, the clinical professionals are in an extreme minority as persons in the place.
Two of the psychiatrists have been with the Village for a long time—each has an established
groove. Two are very new, and there is indeed a tale to be told—outside the scope of this
report—about how a new clinician finds a way into a viable position within the community,
or, as some staff speak of it, gets “absorbed.”
There are failures of “absorption.” Perhaps it is some slight exaggeration, but for
each doc on staff, there has been another one who has come and gone in the past year and a
half to two years. And although there seems to be some shortage of psychiatrists in
southern California, the hiring of a new doc for the Village can take considerable time.
There were two openings for psychiatrists at the Village as of February 2003. One position
was filled within a few months. A second psychiatrist was hired as this report was being
drafted in March 2004. Clinical members of staff are custom-tailored for the place in one
way or another. And with the right individuals, there are not so many clinical slots to fill to
staff a Village.
Second, among staff members, credentialed and un-credentialed alike, there is a
strong trend of reports of experiences in prior learning and working environments described
as negative, bad, stupid, or unpleasant. People on staff at the Village had been other places,
and by some process of recognition knew these places were not making sense. These were
reports of previous experiences that were off-putting, negative, and leading to critical
judgments about what is legitimate, reasonable, or constructive.
One woman spoke of working in a helping program where “you couldn’t go to a
movie, a person would be written up for sitting with someone” [who was a client in the
program]. (N. B. professional boundaries is an important subject in the program of staff
development at the Village, and one might ask whether such a report from a staff member
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was original to the person before experience of the Village, or whether Village enculturation
helped with naming an experience, and providing a vocabulary for experiences.) A social
worker spoke of experience in an in-patient psychiatric unit in a hospital: “I hated working
there. It was really frustrating. I’d have to take in their whole story and then we couldn’t do
anything about it. They were in and out in two days.” Another staff person also spoke of
experience in a psych ward, and ended with an observation on how terrible it was to work
with people, see them put back together and released, and then they’d come back in, “all
messed up again.” One person found the experience of working in one human services
setting very hard, “so frustrated by the system. And so glad to be in a place that cares, that
is progressive, that accepts ideas.”
A focus on the Village staff members who hold conventional professional
credentials in human services areas opens up other interesting details. A number of staffers
came through non-traditional, even strikingly unconventional routes into professional fields:
a court reporter became a nurse; a diver became a nurse.
But even traditionally credentialed staff can often be shown to have been positioned
in some way at the margin in their profession, due perhaps to the call upon them of some
other dimension of social identity that they might claim as their own: as a foreigner, or a
woman. In guild arenas such dimensions of difference, which mean little in other areas of
life, can be consequential for how one relates to the profession with which one is aligned.
Also there is for many Village staff the call to meaningful alignment along a
dimension of selfhood formed in relation to experience of a friend or a family member, or
even of oneself, as a person living with mental illness, or some other form of disability, life
difficulties, or stigma. Experiences with realities of mental illness are one thing, but there are
other ways in which to gather experience-near understandings of a “margin” in society.
Experiences of inequalities based in social class, ethnicity, race, physical disability, gender—
any of these (and there are others) can provide an experiential ground from which fellow
feeling can spring. Village staff draw on these resources in their work.
There are other springboards to engagement of self in work such as that undertaken
at the Village. In one interesting slant, there are a number of staff people who began with
schooling or work in criminal justice or the law, even starting in law school, or working in
“corrections,” or with the police. An undergraduate major in sociology or philosophy
indicated some personal interests along related lines.
Rather than emphasizing the course of unconventional or non-traditional paths into
professional mental health services, we are looking at a variety of reasonable pathways into
an alternative style of service, where the notion of person to person, adult to adult, or staff
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member to member, is taken up by a majority of staff members without reference to such
conventional frameworks as doctor to patient, or clinician to client.
As one general trend, we get a picture of principled, caring, idealistic people, who
would rather go somewhere else than stay in a situation that is morally, intellectually,
emotionally untenable for them. They experience, they learn, elsewhere, they see practice
they do not like, they decide it is not them, and they commit to the Village, bringing with
them this contrastive experience of something rejected, that works to further strengthen their
allegiance to the Village.
There were individuals who spoke of negative first impressions of the Village—or
rather, experiences of feeling caught up short and unprepared for the experience of the
Village. A young woman spoke of how she got hired. She was talking to the head of the
program she would be working with, and described this conversation with him: “He asked
me, ‘What do you like to do for fun?,’ and I thought we were going to talk about work.
Then he said to me, ‘Tell me about you.’ That said it all! I didn’t know what to say.” Next
this young woman said she was asked if she would like to come over to the Village for an
interview. She described preparing carefully for the interview, dressing with an eye to what
she assumed was expected, “looking all nice,” and found all around her people in low-ride
baggies or jeans or whatever. And the interview began with a group of people. They asked
her “situational questions.” One man asked her, “What if someone came in (to the
outreach and engagement area) hungry?” The young woman remembered responding with
“I would make sure he ate.” Another young woman asked, “What about a member,
actively smoking crack, dirty, comes in and says to you, I want to work at MacDonald’s?”
The young woman said that her response had been something along these lines: “I would
get the application, not shut them down. Let them figure things out on their own.”
Once in a while someone on staff would speak of some area in which they were
initially in strong disagreement with a Village position on some matter of practice. One of
the number of Village staff with a background in criminal studies, law enforcement, and the
law, spoke of prior experience with parole boards, and how she had been shaped by “a
black and white view.” “At one work site, if a client has a dirty test (after using drugs)…
…you go to jail.” Period. It was a great shock for this person to find Village staff people
working with addicts, with members who were actively using drugs. She recalled her
reaction, “This place is whack!?!” But as she put it, she thought she had to stick around
and see what it was about, and was introduced to harm reduction, to which she described her
initial reaction as “Harm Reduction??!? You are Kidding!!?! ” She said her early days with
the Village were “a challenge.” At home, off-hours, when she would talk to family and
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friends, their reactions seemed to be “interesting, but I don’t want it in my neighborhood.”
This young woman had to find her own way into what she thought of all this. She seemed
almost to be describing a kind of conversion experience.
The contrast between Village ways and expectations for practice in conventional
outside professional settings can lead to such conversion experiences, but they can also be
experienced as stark and uncomfortable for a Village staff member. One Villager of long
association with the place described being invited to address a group of county Department
of Mental Health staff who had expressed great interest in learning more about the Village.
This staff member described what felt like a negative reaction from some members of the
group as they realized his lack of the credentials assumed by them to be necessary for
anyone speaking as an expert about the work he was in fact doing at the Village. Facing this
audience, he did perhaps have his own personal feelings of a lack of legitimacy, but he was
also confronted by something, a “whiff” of disapproval.
A number of staff people have come to work at the Village with little formal
preparation, and then left to go into professional programs for a next round of professional
preparation. Staff people are mentored in this area. But when Village staff members
leave—whether for programs in social work, nursing, or to become a psychiatric nurse
practitioner or a policy specialist, or whatever, they do not go into these programs with a
conventional mind-set. Further, already, in a number of cases, former staff have left for
school, or some other appropriate step in personal development, and then, having gone
through and finished with it, have come back to the Village. One person commented, “It
was like coming home.” Another exclaimed, “Thank God, I was spoiled at such an early
age.” In a number of instances, there was a quality of a kind of recognition of an
identification of self with the place, in a deep way.
Clinical judgment is valued in Village practice, but how the Village engages with
disciplinary traditions and guild interests is a complicated subject. The Village docs are
respected. At the same time, a team leader has said with no compunction, hard and clear,
“the psychiatrist works for us.” The Village takes a very long time to find a new
psychiatrist who will fit in. Each year, a number of graduate students in social work come to
do internships at the Village. One of the licensed clinical social workers on staff, involved in
overseeing the efforts of social work interns, once tossed off a line about how she likes to
“mess” them up for social work business as usual.
The Village is quite aware of problems in making a match between conventionally
trained professionals and the Village community. Managers must most directly confront the
difficulty, but various staff come up with interesting asides about staffing, as when one CI
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coordinator observed on the hiring of people into the Village staff: “Its almost easier to
mold someone who hadn’t gotten the exposure yet.” And, as has been said here, that, in
fact, is what the Village often does—they step around the issue, and focus on looking for
what they are most interested in seeing in a potential staff person. This will vary from
position to position, but it goes well beyond what Villagers first “see on paper,” especially
with reference to credentials, as they look at applications.
Another area that is outside the scope of this study but is of great importance in
relation to the issue of how a Village works, or how to grow more Villages, has to do with
the way some various forms of credentialing or pathways to professional preparation suit
the Village better than others. The use of staff credentialed as certified psychosocial
rehabilitation practitioners comes readily to mind. This “fledgling field,” this “gold
standard” of psychosocial rehabilitation practice is only now in the process of formation,
but the Village has already made some heavy investment in it. This is interesting, but there
are also Village explorations going on in the use of licensed psychiatric technicians, and
psychiatric nurse practitioners that are worth further focus. Within psychiatry and social
work, there are questions to ask (and that are being asked among Villagers) about how to
open more opportunities for shaping psychiatrists and social workers to the purposes of
Village ways. Villagers are extreme pragmatists when it comes to necessities in some
“license-dependent” skills areas, but there is also a true valuing of some forms of
professional clinical expertise. Some staff speak with great clarity of particular strengths in
various professional perspectives for Village uses. This is a rich and complicated area for
further investigation.
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Chapter 5: Human Commonality and the Village Way
Village work with persons living with mental illness involves “walking beside,”
rather than “caring for” another. It is work with a wider array of that person’s interests and
concerns. It is work infused with a vision of what might be and insistence that life can get
better. This work goes on within the Village as a community of various persons—all
members of the community—inhabiting various life situations, but sharing in a common
humanity.
I think of one young man I met early on at the Village. “Omar” is a TAY member.
In the first month or so of fieldwork, when I was based in the training office, I would see
Omar as he checked in with the training office staff, which included two pert, quite attractive
young women in their 20s, and Clark, a man who also has a longstanding relationship with
the TAY neighborhood. (One Villager described this staff role switching in this way: "It’s
not multi-tasking. It’s more about being able to move between different kinds of work and
role demands as circumstances change.” This is a highly valued quality in Village staff.)
Omar would sit quietly and hang out if everyone was busy. He would watch the comings
and goings of various people—a constant stream, in fact. Seldom was the training office still
and empty. People would come from other parts of the building to print to the printer there,
or to make photocopies, or use the phone at the one extra desk there—“my” desk, albeit
one I shared with anyone and everyone as timing and need for a seat, or use of the phone
might dictate. At the other end of the room behind screens, were the computers that had
been set up there for staff charting into the Village’s MIS system. Here one could expect to
find one or two PSCs at any one point in time.
Being on the third floor at the top of the building, the training office also seemed to
be the point of contact for many simply making a round of the building, or looking for a
brief change of scene. Many stopped by to have a word or two with either “Jill” or
“Rebecca”—to find out about some scheduled event, or see if a lunch date was still “on”
—or maybe just to check in after a time away from the place or the city or the region, even.
Sometimes, people—staff and members alike—just seem to need a moment’s respite, a
brief moment “away,” and the top floor training office is one of a number of good spots
that serves this purpose well.
Many people found their way to the training office in the course of each day. When
new in the place, I often could not tell who was staff and who was member, as people came
and went, and often enough I guessed wrong about the identity of one person or another.
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The distinction became more and more blurred in my mind, even as I became clearer about
many of the persons in the place, and whether they had a job title there.
Omar was a frequent visitor in the training office at that time. He showed up daily, at
least once, often twice, or four times or more in a day. Sometimes, he would borrow Clark’s
guitar—often left propped in a corner in the training office—and strum on it for a few
minutes, sometimes sitting at Clark’s desk—where his view of activity in the room was
especially good—plus, it was, after all, Clark’s chair. If things were quiet, Omar might chat
for a few minutes with one or another of us. He was personable enough, and conventional in
dress and haircut. There was nothing odd, flamboyant, or wild, nothing hippie or hip hop, or
just plain “street”-looking, unlike many of the other young men, staff and members alike.
Omar was polite and well-mannered. He asked me questions in a plain and pleasant
conversational tone once about UCLA’s reputation as a college setting for undergraduates.
After a few months, I was in the training office less often, and maybe Omar was as
well, but I would see him around the building. Somewhere in June or July, Omar began to
look less well-groomed. He was more sullen looking, silent. I heard he had run into some
trouble with his family and one day I heard that his mom was in the building looking for
him—he’d taken off with his father’s car.
Time went by. I heard something about Omar and a new apartment. But when I ran
into him, he still looked less well put together and he seemed wooden in a way, not as
mobile emotionally as I remembered him from earlier months.
One day, I was glancing over the contents retrieved that morning from my staff
mailbox, waiting to see the director, sitting on one of two low deep old sofas located up
along the wall in the hall space you encounter as you first emerge from the staircase onto
the second floor—sofas that have since “gone away” in the general re-shuffling of people
and things in the Village re-design.
Omar drifted by two or three times between the stairwell and the inner hall space
leading into the TAY office space. He was not settling anywhere. He did not seem to notice
me, and he didn’t look good. His expression was fixed, and his features blank of emotion,
yet he somehow conveyed an atmosphere of storm. He had that unkempt look, shirt only
half tucked into pants, hair uncombed, complexion spotty, skin ashy. He’d put on weight.
Once again, he passed the sofa where I and one or two others were sitting, lounging,
sprawling. Just then, “Milan” rounded the corner into view. He passed Omar with a brief
“Hi,” moving fast on his way somewhere, and then his head swiveled as he glanced back
towards Omar, his attention fixing fully on the person he had just greeted so casually. The
next thing I heard was Milan’s signature greeting, “hey man, how’s it goin’?” delivered in
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his usual casual, warmly enthusiastic manner. Milan and Omar drew together and they
began to speak together. “What’s up? How’s you’re apartment, man? How’s it going?”
“Not so good,” replied Omar. “Oh?” said Milan. They talked together quietly, in low
voices, but not so low as to be entirely inaudible.
At the Village, the conversation-in-private is not the usual thing. People seem to get
comfortable with the “transparency” of conversations in public, and with carrying on
regardless of who might come streaming by. It is the Village style of life lived in the open.
Omar had just spent his first night in his new place. He had gone out and bought a
can of soup for dinner—and then when he was all set to dish it up, he realized he didn’t
have a bowl to put it in. Milan commiserated, “Oh man, that’s too bad, ” and they talked
on, and as they talked, I saw Omar unfreeze. He came to life. The cloud of threatening
gloom dissipated. His voice and manner became more enlivened, more animated. As he
loosened up, I saw him warming up into the more familiar Omar, the one I had become used
to seeing in earlier months in the Village.
In the course of this casual conversational exchange about commonsense day-to-day
practicalities, person-to-person, off-the-cuff, Omar underwent a dramatic change. By the
close of their encounter, Omar was speaking easily. The woodeness was gone.
As Omar wandered around that day, a staff member noticed how he was looking and
snagged him—it wasn’t the appointed hour for a meeting. It wasn’t the team point person
responsible for that member. Milan was not on the TAY team. He was in another position
where his path would sometimes cross Omar’s, so they were known to each other, and they
had some grounds for a relationship. The staff person asked about how day-to-day things
were going, and listened with sympathy, not offering advice or solutions or resources, but it
made a difference that I could then see in the young man.
One sees this kind of interaction on a regular basis at the Village. Some one reaches
out, not out of some narrow sense of professional responsibility, though, of course, the staff
person noticed something was amiss with Omar just then. He is not a clinician, but he reads
people. He may have even known about the soup bowl, or maybe not, but what he did was
offer a connection expressive of fellow-feeling, kindness and curiosity.
It feels as though it simply allows for a kind of re-directing of a person’s focus at a
time when this is a good idea. Here’s another example. In one team neighborhood, there
was a big, burly guy named “Mike” who was experimenting with a new look—one week,
he’d had a dramatic shave down to a Mohawk and had gotten some black leather clothing,
and then, at next encounter, he was a skin-head and he had added black leather wrist cuffs
with studs. This transformation coincided in time with his campaign to find homes for two
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of his pet hamsters. He had wanted to avoid selling them back to the pet shop, because he
felt they would most likely wind up as food for boa constrictors. He is someone who stops
by at the Village on a frequent, steady basis. Over some weeks he reported on the situation
regularly in the Wednesday morning meetings, looking for homes for his hamsters, telling
everyone about the progress of his search.
One day I came into his neighborhood, and there was Mike in conversation with
Margi, the lean young PSC/athelete with classic fine features, dressed in tee shirt, running
suit trousers and Birkenstock sandals. They were talking in an animated way, and voices
were getting louder, and neither person was smiling. Then, in a huff Mike moved off away
from Margi, over towards a near-by desk where Chuck, another PSC, also in Birkenstocks
and comfortable, informal tee shirt and khakis, was talking on the phone. When this call
ended, Chuck and Mike got into it, and a certain heat began to build all over again. I never
quite got what it was all about, but each of the PSCs appeared to be annoyed or frustrated.
Mike had pissed them off, and Mike was pissed off, and they were in stalemate. In this
neighborhood, this team had chosen to experiment with uncoupling some of the close
relationships between a single member and PSC. In this arrangement, some members
moved around with great fluidity from one team staff member to another. Having worked
his way through tiring interactions with two PSCs, Mike now moved over to hunch over at
the empty desk ahead of mine, the desk of another PSC he often visited. She was off in the
field just then. Mike sat there, fuming and glooming, facing out across the room towards
Margi and Chuck sitting opposite. The two PSCs went about their business, doing
paperwork, consulting calendars, making phone calls, talking with others who had stopped
in to see them. On previous occasions, Mike had often glanced over towards me and nodded
a greeting in his usual neighborly way. He seems sort of young for his years and kind of
defenseless, despite the leather and the hair thing, and his keen “collector’s” interest in
knives. But this time, Mike ignored me and everything else, including the dozen or so
people making the place buzz, and continued to stare across at the two PSCs, just glaring in
a fixed way with features set in a grim line.
Charles, a staff member in another Village neighborhood, bopped into the room.
Dressed in casual short-sleeved shirt (he favors Hawaiian prints), jeans and sneakers, with a
longish fringe of dark brown hair framing his face, he is chipper and a breathtaking
conversationalist. The room was beginning to clear out as staff prepared for team meeting—
today a special training session on “how to improve our charting.” Charles moved around
in the room, pausing to nod at one person, speaking in an easy-going way with someone
else, turning to share a joking remark with yet another, working his way around the space in
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a seemingly offhand, easy-going manner. Then he was opposite Mike. Here he stopped. He
tried one sally, and got nothing back from Mike, who continued there, stiff, mean, glowering
across the room from beneath lowered brow. Tommy began on another note, with
something about music. This apparently connected to something they knew of in common,
but Mike wasn’t having it. Charles persisted. “Remember that … …concert?” He chatted
on in a very light way, “Remember those old dudes?” Charles went on about things they
had seen and said that night. It was funny, light chatter, and I could see Mike’s façade
crack, and the first ticklings of a grin began to creep across his face. I was distracted by
something else at this point, but by then all was well, apparently. Mike finished his business
in the office, returning to one of the two PSC for a quiet word, and then left without further
incident or insult, on anyone’s part. Charles stayed around to sit in on the special training.
By calling on some other facet of the person and bringing forward another different
dimension of self, by turning attention to something else—pleasant, at that—Charles had
assisted Mike in softening the edges of self-expression as narrow, hard, angry, gloomridden. Humor, a shared memory, a common interest—a turn to something concrete and
significant for the person—was used in shifting the frame, allowing Mike the dignity of
getting to a different and more sociable footing in his interactions within his neighborhood.
Milan, Tommy, each had acted on the spot, off the cuff, stepping in and engaging
with someone they each had a way of connecting to personally, had altered the interactional
footing in an uncomfortable situation.
In a more directly instrumental turn, there’s also what Jill did. The staff were having
a half-day retreat that was intended to give Villagers a chance to talk about how they were
thinking about the Village’s re-design. At one point, various individuals seated around me
seemed to be getting wiggly in their seats, turning left and right, turning this way and that to
look at the space around them. Apparently something smelled really bad, and people wanted
to know where the smell was coming from. As it happened, the scent was emanating from
one individual. At one point there were some slight sounds, a rustle of activity somewhere
behind me. Then the door at the back of the room could be heard to open and then close.
Some ten or fifteen minutes later, the door could be heard opening again, and this time I
turned in my seat, It was the very cute Training department staff person, Jill, and the man
who had made people wiggle. They came in, both looking rather smug, and went back to
where they had been. There was no more fidgeting in the audience. Later I learned that Jill
had taken Jesse to her office and had him stand while she sprayed him down with
something, maybe with a nice scent, and then they had come back, and rejoined the group.
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There is a saying in the Village that “it is in everyone’s interest to be interested in
everyone.” That phrase has come to mind in so many kinds of Village situations. There’s
something else someone on staff once said to me, “In most places (offering mental health
services), what you hear is ‘I am here for you.’ At the Village, what you hear is, ‘We are
here for you.’” This knitting together of a rugged integument of social surround that shares
in responsibility and burden and fun is a great resource, and furthers that message, we are
all in here together.
The term, “human commonality,” points to something that runs wide and deep in
what some refer to as “the culture of the Village.” As has been said in this report in a
variety of ways, the place is deeply committed to a humanistic project, a “profoundly
human” project, to take yet one more phrase out of a Villager’s mouth. We are all persons
together here. We are all more alike than not, no matter what the wider world might pose as
a significant deep divide between the “sane” and the “mentally ill.” At the same time, each
of us is a particular amalgam of parts, interests, gifts, troubles, strengths, problems in living,
experiences in life—and a grasp of the texture of these variations serves one’s work. One
must meet, connect, and communicate with another, in order to know the person, or to have
any basis for work with either colleague or member.
Persons are living, feeling, perceiving. Words like dignity and respect have
important meaning, as they relate to a vision of fundamental rights of personhood. Dignity
can be destroyed—or respected. These are matters of perception, of belief, of
understanding. And all persons share in these fundamental rights—of dignity, selfdetermination, choice, right to refuse. As persons they can and must take responsibility for
themselves.
The term, human commonality, is useful as a short-hand way of referring to a
complex set of notions that are talked about, spoken of as strongly-held values, and put into
practice on a daily basis in the Village. Tenets of individualism are foundational, including
notions of freedom, self-help, self-determination, choice, and personal responsibility
combine with an expressed appreciation of the complexities of personhood, and the
pleasures of individuality—Villagers “build on strengths,” and aim to “make use of
talents.” When we add in the notion of connection as a powerful basis for trust, and
collaboration as a source of strength, we are beginning to approximate a description of the
Village way.
Big ideas permeate the place—ideas of respect, connection, of a de-emphasis on
disease and an emphasis on addressing problems in living in a broader way, focusing on
concrete behaviors, with a language of “hope,” “recovery,” and “choice.”
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As I have already said, it is in the Village way, or style, to de-emphasize distinctions
conventionally based on diagnosis and on distinctions between those who possess power
and those who do not. There is a blurring of such conventional lines of demarcation found
in mental health setting social organization as those between “staff member” and
“patient,” and between “management” and “line staff.” There are obvious keynotes to
this trend, such as the use of the term “member” to refer to those who would in other
settings be called “clients,” or “patients,” or “consumers.” The bathrooms are shared by
all. The notion of off-limits spaces is alien to the place. Activities for complex mixes of all
members of the Village community are centered around such spatial locations as the
“neighborhoods” and the employment office and Village deli, store, and bank. Staff of
varying backgrounds and placement in life meet collaboratively in various forms of
collectivity, and professional deliberation is a process shared among a set of persons—the
citizens in the place. Those with arguably the highest standing in the world of mental health
work (i.e., the psychiatrists) are not the leaders of teams, and in the Village the director and
associate director and others in management positions all share what is called “frontline”
work in various ways.
One morning, we were sitting in the management meeting, when a big noise kicked
up outside the door. As it began to register with us that something was going on, the noise
suddenly got louder and closer, and the door slammed open, and there was Lloyd. “Come
out here, you bimbo!” he bellowed in an indescribable voice that was huge, deep and
ferocious. I could not believe that these words and this sound had come out of this fellow
who attended the Wednesday community meetings on a regular basis with reports of his
doings, news from the entertainment world, and assorted other rather professorial, closely
detailed, all together entirely mild-mannered reflections on one thing or another.
Julia, the Village’s director, stood, turned, and was out the door before anyone else,
and then two others in our meeting were on their way towards the door to join her. In a
moment, the two were back, and Julia was there right after them. “He’s looking for you,”
she said in an even voice that conveyed nothing, looking over to Liza. Liza stood up as Julia
sat down and headed out to see what was what. In just a few minutes, she too returned,
having settled whatever it was for the moment.
There’s a Village rule that was communicated to some of us in a lunchtime session
for new staff members on professional boundaries in relation to Village practice. We were
sitting in the fishbowl meeting room in The Basement in this session when we heard
someone screaming and something crash. Instantaneously the leader of our session, an
Original Villager, was out of his seat and had joined two other big guys, members of the
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staff, who had appeared out of who knew where, all heading towards the sound. They
lingered at the edge of things until it was clear what was going on, and if the woman in the
office across from us felt that she could signal an all clear. She did, and our leader returned.
Before he was even seated, he said in a dead-pan serious voice I rarely had heard out of him,
“This is a basic rule here. If you hear a sound, you go towards it. You don’t move in on it,
but you get close enough. You say nothing and wait to hear an okay from the person
involved there. When you get the “it’s okay,” you leave.” Period.
Julia went to the noise of Lloyd. I’ve seen her respond in this way any time
something was up, behaving as a manager and a leader, with authority and responsibility,
accepting them both, just marching out there to see what is going on. It is a Village way that
everyone shares. There are not lots of moments like this, and this understanding that
everyone has a responsibility to take a share in making sure everything is okay is
reassuring. “There just isn’t that sense of menace here, most of the time,” is how one
manager put it. People are there for one another.
Having interviewed more than half of the Village staff now, and having spent time in
the place in various ways, it is interesting to see how behavior is in so many ways consistent
with words: in the way in which staff voice a valuing of respect and care for whole persons,
in the blurring of distinctions based in diagnosis or organizational hierarchy. One person
told me in an interview that before ever coming to the Village, the acquaintance who had first
described the Village set the following challenge: See if you can spot the psychiatrists. I bet
you can’t. And it was true. It can be very hard to pick them out.
Also, there are staff who have been members, members who have been staff, staff
who live with emotional illness akin to that of members—“the line” is crossed at enough
various points to make that line a very blurred thing, indeed. Late in 2002 one staff member
told a group of visitors that approximately 15% of Village staff at that time had previously
been consumers. Attention is not drawn to this. The valuing of building on commonalities is
clear.
But by no means is this a distinction-less place. Anyone in the Village community
after only a short while knows which individuals are the “Docs.” The “Docs” are offered
certain signs of deference with respect to their professional knowledge, rights and
responsibilities. Differentials in staff pay reflect the wider world’s system of professional
distinctions. Also, there are bottom-line decisions made everyday by people with authority
to do so in the Village. And there is a kind of hard reality in the fact that there are those who
chart (generate official written records about members) and those who are charted. Further,
a building space may be open only to some pre-specified subset of the Village community
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for some delimited period of time—with reason—as when there is a staff “retreat,” or
when the North neighborhood is “closed” for its weekly team meeting, or when the 8 a.m.
“attitude adjustment meeting” is open to a packed crowd, basically, of members and their
friends and company and guests.
The Village press to go against certain majority trends by de-emphasizing diagnosis
or hierarchy in pursuit of a broader humanistic project is not without its tensions. Not
everyone is always happy about shared bathrooms, particularly when there is someone very
messy messing things up in there. But the bathrooms get cleaned on a frequent basis. Also,
the desire on the part of “Docs” to carve out a space for private thought, or uninterrupted
time to write up notes, or to have a confidential talk with someone, is in real-time tension
with a strongly-held value of many—including the Docs—that psychiatrists are operating
within team settings, and that teams are focused on a much wider “canvas” of activity.
As to the fundamental issue of members’ freedom of choice, I have watched as staff
have agonized over difficult situations where staff perceptions of best next steps stand in
stark contrast to member perceptions—as when one member cuts a wide swathe across the
community, over days and weeks of unpredictable, exhausting moves, or another member
falls more and more deeply into a potentially devastating path in a relationship, or as yet
another individual is comfortable, too comfortable, i.e. “stuck.” The how of intervening in
these cases calls for judgment. The process takes time and there are no easy answers.
Connecting to the wishes, the interests, and the dreams of the other person is viewed
as a powerful answer to the question of what to do, as a helper. The faith in a notion of
personhood involving individuality and individual freedom, autonomy, choice, and
responsibility provides warrant for a way of responding in diverse situations. One tension
then arises as staff are confronted with those times when a person is “taken away” and the
notions of “choice” or “responsibility” do not seem to be operable. The questions are
troubling for staff. If each of us has a fundamental right to free choice, a right to refuse, a
right to self-determination, as staff what ought one to do and in what way, with a person
bent on a troubling path? Where is the line between persuasion and coercion? Where can a
“helper” legitimately make a choice or take responsibility for another? How or when does
one ever choose for another? Staff worry about these things, and seem to work at
developing certain tools for dealing with these tensions. These include being aware, talking
with others, following, reporting, experiencing the relief of not having to be the expert,
working at the distinction between coercion and persuasion, staying close to the concrete
particulars, “listen, listen, listen,” looking for an opening, walking beside, keeping
communications tight and responsive. Humor and the support and camaraderie to be found
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within the community are also important factors in coping with the stress of working with
these tensions.

“Low-functioning:” The guild legacy
There is a story from early days in the study that I continue to think contains an
important point about all this. We were only a little ways into the fieldwork when I attended
a garden party where most people were in the world of early childhood education, and not in
the world of the mental health professions. At one point I was talking to the man one teacher
had come with to the party. He asked if I was a teacher. No, I said, and he asked what I did
for a living. I began in the usual way, expecting as usual a polite look of incomprehension
and a quick change of topic: “ethnographic research,” “practice settings,” “a community
mental health setting for adults living with severe mental illnesses,” not revealing the name
of the program or its location. But with this the man brightened and volunteered that he was
a psychiatric nurse working in a mental health setting in Los Angeles. We had found some
common ground.
As we talked, he made the observation that the people served in his setting—I don’t
remember whether he called them “patients,” or “clients,” or “consumers,” or whatever—
were “low-functioning.” The phrase was tossed off without special inflection or emphasis.
He said nothing more about what he had meant, and talked on as if he had clearly,
sufficiently, indexed to me who these people were with whom he was working. I sat there,
mentally rifling through memories of interactions with Villagers over previous days and
weeks. Suddenly, I felt compelled to interrupt our talk and tell the man that I had been
thinking and thinking and that I did not believe that I could remember ever having heard
anyone on staff in the site of the study ever using that phrase, “low-functioning,” or
anything like that in any way. We both paused at this, and as we sat together, facing each
other, silent for a moment, I think we both were taking in the fact that there was something
especially noteworthy in this. But it was a party setting and we went on, letting it go.
There was something very important there in that interchange. There is a Village
“way.” In this way, a focus on pathology and diagnosis, and the professional talk and
demeanor that has developed in line with these things, find unwelcoming ground. In line
with this is the Village’s resistance to the objectification of the “other” who happens to be
living with a severe, ongoing mental illness.
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The Village is a plain English place. When someone is discussed—say in a team
meeting—the talk is concrete and practical, focused on-the-ground on behavior and events.
Clinical jargon is rarely heard. I’ve heard staff observations on member state of being—
someone loving his manic high, or being depressed, or being in pain, but this sort of
interpretive observation is not elaborated on, and it is heard less often proportionate to other
sorts of concrete low-inference statements on activities and behaviors. Someone might
report on a visit to a member who has been hospitalized, and say something like, “she is not
sleeping, she is up all night, very psychotic,” but it is more likely to be a “Doc” who
ventures to make such an observation, and much more often, in the normal flow of things,
the focus of talk is on facts of day-to-day life—living arrangements, organizing for a move,
money matters, getting to appointments, the virtues of renting over buying a refrigerator for
a new apartment. “Low-functioning” is not a concrete statement of particulars. As I heard it
used in the party setting, by someone not of the Village, it was a term that was being used to
assign a particular person to a general category.
The Village articulation of a philosophy of care places fundamental importance on a
respect for and appreciation of whole persons. Persons are more than their mental illnesses.
Work with persons living with mental illness involves “walking beside,” rather than
“caring for” another. It is work with a wider array of that person’s interests and concerns.
It is work infused with a vision of what might be and insistence that life can get better. This
work goes on within the Village as a community of various persons—all members of the
community in various life situations.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Reflections

Introduction
As our study developed it came to ask most centrally, “How, specifically, does The
Village do its work, and what might account for the outcomes of that work?” At the
periphery of those questions has stood another question, “How might other programs
organize to provide mental health services in ways that resemble those found at The Village,
in order to produce outcomes similar to those found at The Village?”
This concluding chapter reconsiders those three questions together and provides
some answers to them. The first section presents seven propositions that outline the major
findings from this study. The propositions are followed by brief comments on them as a
set of conditions for replication (when replication is conceived as an organic process of
growing a program anew within the special circumstances of a local habitat). The second
section discusses the limitations of this study and the implications of those limitations not
only for how our conclusions should be interpreted, but for future research. The final
section presents a description of The Village’s annual awards ceremony (at which
community supporters are honored and the “Golden Ducky Award” is presented to
members). In concluding discussion the awards ceremony is considered as a ritual which
manifests in a concentrated way the distinctive core values and practices of The Village.
Reflections on the ceremony itself are combined with reflections on what this report as a
whole has had to say about the conditions within which The Village has developed, how it
operates “counter-hegemonically” in deliberate contrast to mental health guild norms, and
what in particular might account for the outcomes that result from The Village's distinctive
way of doing business.
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Seven propositions as conditions for replication
1. The Village is an unusually well run and internally consistent organization.
a. it shows consistency between its formal and informal social
organization and between the explicit and implicit “messages”
that it sends routinely
(The tensions and differences between formal and informal
organization appear to be slight rather than great, as is more typical
in formal organizations, public and private.)
2. The Village thoroughly integrates the diverse services it provides.
a. it provides a broad range of comprehensive integrated services
to support people with severe ongoing mental illness in
leading their daily lives—housing, employment/education, local
community participation
but beyond that . . .
3. The Village delivers its services in distinctive ways that run counter
to mental health guild norms.
a. to an unusual degree, deliberately and intuitively, Village staff
and members together de-emphasize traditional categories of
“difference” among people—in organizational rank, in mental
status, and in professional credentials—and these practices of
blurring distinctions are in keeping with the values of the
mental health recovery movement
what accounts for this “added value” is that . . .
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4. The Village is supported externally by an effective parent organization,
the Mental Health Association of Los Angeles (MHALA)
a. MHALA lobbies for and runs interference for The Village
effectively; it helped to create The Village and the conditions
for its initial funding and has continued to provide support and
supervision for The Village throughout its history
b. MHALA holds the alternative vision of the recovery movement
in mental health service delivery, and is itself accountable to
that movement, which has potential (and actual) political
leverage in American society
5. The Village is flat organizationally, with minimal levels of hierarchy in reporting.
a. top management is astute and active
b. in the next layer, the teams as primary service units keep
tight communication with one another, as staff and members
6. The Village’s staff recruitment and hiring practices select for persons
with non-traditional orientations to mental health service delivery.
a. persons hired either are mental health professionals who
have counter-guild orientations or they are not mental
health professionals, and so were not socialized into guild
norms in the first place
b. there is a low percentage of (conventionally) guild certified
mental health clinicians in relation to other service
providers on staff.
c. initial induction and continuing cultivation of staff
deliberately supports this counter-guild orientation
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7. The Village has adapted successfully to positive and negative features
of its external environment.
a. (positively) the geographic locale of Long Beach provides
support for what The Village does—relatively moderately
priced housing and entry level jobs are available in a
surround that is large enough so that members both find the
housing and jobs they can afford and qualify for and can
blend anonymously into the local community
(in a tiny city or rural area members would always be
identifiable—their stigma would be a matter of general local
knowledge, and in a highly affluent area such as an elite
suburb there would be no housing or employment
opportunities locally available)
b. (negatively) guild-oriented accountability to external
funding and oversight entities at the county and state level
pose a continuing threat -- indeed an increasing threat -- to
The Village’s capacity to deliver its services in an alternative,
counter-guild manner (these pressures come not only from
governmental agencies directly, but they come indirectly
from the professional mental health guild itself and its taken
for granted conventional wisdom about good practice.)
Taken together as a set these appear to be necessary conditions for “replication” of
the ethos, the special character, with which The Village delivers its services. The notion of
“replication” here is different from that current in policy discourse—a set of “best
practices,” or a whole “service model,” whose key elements can be considered as
analytically isolable independent variables, each of which can be operationally defined so
that their basic presence or absence could be reliably judged across sites. Rather, the sense
of replication that informed the framing of the seven propositions above is a more
“organic” one (although even the organism/environment metaphor is not entirely adequate,
since social entities, relations, and processes across time are more complex and situationally
variable than are biological entities and processes). By replication of a program of human
service delivery we do not mean cloning from one site to another. Rather we mean a
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process of growing practices again within a new situation of local ecology. This is less
akin to high tech agriculture and more akin to gardening—planting and cultivating with
special attention to features of a micro habitat, e.g. local conditions of sun and soil.
What results in “dissemination” of new practices, in repeated attempts at new
program implementation, usually involves even less “fidelity” to the surface features of a
model (or more abstractly, of token to type) than in gardening, in which, if one plants
zucchini from one garden to the next, what grows is readily recognizable as zucchini rather
than summer squash. The surface form of a local practice in the new site may differ from
that which characterizes the analogous practice in the original site. Thus what “repeats” is
(to borrow Wittgenstein’s notion from the Philosophical Investigations) a “family
resemblance” that is not necessarily obvious at first glance. Such family resemblance is
likely to reside not in a set of unitary variables, but within a process or processes, a piece or
pieces of social ecology that is locally emergent.
It follows that the seven propositions above, taken together do indeed represent a set
of necessary conditions for replication—and this is a hunch on our part, not a certain
conclusion—then “Village-like practices” in another site could be expected to be somewhat
different from The Village version—different in form and perhaps even in ethos. This is to
say that not only the “words” of Village-like practice may not transfer exactly from that
setting to another one, but the “music” of it may not transfer exactly either. Thus it is
possible that a new site could in fact “be another Village” but not look as if it were. This is
a paradox in social policy research and in current attempts at reform and accountability
monitoring—an awkward circumstance, but one which bears mention here in passing.
What does generalize from one setting to another are certain basic processes of
social ecology that manifest somewhat differently within distinct local habitats (see the
discussions in Becker, 1990, and in Erickson and Gutierrez, 2003). One special feature of
that habitat, in the instance of The Village, has been a parent organization (MHALA) that
holds an alternative vision for service delivery and can run interference for the new
organization that is setting off with intentions to realize alternative kinds of mental health
service delivery. Another key feature is the local community and its characteristics (e.g. as
noted above, in a wealthy suburb affordable housing for members could not be found, and
this is bound to affect the way the service delivery site organizes itself to address housing
needs of consumers. Such an environmental constraint could preclude success in the new
site.)
Yet another feature is an alternative ideology for service delivery that exists external
to the new site but can be held within it so as to permeate its various practices—i.e., to
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ramify throughout the setting. In this instance, such an ideology is found in the recovery
movement and related “consumer advocacy” political organizing in the field of mental
health. Because in the United States the total set of persons with severe, ongoing mental
illness involves “recruits” across various demographic lines of differentiation—across the
categories of race, ethnicity, recency of immigration, gender, and social class—those
“consumers” and their families who have the least prestige, education, and power are not
over-represented within the overall set. Therefore those with severe, ongoing mental illness
and their families have the potential for “clout,” political muscle, that other sets of
stigmatized people in our society do not have. Activist attempts to enlist in efforts on their
own behalf welfare recipients, parents of children in inner city schools, hotel service
workers, or those without health insurance all involve the uphill struggle of organizing
cohorts of people with the lowest economic and political status in our society. But mental
illness affects people across all social classes and in all regions of the country in a way that
makes the mental health recovery movement and similar advocacy movements a potential
force to be reckoned with by politicians—akin to organizations of retirees and veterans. It is
still an uphill struggle, but the slope is somewhat more gentle than that engaged by the very
poorest people in America who try to organize to advance their own interests. Because this
potential for power supports the maintenance of an alternative ideology for mental health
service delivery, the possibility that settings like The Village can be founded and survive is
increased, in our judgment. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that other settings like
The Village could be created and sustained. But we see that process as one of “growing”
sets of everyday practices locally, within differing local habitats, one site at a time.

Limitations of this study and possibilities for future research
No study accomplishes everything it sets out to do and so some limitations in our
research should be reviewed before we bring this report to a close. As already noted in the
report, we found that The Village was a more complex site than we had anticipated and that
the story of its development over thirteen years was also complicated. Given that this was a
one-year study with the primary fieldworker, Joanne Straceski, budgeted for 50% time, we
had to make some decisions mid-course which resulted in limitations. The first of these is
that we realized we could not do both inside-site and outside-site fieldwork in the same year
of research—we could not complete a study of Village service delivery in depth and also do
a series of short-term visits to comparison sites, as had been anticipated in our initial
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research proposal and in the approved scope of work. Accordingly, at the time of our midyear progress report we decided, in consultation with Don Buesching at Eli Lilly, to change
the scope of work and limit outside research to a few visits to a local, publicly funded mental
health service agency which would, in fact, be a place that Long Beach consumers like those
who come to The Village could go to get more standard mental health services than those
The Village provides.
That decision allowed us greater depth in data collection at The Village but it limited
our capacity to identify specific program features at The Village which might account for its
higher scores on most outcome measures, in comparison with other integrated services
programs in California and around the United States. In the absence of comparative
evidence, the closest we can come toward an explanation for the distinctive results apparent
at The Village is our hypothesis about the qualitative nature of service delivery that was
mentioned in the first chapter of this report. Treating consumers with a special kind of
respect and emphasis on human commonality, and thus providing services in ways that run
against the grain of mental health “guild norms,” is very apparent at The Village (an antimedicalizing approach to service delivery). At this point we believe that this character in
service delivery accounts for the results The Village produces. To warrant and refine that
hunch further would require the collection and analysis of contrastive data from appropriate
comparison sites. [This would not necessarily require an experimental design, for direct
observational research can provide evidence of cause albeit a different kind of evidence
(based on a different notion of cause) from that collected in typical experimental studies.
The latter studies follow the assumption of Hume (and more recently, of logical positivists
such as Hempel) that causal relations cannot be observed directly but must be inferred from
observed regularities in associations of events. Recently an alternative to the standard
“regularity” theory of causation has been developed, with what to us seems to be a slightly
confusing label of realist theory of causation, as set forth by Sayer (1992; 2000) and
others. (We think that “realism” here is a rather unfortunate term because of the baggage
that it carries in philosophy, i.e. realism in contrast to nominalism or idealism. That is not
the sense in which the contemporary term “realism” is being used in philosophy of
science.) The key notion in “realist” theory of causation is that causality can be identified
within single cases by specifying the causal linkages/mechanisms that are observable there.
But even from the perspective of realist theory of causation, multiple cases closely
analysed help one specify in adequate detail the causal mechanisms one is discovering. This
is not “replication” in the sense used more conventionally (it should be noted that when
one considers causation from the regularity theory point of view, “replication” is indeed
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necessary to warrant strong claims about cause.) Rather, it is successive, observationally
detailed analysis of comparable instances of cases. (For elaboration, see Erickson and
Gutierrez, 2002 and Maxwell, 2004).]
We now think we know enough about The Village to be able to choose appropriate
comparison sites, within California and in other locations in the United States. So that is one
possibility for future research.
As our research at The Village was concluding and analysis was beginning a second
major limitation in this study became apparent. The Village’s approach to supporting a
member as a whole person, within the whole set of circumstances adults face in living their
everyday lives—living successfully in housing, being successfully employed or in further
education, staying sober, not sticking out like an easily stigmatizable “sore thumb” in the
community—requires service delivery outside The Village site as well as inside it and to
understand that service delivery would require deeper-going fieldwork outside The Village
than one part-time fieldworker could practically accomplish. Moreover, the conception of
what a member has undertaken as a life-course journey requires the collection of data across
spans of time as well as across differing social “spaces” at a current moment in that
journey. Documenting a number of members’ journeys in detail was also beyond the scope
of work that could be undertaken in the present study. But it seems to us now to be very
important. Accordingly, future research should follow Village staff and members more
closely as members’ lives are lived outside The Village’s building. Future research should
also collect evidence about members’ lives over spans of time, using oral history techniques
and related kinds of interviewing. Comparison of various members’ life trajectories across
time would inform both an attempt at causal analysis and it would be worthwhile in its own
right, as documenting the life experience of members, in a way analogous to that Clifford
Beers (1908) was able to provide for himself, autobiographically.
We focused in detail on only one of the three “neighborhoods” (service delivery
teams and their members) for adult clients at The Village. Had there been time for close
observation and comparison among all three neighborhoods we might have gained further
insight into causal mechanisms that account for the outcomes that are apparent at The
Village. In order to do that, further research time would be necessary. We also limited
contact with the Village’s Employment Department. the Outreach and Engagement team,
and "Village Next" ("Main Street") but learned enough to see them as important sites for
future work.
Finally, the ratio between time for data collection and data analysis is skewed in this
qualitative study. Typically in ethnography the ratio between time spent in data collection
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and time spent in analysis and reporting is 1 to 1.5 or even 1 to 2. Ours is more like 1 to
.33. This means that, in spite of our time limitations in data collection we have obtained
more information than we could fully digest and report here. That is a limitation in this
study. We intend to add to this report, on the basis of information that has already been
collected, in order to produce a more substantial monograph or perhaps a book. And
whether with further funding or not, we hope to continue some fieldwork with the members
and staff of The Village. Their work and lives deserve a better characterization than we have
been able to provide in this narrative report. The report should be read, therefore, as a first
approximation.

The Golden Ducky Awards Ceremony, 2004
At 6 p.m. on Friday April 2, 2004, about three hundred and fifty people had
assembled at the First Christian Church, right next door to The Village. It was the night of
The Village’s annual Golden Ducky Awards ceremony. Outside the building a stretch
limousine was parked at the curb. From it a red carpet led across the sidewalk and up the
front steps into the church. Just inside the entrance, in the center of the street level lobby,
high school musicians played in a string quartet. A six-foot tall man wore a yellowfeathered Ducky costume, complete with duck-billed mask. He walked the halls and up and
down the stairs to the second floor auditorium/worship space as members of the audience
arrived, moving past him to find seats in the auditorium.
The large room was wide for its length. Its walls were handsomely painted and the
lighting was ample, with spotlights on the broad stage-like sanctuary with a centered pulpit
and a large movie screen pulled down from the ceiling at the back wall of the sanctuary.
Urns of flowers were placed around the sanctuary space. To the front edge of that stage area
broad aisles gave access, breaking up successive semi-circles of pews on a floor that was
sloped slightly down toward the front. The wood of the pews was dusted and polished, the
carpet on the floor looked quite new and it, as well as the cushions in the pews, had been
scrupulously vacuumed.
Almost every seat in the room was filled by men and women who, almost to a
person, were dressed up—some to the nines. Many of the women in the audience wore
party dresses and many of the men wore sports coats or suits; some with a shirt and tie,
others with the dark colored lightweight turtleneck or crewneck sweater that currently is a
Southern California alternative for shirt and tie. There were also a few outfits that appeared
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to be playing around with “being dressed”—just one notch over the top. A woman staff
member wore a black tuxedo jacket (with black trousers), white shirt, black tie, a black
bowler hat, and carried a walking stick. One Village member, a teenage young man, wore a
long black jacket (reminiscent of a “zoot suit” coat), with black pants, a wide brimmed
black “pimp” hat with a white hatband, and black dark glasses.
The principal award symbol for the evening, a gold painted “Rubber Ducky” toy
mounted on a wood base, could also be seen as playful—a bit of tender parody. This was,
after all, Tinsel Town—where the Oscars are awarded each year by the American Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences—its presentations to worthy recipients being
accompanied by fanfares (now enhanced with multimedia digitized visuals). And this year at
The Village’s Golden Ducky Awards ceremony there was a digitized display of credits and
fanfares that ran at each juncture throughout the ceremony—projected on the screen
upstage, behind the pulpit that served as a podium for the event.
The printed program for the evening listed, as the ceremony’s first slot, the Put Down
the Ducky Anthem. The projection system lit the screen. It showed picture and sound from a
video of this song, which comes from the Children’s Television Workshop’s Sesame
Street. In the video the song is sung by “Muppets” (puppet characters) in a jazz band.
Ernie, one of the principal Sesame Street Muppets, is in the front row of the band trying to
play his tenor saxophone while holding on to his Rubber Ducky in his left hand—the
Ducky is his “transitional object” and security symbol. The point of the song is that if
Ernie really wants to be able to play his horn he must PUT DOWN THE DUCKY—leave
his old comforting, adaptive/coping habit behind in order to undertake a new, richer life
activity. After various of the other characters in the video have sung in succession to Ernie
the phrase, “Put Down the Ducky,” he kisses it quickly, puts it down, and is then able to
play the sax fluently, holding it with both hands. Ernie “wails” on his horn, bobbing back
and forth with the other musicians. Later in the video Ernie picks up the Ducky again
briefly, then puts it down permanently and continues to play the sax with both hands until
the end of the video. (This is to say that putting down the Ducky, while it is necessary, is not
an easy thing to do nor is it simply a one time thing.)
The video faded from the screen and the CEO of MHALA stepped to the podium.
As Master of Ceremonies he told the audience why this song had become The Village
anthem. The clinical “moral” of the video was clearly pertinent to The Village’s vision, but
its connection with The Village was even stronger than that, as the Master of Ceremonies
proceeded to explain. After the initial funding of The Village, at the very first staff training
session that was held—even before any members had been recruited—a consultant/trainer
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came with the Ducky video and played it for The Village staff. Ever since it has been the
hallmark of what The Village is about. In an insert in the awards ceremony program the
song was labeled at the top, “the Village anthem—the anthem of a movement.” The Master
of Ceremonies read from this insert, which described what putting down the Ducky means
for members, for staff, for government partners, and for community partners (see the figures
below—cover of the awards ceremony program and the “Put Down the Ducky” program
insert)
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Various dignitaries in the audience were then introduced, including the state director
of mental health services who had traveled that afternoon from Sacramento to be present for
the awards ceremony. A local member of the state legislature was introduced, as well as Kit
Wall, from Eli Lilly. The county deputy director of mental health services was introduced,
and as he came to the podium he put an arm around the Master of Ceremonies and kissed
his cheek. The MC then said, “It’s a real pleasure to work with this man—and be worked
over by him.” The Sheriff of Los Angeles County received an award as Mental Health
Hero of the Year. He spoke of how he had learned as a child about mental illness (his term)
by having an uncle who had required care by professionals as well as by the future sheriff
and other members of his family.
After this Village staff presented graduation certificates to long term members who
were moving on. In introducing the graduates a staff member said, “I’ve been privileged to
walk with our members on their journey of recovery.” The commencement speaker, who
was a member-graduate last year and who is presently director of housing at The Village,
said of this year’s graduates, “They are heroes in the war of recovery.”
As each graduate’s name was announced that person came up from the audience to
the stage, carrying an unpainted Rubber Ducky. The graduate placed his or her Ducky on a
flower-strewn table in front of the podium. Then the graduate stepped up next to the
podium, received a diploma, and joined the other graduates standing in a semi-circle behind
the podium. After applause, all the graduates returned to their seats. (N. B. All the other
award recipients who were Village members had received a gold-painted Rubber Ducky
after they had been presented to the audience. Each graduate, in contrast, exchanged his or
her unpainted Rubber Ducky for a diploma.)
In the next slot, participants in a short term program of service delivery were
presented by the senior psychiatrist on the staff of The Village. (In contrast to all the other
presenters and members on the stage he was dressed informally, wearing a heavy knit wool
sweater.) Before he introduced individually the members who were “Fast Track
Successes,” he referred to the “journeys” of those in the fast track program (thus echoing
the remarks of the staff member who in the immediately previous slot had introduced the
long term graduates). Each of the Fast Track Success members received a Golden Ducky.
Later in the ceremony one of the members read a poem she had written for the
occasion. One of its lines said, “to know is to respect.” Awards were given for staying
sober for a year, for living successfully in housing. There was a “Member of the Year”
award given by each of the three Village “neighborhoods”—the service coordination
teams.
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Right before the end the Master of Ceremonies said, “After all this do you think we
had too many awards?” There was a small ripple of laughter from the audience, for indeed
many gold-painted ducks had been handed out, with applause for each recipient. Then the
MC said, “I wish every person here could get a Golden Ducky,” and the audience
responded with handclaps, whistles, and cheers.
After a performance of the song Have a Little Faith in Me, sung by a choir of
Village members and staff robed in royal blue (backed up by guitar and piano and
accompanied on the projection screen by a digital multimedia photo montage showing faces
of members and staff in everyday scenes from the past year), the awards ceremony
concluded.

Hegemony and its discontents at The Village
Cultural hegemony, as Antonio Gramsci uses that term, refers to conventional
wisdom or common sense that supports standard operating procedures. This common sense
includes folk ontology, i.e. presumptions about what really exists in the world, or doesn’t,
and what of that is good or bad. These are shared assumptions about the nature of things
that are so taken for granted within a society that they need not be stated, in ordinary affairs.
To that extent, hegemony is synonymous with what American anthropologists used to call
“implicit culture” or “tacit culture.”
But Gramsci meant by hegemony more than simply the taken for granted and
unspoken—he meant common sense views which support existing power relations in
society—privileging the mentalities and knowledge bases of the powerful and disprivileging
those of the less powerful. Moreover, he saw the less powerful as tending to comply with
hegemony without having to be coerced into doing so (as if choosing voluntarily, albeit
doing intuitively, without deliberation) even when such compliance involves acting against
their own best interests. When people take action according to the default modes supported
by hegemonic conventional wisdom, those ways of acting keep the powerless on the bottom
of the power ladder and keep the powerful on top. Maintaining those power relations across
generations is literally what the notion of “social reproduction” means—re-producing the
status quo ante.
Max Weber claimed that one of the criterial attributes of a profession is that its
members possess a body of specialized knowledge, into which they are socialized as they
enter the profession as novices. This is a kind of guild knowledge—and to the extent that it
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is held as (for the most part) unexamined conventional wisdom and skill, it has the potential
to be hegemonic, in Gramsci’s sense. This is how Foucault identifies the connection
between uses of knowledge and the exercise of power—the special professional knowledge
as a “Discourse” makes visible and central certain phenomena—allowing them to be stated
discursively—and keeps invisible or marginalized other phenomena—keeping them
unstated and unstatable. Thus various professional discourses are like distinct ontological
terrains, each with a differing topology, across differing fields of professional practice.
In Michel Foucault’s studies of changes over time in the content of the Discourses
of medicine as a profession, and of psychiatry and related approaches to the healing of
mental illness as conceived within a medicalized frame of reference, he shows how common
sense notions of how the mentally ill could and should be treated varied across successive
time periods. For example, physical constraint (and corporal punishment) of the mentally ill
was replaced, during the first third of the nineteenth century, by practices which on the
surface seemed more benign and more respectful of the person who was designated
mentally ill. But at a deeper level, power relations remained similar over time—the madman
was no longer physically pushed around but was still constrained by regulation, by
observation, and by standardized assessments which defined the person as a “case”—as a
particular instance of a general disease entity. (The anthropologist of medicine, Arthur
Kleinman, identifies this as a basic feature of routine medical practice, by which patients
become regarded by their physicians as a “case” of something, rather than as a person with
a substantial life that lies beyond the horizon of the physician's immediate view in the
examining room of the clinic.)
Indeed as the “treatment” of the insane was medicalized, the classic (and
hegemonic) shape of medical service delivery was maintained. Medicine as a profession had
a conventional way of dealing with a person who was ill. Determine what illness the person
had, then devise a means of healing the illness, and carry out that means—with the
physician in the role of agent (literally in social theory, one who acts on the external
environment) and the ill person in the role of patient (literally, one who primarily is acted
upon by the external environment rather than acting upon it). For the successful completion
of this sequence the “patient” must be passive. In modern medical service delivery the
person needing medical services exchanges his or her agency (and often, dignity) for the
receiving of services, which are delivered in a one-way direction. The basic social
organization of high tech medicine is: “Hold still while we give you the treatment—whether
it is a surgical procedure, a drug, or a physical therapy regimen.” The doctors as agents
administer the treatment, you as a patient are the recipient of our actions upon you. If you
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initiate actions during the treatment, we can’t complete it. For the treatment to be
successful—and for us as service providers to be successful—you as the patient, have to
give up control to us and hold still.
The first and fundamental step in this sequence is determining the illness—formally,
the process of differential diagnosis. Diagnosis is “knowing across”—considering
alternative labeling hypotheses side by side—is it disease entity X or Y? Rule out one or the
other, by contrastive review of possible symptoms and keep trying to generate new
alternative hypotheses. Foucault would want us to remember that diagnosis is not a
politically innocent intellectual process, however, since gnosis means not only knowledge
but that knowledge which is esoteric—in this instance the special province of a profession,
involving the use of guild knowledge and skill. Medical diagnosis is a professional activity,
not a lay activity. Who diagnoses whom demarcates a boundary of power asymmetry.
Even in ordinary physical medicine a diagnostic label may be invidious—this person
has halitosis, or psoriasis, or HIV. Even to have a bacterial infection or cancer can damage
one’s “face”—indirectly compromising one’s moral worth, opening one to being blamed
as a victim. The ante is raised in the treatment of mental illness, for there every diagnostic
label is a sentence of stigma as well as a consignment to lack of agency as a “patient.”
Neurosis, psychosis, depression, schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder—these are all facethreatening labels.
In the conventional (medical) model of mental health service delivery, one needing
“service” is first diagnosed (assigned a stigmatizing label). Then a “treatment plan” is
prepared that is appropriate for the disease entity named in the diagnostic label. Then the
“treatment” is carried out, with the service provider as agent and the service
receiver/consumer as patient. The service provider determines the diagnosis. The service
provider constructs the treatment plan. The service provider delivers the treatment. The
“patient” is the “consumer” of the service provider’s services.
How different this is from The Village model, as invoked indexically by The
Village’s housing director and senior staff psychiatrist at the Golden Ducky Awards
ceremony. In their discourse the member’s place in the world is not portrayed as being a
patient who needs first of all an accurate diagnosis before treatment can begin and who
needs next to hold still as the treatment is delivered. Rather, the member is portrayed as one
who is in the process of undertaking a journey—one that will involve risks and thus will
require courage—ultimately one that will be long and will present challenges of persistence.
In this narrative portrayal of the member’s situation and task as an active agent in his or her
own healing—rather than as a “patient” who is a passive receiver of “treatment”—it is the
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Village staff member’s privilege to accompany the member for part of the way along his or
her journey.
This is a radical re-framing of the project of mental health service delivery—radical
in that it cuts all the way down to the roots (radix) of that service—to its fundamental social
organization and its fundamental assumptions about what constitutes good, professional
practice. This re-framing is consonant with the original sense of the Greek from which we
get the modern word therapist—one who “waits upon” another (David Pilon, Personal
Communication, April 3, 2004). Thus it is profoundly counter-hegemonic—turning the
tables on the conventional power/knowledge relations in medical/mental health service
delivery.
It also represents a return to the fundamental concern for and expression of
humanity and respect for persons that was at the core of the early nineteenth century attempt
to reform the treatment of the insane. If we don’t simply view the Quakers of York, England
and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania through a cynically twisted lens of hindsight (as did
Foucault) we can see that what they were trying to do—what they were aiming for—was to
respect the personhood of the madman and madwoman, affirming their agency and dignity.
The insane were fully human, just as women were, just as slaves of African descent were,
just as children were. In company with all other humans the insane possessed souls, they
were unconditionally loved by God, infinitely precious in God’s sight. They were to be
unshackled—no longer to be mocked and whipped—set loose so that by God’s help and
that of their caretakers they could come to themselves, to their true being. (Modernity has
removed God from this narrative portrayal of a healing process, but the respect for the
humanity of particular persons remains in such a conception of healing. There are also
moral and religious overtones in the metaphoric characterization of the Village member as
one who is on a journey. The junctures along the journey each present the traveler with a
moral choice—that is what the nineteenth century Quakers saw and that is also where the
contemporary “recovery” movement comes in. At each juncture the traveler must
decide—do I go down this byway or not? The recovery movement says “You can make the
right choice—do it.”)
When we reflect on hegemony it is apparent that it cuts both ways as it manifests in
professional Discourses—in guild conventional wisdom and standard operating procedures.
On the one hand it keeps the powerless down and unaware of the process of domination,
but on the other hand, as it reciprocally keeps the powerful up it maintains them in a state of
at least partial blindness, both to the power they possess and to the potentials for its misuse
by them as they exercise it. In that sense it is as important for the staff of The Village to put
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down the Ducky as it is for The Village’s members. The Village staff psychiatrists must put
down the conventional practice of medicine—decentering their work from the deceptively,
attractively rationalistic planning model of (1) determining a diagnosis and assigning its
label, (2) designing a treatment plan, and (3) prescribing a treatment regimen—if they are to
learn how to accompany a member in taking the next steps in that member’s journey. If the
member’s Ducky is those ways of acting that keep him or her from taking the next steps on
a journey toward a richer, more fulfilling way of living in the world, albeit a more risky one,
the Village staff psychiatrist’s Ducky is that which is entailed in so many of the
unexamined common sense assumptions of modern medicine—assumptions which add up
to an idolatry of power that remains invisible to its wielder. This is exactly what the insert in
the awards ceremony program had said that The Village asks of its staff: “to put down
professional distance and control, and instead, be a life coach and friend.” The insert also
asks of government partners: “to put down the safety of traditional policies and procedures
and pick up the uncertainty that comes with creativity and flexibility.”
Thus the Master of Ceremonies, the CEO of MHALA, may have spoken even more
profoundly than he intended as he said at the very end of the awards ceremony, “Do you
think there were too many awards? I wish every person here would get a Golden Ducky.”
In that utterance one could take “every person” to mean “every member”—but if it meant
every Village member and every Village staff person and every government partner too
then it would be fully consistent with the gently radical project of The Village. Who can
render a fixed interpretation of what the MC really meant? As we conclude let us leave his
utterance as it stands; a bit enigmatic.

What next?
Can a formal organization operate consistently in gently counter-hegemonic ways
and not be eliminated by its external environment, or disintegrate from within through staff
burnout? From the record of The Village so far, the answer seems to be “Yes, but it’s a
slippery slope.” The continued existence of distinctively nuanced daily practices of mental
health service delivery at The Village contradicts current conventional wisdom in
organization theory and in more general social theory. In other words, if Foucault and
Gramsci were completely right instead of being only partially right, the Discourse of
medicalized mental health service delivery would have so dominated the daily practices of
Village staff that its distinctive local ethos would be nonexistent. Yet that ethos not only
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exists but it appears to be omnipresent at The Village, ramified throughout it, suggesting that
what is durable in that setting is not so much the effects of domination as the workings of
resistance. This is the point the political scientist James Scott makes directly in his series of
studies of resistance (e.g. Weapons of the Weak, Domination and the Arts of Resistance,
and Seeing Like a State). He criticizes the overdeterminism of dominance theory, calling for
a “paper-thin theory of hegemony.” Yes, the taken for granted ontology of common sense
can work against the interests of the less powerful in society—but the less powerful are not
totally deceived. Yes, there are currents in the river but if people choose to swim upstream,
they can do so.
It follows that a site which organizes itself deliberately to be counter-hegemonic,
does so systematically (i.e. in thoroughgoing ways rather than incrementally piecemeal
ones), and recruits carefully for staff who, by life experience and temperament, are
consonant with the counter-hegemonic “program” can sustain counter-hegemonic
practice—so long as that site has some “wiggle room” around it. Scott notes that
persistently successful resistance requires some secrecy—it is necessary that the resistance
not be so overt that it can be picked up by the monitoring devices of what Foucault,
following Jeremy Bentham, called “panoptical” surveillance (e.g. accounting practices,
census taking, program evaluation, legal scrutiny, and other institutionalized means of
monitoring that Scott calls “seeing like a state.”) Scott cites the British social historian E.
P. Thompson’s studies of the ubiquity of lower class resistance in 19th-century rural
England—English villagers poach continually on the squire’s land, but they do so at
night—they don’t try in full daylight to expropriate the manor’s fields and woods and
occupy the manor house. Scott argues that the Panopticon’s activity (what Foucault calls
the ubiquitous accountability monitoring systems of modern government and business) is,
although ubiquitous, still inherently incomplete in its workings and so some kind of
resistance on the ground can never be totally eliminated. Some counter-hegemonic activity
will always be able to fly beneath the radar of modern panoptical surveillance.
At The Village’s inception its sponsorship and protection by an advocacy agency,
MHALA, together with pre-paid capitation as the funding approach, provided some of the
necessary “cover,” in Scott’s sense, for the development of its local practices. Further
cover was provided by relatively light regulation by the county and state. Additional energy
and inspiration for counter-guild practice has come from the recovery movement, in whose
spirit The Village operates. (Recall, the awards ceremony program insert for “Put Down
the Ducky” calls it “the anthem of a movement.”) Yet with fee-for-service funding
replacing pre-paid capitation and with more aggressive accountability monitoring by the
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state (one cannot ignore that this is a new age of intensive accountability monitoring for
social service, health, and educational service delivery by federal, state, and county entities)
The Village now faces ever more direct pressure to act locally in conformity with guild
principles and standard operating procedures. Accountability monitoring now ties future
funding to current outcomes -- the site receives less money in the next program year if
outcomes decrease in the current year.
Consider diagnosis, clinical labeling, and treatment planning as a professional
activity. Diagnostic labeling and formal statement of treatment plans for every Village
member is now necessary if The Village is to be paid by the county on behalf of the state
for the services it provides to (and with) members. It remains to be seen whether The Village
can maintain a wall of symbolic separation between the pragmatic fiscal necessity of
assigning diagnostic labels and treatment plans for each member (for purposes of external
accountability) without the ideology entailed in those labeling and rationalistic planning
practices—the Discourse of “mental health services” as a guild system—leaching through
The Village’s locally constructed wall of symbolic separation and contaminating and
compromising the qualitative character of face to face relations between staff and
members—and of members with one another. If that leaching were to happen then counterhegemony would likely be replaced by conventional hegemony, in a slow but sure process
of transformation back to the usual ways of doing business in the field of mental health.
The recovery movement’s momentum presses The Village in one direction as the county’s
regulatory and fiscal management approaches push in the other. As the external
accountability surveillance of daily service delivery practices at The Village becomes ever
more detailed and intense, can the distinctive local character of service delivery at The
Village survive, even with continuing inspiration by the recovery movement and continuing
support by MHALA as a skillful buffering and advocacy agency interposed between The
Village and its governmental surround? As The Village’s story continues, will the views of
Clifford Beers and James Scott be shown to have been more prescient for the future, or
those of Michel Foucault and Antonio Gramsci? This must stand presently as an open
question.
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Fieldwork Procedures
We went into this study with the understanding that The Village ISA in Long Beach,
California was a well respected mental health treatment setting for people with severe mental
illness. Attempts to "replicate" this program had not been as successful as might be desired.
There was some question about "fidelity" to the Village model. So Lilly researchers at Eli
Lilly and leadership figures in The Village and in its parent organization the MHA of LA
(now known as the National MHA of Greater LA) decided that what was needed was a
closer qualitative look at the program. In Dawson’s terms (1977) there was a need to open
the black box of the program processes and take a new look at what was going on there.
Was this a rare kind of setting with an few exceptional characters critical to the creation of a
unique setting that could not be duplicated? Was there an organizational culture? If so, what
were its most crucial features?
Neither Erickson nor Straceski had done research on publicly funded mental health
services for adults living with "severe, ongoing mental illness." We did not even know that
this particular choice of words for describing the object of study carried worlds of meaning
for people deeply involved in that field. But we studied formal organizations and their
cultures. Erickson has looked closely at social and cultural processes in a range of
educational and medical settings. Straceski has specialized in a variety of qualitative field
studies within human services programs. The project interested us. We met with two key
figures who had played leading roles in MHALA’s development of the Village and found
some things in common among us. We visited the Village once in September 2002, and
were intrigued. We wrote a proposal to Eli Lilly & Company soon after, and in October the
proposal was approved.
Due to vagaries of the UCLA Office for the Protection of Human Subjects IRB
committee procedures for the review of research proposals, there was no full and final
approval for the research until April 2003. Technically, before that date, we were not to be
interviewing individuals, but we could visit, and the UCLA/Village study field work began
on February 21, 2003, with a meeting with one key player in the development of the Village
and member's of the Village's "training department" staff. The training department staff are
responsible for introducing outsider visitors to the place, and so it was a natural fit to start
"under their wing," A space was cleared for me at the one extra small table in the training
office - the phone table used by anyone visiting in the office. I was working on this project
half time and would not be in the place more than a few days a week so this was fine. It also
became apparent that Villagers are not so tied to their own personal desk spaces as in many
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other settings. And in fairly short order I moved out from the training office. To hold down
one desk there for me would not have made much sense in the circumstances. But I did
maintain access to my own telephone extension and voicemail for a longer period of time,
and retained a staff mailbox throughout the course of the fieldwork. In it I received such
general in-house memos and other materials as did the staff.
UCLA IRB application for access to client medical files can entail a significant delay
on final approval of a research project. We weighed this fact against a sense that we would
not wish to focus our attention on such files and so we did not request permission from the
IRB to look at member records (the word, member, is used to refer to clients in the Village
agency). That was appropriate for the purposes of the study. If we were to proceed with any
other research in the site or in contrast/comparison sites, we would want access of some
kind to client records. We have learned enough now to see how this would be both an
efficient way of adding dimensions to the view of member/staff member interactions, and
illuminating what look like very real problems in how regulating authorities structure the
allowable means for Village staff to document their work in the new fee-for-service
environment in which they find themselves.
The study was initially focused on the most broadly framed concrete questions in
descriptive research: "What is this place?" "Who are the people here?" "What do they do
here?" "How do they think about what they are doing here?" Through the training office
staff it was simple to get a broad view of the variety of social occasions going on at The
Village. The training staff did room scheduling for the building. They were also extremely
practiced at answering any and all questions about what was going on, and who to talk to
about it. The training staff were also well networked to various other segments of the
organization. The Training department director qualified as an "OV" (a staff member in the
place from the earliest days of Village program development), and as such proved to be a
helpful informant. The other members of staff were involved in social networks among
younger, newer members of staff who might otherwise been harder to meet in a more
natural way early on in the fieldwork.
As the research began I concentrated effort in the areas of literature search, contacts
with the research site, and webwork.
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Literature search
After very slight contact with the Village it became clear that I was in a professional
setting coming out of traditions in human services delivery that I knew little about, and so it
was important to become acquainted with research, practice and policy perspectives that
might bear on understanding the Village. Browsing widely, I came across various resources
that would later help with orienting to whole new worlds of understanding about things like
psychosocial rehabilitation, de-institutionalization and the community mental health
movement, the interplay of homelessness and mental illness, current understandings of
serious mental illnesses, and historical trends in the treatment of mental illness. I also
needed some background information on the Long Beach setting.
At the same time I began to monitor the local newspapers for coverage of any topics
that might be of interest in relation to the study. The media's constant heavy coverage of
California State budgetary tangles came into focus over time as being of special salience to a
study of a publically funded mental health program.
Contacts with the site
The Village is a remarkably "transparent" environment, easy to move through, where
people simply say what they mean to say without being thrown by who might be coming
past them. There is a strong emphasis in the place on a visitor program and on educating
outsiders about the Village, so there were many options to choose from that offered low
profile opportunities to simply be part of the scene. I attended Village "immersion" events,
staff development "brown bag " lunchtime staff development presentations, and lunchtime
Harm Reduction staff discussion group meetings. This last connected to an area of
understandings in which I have some professional expertise so I could take myself there
and draw on background experiences to take some readings on how this subject matter was
treated within the Village context. Some of my fellow attendees at all these varied social
occasions became some of my first informants, walking me in various ways deeper into the
organization in an easy relatively natural way. For anyone who asked, I was the researcher
they had heard about in a letter from the Village's parent organization. I was not doing
evaluation. The Village was very well regarded in some quarters, and there was a question
about how you make more Villages, so I was there to learn about what the Village is.
Very few people asked me anything, which also suited my preference to make use
of less obtrusive information sources as I work my way into understanding a place. Things
like staff phone rosters, posted social calendars, flyers, the contents on bookshelves in
accessible spaces—all are good source material, as is just being around and sitting in, on a
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regular routine basis, in open, routine large group events—the purpose being to get a firm
sense of the shape of the place and distribution of persons in the place with as light a touch
as possible. (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966)
I had many various interactions with Villagers as the weeks went by, and in April
2003, I began with more structured in-depth interviewing of Village staff, using a format that
is perhaps most like that which Denzin refers to as the “non-scheduled standardized
interview” (1989, p. 105). I worked with a single set of questions across all these
“introductory” or “baseline” interviews. The order in which the questions were asked and
the way in which they were phrased was influenced by situational circumstances. The core
questions were as followed:
1) How did you first hear about the Village? (and/or MHALA, as
appropriate.) This led into areas of information flowing about who the person heard
through, life circumstances at the time, networks of association, how the contact
turned into a job, etc.)
2) What kinds of experiences did you bring with you to your work at the
Village? Stating explicitly that this is about educational and employment
background.
3) What positions have you held at the Village, and what kinds of work have
you done?
4) Do you have any questions for me about the study? (or about me for that
matter.)
For some time, I also asked people about whether they belonged to any professional
associations, and which professional journals, newsletters, etc., if any, they read, but this was
dropped from the questioning after the pattern began to be clear.
In the end I had interviewed 45 members of staff out of a group of 88 listed on one
staff roster. The interviews ranged in length from one to two hours each. There were some
few individuals I returned to for additional conversations. I did exit interviews with a few
people as they were leaving the Village.
I also decided not to interview members. If someone was both a member or former
member and a staff person, I was interviewing them as a member of the staff.
In further research I would also focus on members' views, but in this study the primary
focus was on staff, program and the program change process.
By August 2003 I had long since visited in all three of the adult-focused
neighborhoods in order to formally introduce myself and the study. I knew a number of
team staff members in each neighborhood. My goal had been to spend some time more
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intensively within one neighborhood. Each neighborhood was interesting and each had a
quite distinct feel. But the remodeling work inside the Village ultimately made my choice for
me. During the re-model, teams went into temporary office arrangements. Newly reconfigured teams not only had to work new sets of relationships, but soon everyone went
into temporary office space during the re-modeling process. Village North was the first
team to settle back into in a permanent space, and so I went to North. It became my new
Village home, and as it did my association with the training office began to fade. North is
where I went when I was between things, and I attended North meetings for a number of
weeks.
This was not a study in which I was in and around the setting at all times of day and
night, mixing with the full community within the setting. As a general statement, I was in the
setting one or two days a week most weeks between February 2003 and December 2004.
Between April and October my visits in any one week were often more frequent. I rarely
missed the Wednesday morning meeting. Aside from this, there were few other fixed points
in where I would turn up or who I would see. I did try to attend various whole Village staff
events that occurred at wide intervals or were convened for a special purpose.
After December 2003, my direct contacts with the Village were scaled back to
approximately once a week. I visited with various Villagers with whom I had been forming
closer relationships. I did a few more initial interviews using the set of questions outlined
earlier in this section. I talked informally with Village and MHALA leaders about how
Erickson and I were framing various issues in the study. This kind of informal talk had
occurred at intervals from midway through the fieldwork. The approach stood in lieu of any
more formal mid-course de-briefing event with staff.
As things were winding down, I spent parts of about five days as a visitor-observer
in a Los Angeles County community mental health center.
Web Work
The internet was an important resource for looking at context issues and gradually
increasing our familiarity with the complex arrangement of intersecting elements that are
salient to what is happening in policy and practice in relation to the question of what people
with serious, on-going psychiatric problems can expect in life here in the United States. As
Erickson and I began our work in this study we had no idea that we would not only be
looking into an interesting problem in program development, but would also be
encountering what is in fact a social movement. We knew nothing of recovery communities,
consumer activists, or the shifting politics of community integration efforts. How these
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elements meet and interact in public and in private is an unfolding tale. Locating the Village
within this context has been an important task in our study.
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The Psychosocial Rehabilitation Circle — Six Views
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